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Chugh

opening

address

sounded

the right

key note :—** Let burning questions burn
the

Kingdom

of God which is righteousness, peace
and joy in the Holy Ghost.” Professor
Plumptre took up the same strain : ¢¢ Pronot

the

ancient

tale

of

wrong,

treat

Nouconformity with even-handed justice
and Christain courtesy and love, co-operate in earnest

1880.

Christian

practicable, and.let

no

work wherever
snuall

difficulties

-and obstacles stand in tho way of friend-

ly Christian recognition of each
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That

leads across the upland, o’er whose
brows
At evening the home-returning cows
{In long procession used to wander by.
A little maiden with a fawn-like eye,
And quick light feet, toward the old farmhouse.

other.”

Others talked in the same tone, and the
‘last meeting of the Congress brought a
suitable and even dramatic denouement.
There was a -onversazione which
the
Mayor of Leicester, a Dissenter,

gave

in

Al
Christian;

very devoted and cultured
Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, of

young ‘State is admiratle, and’it

is stur<

y. What
a man holds here is stalwart

Boston, the eloquent and devout leader. in ‘and pronounced, and temperance
all the principal benevolent enterprises of

women in New

England; Mrs.

Annie

Wittenmyer; of Philadelphia, well known
as one of the leaders of the Sanitary Commission in the time of the. war; Mrs.
Whitall Smith, the noted Bible-reader,
and others—all of them principal officers
of the Union—are sufficient to carry much
wight of. influence with their
various
well-devised
schemes
for
prosecuting
the
|
‘great work.of temperance-reform. This

exception.

I stayed for a night

is no
with an

old -preacher, who had taken Hp. the
gauntlet years ago, and with his people

has sent off sixteeri members
year to form new

and Dantoon.

churches

during

the

nishing more effective discipline, doubtless,
because of the scores of students and a larger
number of teachers. But there are others not

at Babaigadia

;

Palasbani. Thigis a new “charch, or- like it, and ‘we congratulate the supporters of
ganized in March last with,
fifteen mem- | this school on the ‘good work they have in
bers, of which number eleven had been hand, hoping'it may never suffer from lock of
needed supplies.”
g
‘We trust there is no need of emphasizing y the:

had: fought the saloons often’ hand to members of the church at Midnapore.
Though there are but three families at P.,
hand until they were clearly: driven out:
they have chosen a preacher, and: pledged
They had built a wooden calaboose to |‘a part of his support in “ paddy,” - which
contine ‘their rum-sellers in, but it was
we understand to be -unthreshed
rice,
“burned. They put up an iron one in its . They will also build a chapel and house
stead and this had been blown up. with for the preacher, who will algo teach a
powder, but they - persevered and after school for the children.
a; struggle . costing thousands. of dollars
Babaigadia. . This village is twenty-five
Associationshas now subordinate or ¢ 16-| drove the enemy.
Foi
miles south-west of Midnapore.
The peocal Unions”in’ twenty-four States, extend:
In another town a geutlema tsriared
ple are plasters's and there is a large market
ing as far South as South Carolina’ and and Christian—showed me a revolver here on Satur days for the sale of their
westwardto California. <The conviction which had seen active service, when for wares. Our: imigsionaries have preached
has fallen upon me that herein lies the: ‘a week he and -his friends had held the here more gr less, for twenty years, The
po ver which under the blessing of God— | last grog shop in town after a successful flsst convert was baptized six years ago,
and God has been

pleased

to

favor

the

rush for its possession—held it for.7 days

of

this

among

last remark of the Review, in order to stimu
late the prompt ayment of the interest aceru-ing from the endowment.
Says the late India
Report, ¢“ It will be little enough that we can-

do if each remittance is'full. Let the churches
at home understand that their faithfulness: in.
this régard, means life and prosperity to theBible School, and-that their neglect or tardiness is sure to cripple its work and detract se-.
riously from its usefulness.”
It is evident from the Report as well as from.
other sources, that there is great need of a

building
for the school, suited to its object and
work, * not says Dr. ‘Phillips, “ immense’
piles of brick and mortar.”
True, the past
year the school has got on without one, hut at:

‘and several others have followed him since

work and the workers with signal suc- at the point of sword and muzzle of pisto] that time. These friends were members great disadvantage, The dilapidated remains °
cess—will ultimately bring about -the against the mobs that were determined to of the church at Santipore, but communi- of an old government building, used by tu
cation was often difficult during the rainy for native soldiers’ quarters, small pox hi
Leicester _ Nonconformist general abolition. of a thralldom more ‘retake it. There has been no saloon in’
tal, etc., were repaired and served for the
“Drove the slow herd, that still would, Rae 3} hirty-two
season,
and now
sixteen
believers
have
ministers. ~The successor: of Robert direful and more disastrous to the Ameri- that city for the six or seven years since. been organized into a church. They have school-house; while the students were housed
to browse
the
here, there, and everywhere.
A stuble fur- t
Upon the sweet grass standing aokie-high.
Hall, the Rev. Mr. Thew, spoke after the can natidn then that which so many of its On the second day of November
‘| chosen’one of the Bible School students
‘Now all is changed ; the bars are alwaysdown;
address, and the Bishup of Peterborough - precious lives were ; lately sacrificed to whole State votes upon the total pro- for their pastor and subscribed one-sixth nished scant accommodations for several. '
Says the Réport,** It cheered us ‘much to see.
No tinkling bells come sounding o’er the hill; replied. The Dissenters said what joy suppress. None could witness the devout ;hibition of manufacture and sale of intox(Upon the lonely ‘place the sun and stars
and yet thoroughly practical manner in | icgats. It is a foregone conclusion that of his support for the first year. They how thankful the young men were for even:
they
had
had
in
entertaining
the
memhave a good school-house in which they will the poorest: shelter.” The Missionary Re--,
See nothing-but the tall grass thin and brown;
which the proceedings of the women’s
And naught is heard save hat the ‘whip- bers of the Congress: how much they convention are being condueted or listen the * temperance - people. will carry the hold their meetings. The preacher has be- view highly commends, in the following landay.
poot-will
werq,: benefited by. the _ literature,
the
gun well and has gathered & god Sunday- guage, the proposed erection ofa’ *“ Jeremiah’ |
Governor St.John,who comes out square- school.
Flutes his sad note above the broken bars.
Phillips ‘Memorial Hall? forthe Bible Schoolat
4 theology, the devotional * writings of to the stirring reports made of the prog— Harper's
azine.
Churchmen; the works of ‘Hooker, Jere- ress of their work, without being con- ly on the prohibition platform, was. re‘Dantoon. A new station was opened Midnapore, to educate young Hindus for the |
Hg
gussd iia
>»
Te
my Tayler, Pearson, Milman, Lightfoot, vinced that woman is pre-eminently fitted - ‘nominated by a vote of two to one over all here three years ago by Rev. Dr. Phillips, Christian work.in which Dr. ‘ Phillips nobly |
and joyfully spent his life. We are thankful |
and
the melodiesof Heber, Herbert, to do this work. Fearless and undismay- his enemies. So shall Kansas add to the who labored in it as long as his strength the General Conferefice passed this vote. We
ENGLISH LETTER.
‘ed
by
the
obstacles
placed
in
their
way
bright thread of Freedom for the slave permitted, and only left it when obliged
Lyte and Keble. They bid their brethcan imagine nothing more unwelcome to a for- |
»
CHILWELL COLLEGE,
ENGLAND, Oct. 11, 1880.
ren God-speed in the namie of the Lord. by political parties; regardless of the -which she ran through her banner in 1861 to return to America last year. Since his eign missionary of the self-sacrificing zeal and
Iti is pleasant to be able to resume this The Bishop spoke'in réply of the great sneers of society; bold, determined, a still brighter one of Freedom from strong xleparture, Miss Hattie Phillips, with some spiritof Dr. Phillips, than the investment in a .
assistance from other young ladies con- stone monument, of money which might be
«eorrespondence after an interruption of services to the church of Robert Hall, of strong by faith in the Almighty, they drink and the slavery it entails.
The people of; Kansas are strongly nected with the Mission, has continued’the made useful in winning heathen to Christ.—
three months occasioned by un visit 0 Henry Rogers, of Watts and Doddridge, have begun te strike mighty and telling
by individuality. They are from ‘work and geod progress has been made. M.M. H. HrLLs.
‘America. ~The assurances of so many .of other lights of the Nonconformist com- blows. And they -spare neither Church marked
CORRECTION...
The stat ement that I made in the last.
nor
State.
wall parts East. | They are the most de- A church of ten members was organized iss.e
brethren and sisters at Weirs and else- munity, and the assured the deputation
of the Star that Mr. Sheshadri Is one of the fruits
of the Am, Board is a mistake. . He is connected with
last
March,
and
Purna
Chandra
Basu
was
One of the speakers yesterday on the termined and‘progressive from their variwhere that these letters are read with that he mest deeply felt that had their
the Scotch Free Church Missfon.—M. M. H. H.to
take
interest is a sufficient encouragement teaching in the Leicester Nonconformist topic of unfermented wine at the Lord's ous native States, and so have struck out transferred from Midnapore
charge of it. An English class for Bible
to continue a correspondence that al- pulpits been otherwise than truly loving table declared that the only moral sup- new paths in a new State. Nowhere are
From one of the Fathers.
study is attended by the babus in the govready extends over about twenty years. and genial without bitterness and ran- port the liquor traffic has to-day is the opinions held more strongly, or reasons
ernment offices and general * Christian
We ask the attention of our readers to
It is with devout thankfulness to God
cour towards the Church of England, the support given it by the use of ferment- more strictly required. Almost any audi- work has ben well begun
the following communication from one
* and hearty greetings to friends in Amer- kindly and lavish hospitality with which ed
ence will have in it ong or
wine in fhe ch
Bhimporé.
|
This church is among. the who has given his life and property to
bred farmers who will not be caught 1
jea that these observations are made and the Congress had been received would not as is well kn8wn has proved a stumbling.
Santals, and has been without a resident
the cause of Christ:
this correspondence is resumed.
have been possible. The
entente ‘cor- block in the path, of many a poor brother, chaff and who mould the sentiment of missionary for some years.
Mr. and Mrs.
. While it seems unreasonable to doubt the“Hardly has rest come after’ meetings diale at Leicester will not be without good plunging him back again into vice and their circle: Their hospitality is hearty Burkholder have recently taken up. their
existence
of a. warm interest in the mind of’
promi- but not so grécef ul as in the East. . Every residence here and the work begins, alin New
Hampshire and
Indiana, - and effects.
A few more advances and we ruin. = Mrs. L. R. Burlingame,
eyery sincere disciple. of Jesus in this blessed.
again
but
Atlantic,
the
nently
connected
with
the
benevolent
man
is
looking
ont
for
himself,
and
the
across
voyaging
shall have the millennium, low
and
ready,to wear a more hopeful aspect.
The
cause; yet the manifest neglect of a large proone finds oneself in the midst of. the de- lamb lying Riad
.| work ofthe Freewill Baptist denomination stranger must do the same to a large ex- church has a young man in training at the portion of professed Christians to afford it
Yip
mg | tae
the
demonstrations,
and
"| and well known to the readers of the Scar, tent.
The homes are smaller, barer, and Bible School to become its pastor. The pecuniary aid, gives a sad comment on generliberations
Baie
fn
den
{Nosh
and
religious
of
addresses
and
gs
made sowie very interesting remarks/ on less luxurious tha in oldersettled States ; church services are well attended and the al Christian character.
~««preachin
other assemblies. The English world is all
This general neglect seems to-me to originate
this ‘stibjéc!, testifying to the success the struggle is firdt to live, afterward “to Sunday-school is in a prosperous condiBOSTON LETTER.
astit, with speech and debate, and - the
which had followed personal refusal to live well, A restless spirit of-speculation tion. All the teachers are members of the in one or both of two causes: either the mind.
BOSTON, MASS, Oct. 28, 1830.
hds not turned carefully and prayerfully to the
English newspapers are full of reports of
:
Adew days sincé.I found myself stand- partake of fermented wine at communion, and mohey- getting pervades everything. church.
subject, or there is a want of confid®hce in the
We
shall
notice
other
Portions
of
the
es Assbeiations,” ¢* Unions” and “Congressas
a
method
of
securing
the
abandonment
People
came
here
to
get
rich
and
do
beting on the granite steps
of that handsome
. | cheering promise, ¢ Seek ye first the kingdom .
Report hereafter.
:
.
.e8.”
The British and Social Science Asso edifice called the House of Refuge, about “of its use.
ter and this absorbs them.
By and’ by
of Ged and his righteousness and all these
‘A MISSIONARY REVIVAL.
vo things shall be added unto you,” and like preciations have kept up their reputation for to enter for the purpose of oblaining some
A short time since a Christian gentle- . they will settle down to the ronnds of a
The
recent:
missionary
convention
.
of
*‘suglearned and ingenious ‘‘papers” and
cious promises in which God’s Book abounds.
{ information concerning her
charitable man in this city said to me, with an air of calmer life,and grace it with greater culTo me it is sadly self-evident that thousands
gestions,” and for wide discursive surveys work ‘which Boston is.doing for. the suf- prophetic vision, thaf within five years ture and beauty. Ministers here pass for theological students, to' which attention
was called in a leading editorial last week
who without hesitancy trust in Christ for the:
of the position and progress of science. fering poor, when my attention was di- another and entirely. different question ‘what they are worth or even
“less.
The autumnal sessions of - gredt religious reeted to an object which at once excited from, what now divides the political parties "The necktie or long coat carry no peculiar and of which an interesting account was salvation of their souls, fear to place in hisgiven in the letter of one of our brethren
dear, safe hands their merely temporal inter—
bodies have made Churchmen and Non- in me both pity and indignation, shame of the United States would be the chief power. “What kind of a man is he?” and
present, marks a rising interest in Mis- ests. Such seem to have read the above quot*conformists all alive with excitement.
and sorrow, afid which has furnished me and all important point on which the na- as each answers this question, so he re- sionary work among those tor whom God ed passage, ‘‘ Seek ye first the good things of .
The Church Congress was held at Lei- witha subject for reflection and prayer tion would cast votes either one way or the- gards the preacher. There is. no wide has said, ** Go ye into all the world and earth, and your religious interests will take
cester on the last week in September. ever since. The sight which so shocked other, and that the political party which spread respect.for the mere ‘“office”; if preach the gospel .to every
care of themselves.”
:
Y
creature.
The Baptist Union was in session all my moral sensibilities was that of a very should put that question, as one of the worth and consistency are found they car- These young men represent the sources of
The evident pecuniary ability of the. church
»'f to meet fully and promptly every just claim on
last week. The Congregational Union is respectably dressed young woman reeling wain planks, in its platform, would most ry their own weight. The chureh has its supply for male missionaries.
and its sad failure to do so,
now in the’midst of its opening services, from one side to the other of the footpath surely be sustained in power. Being in- greatest struggle with the speculative their coming together for consultation, its benevolence,
and the consequent frequent embarrassment : .
follows
Ailiance
=
al
Evangelic
the
and
—drunk!, Having been but a fow moths terrogated as to what that question was, spirit—when. a good bargain is to be instruction and encouragenient is of itself || met in benevolent éffort, seem to me to argue
next week.
a resident of this ‘beautiful, ‘Christian, icul- he replied that it was the national prohi- made or a venture promises
richly a sign of an increase of interest in this im- the existence of some such anomalous cause
The chief feature of interit in "the tured metropolis of New England, I "was bition of the Hquor traffic; and he added Mammon comes uppermost; after success portant work. They ‘will take back to as suggested. Possibly the experience of an
‘their fellow-students no small amount of old mun who bas with some success weathered
Church Congress was its toe and atti- not prepared for such a scene, but having
that the women of the country would or failure the discipline of the church may
Leicester is the
the inspiration and information they themthe storms
ofa long life, and is now wait- ‘tude towards, Dissent.
already within a week or two witnessed: bring about this result.
:
Isaw then no _be-bowed to.
ing with cheerful hope on the * river’s brink?
selves received.
In all these seminaries
birthplace of the Liberation Society. several times the spectacle of intoxicated: cause for expecting the realization of this
The clergy here are more ike men of
Nearly forty years ago the, sturdy Dissen- women on the street and in the horse prediction, but from what I have, since the world than we are used to seeing. a deeper interest will be felt in the world’s for the boatman, may be of some service to
' the honest, but timid- disciple “to yhooy any“ters of Leicester aided and abetted by cars, the commonness of this vice in Bas- ‘seen and heard such an event seems more “That is, they dress without distinctions, evangelization than before. Some of their sion is made.
students
will
be
led
to
seek
work
in
misd
Dissenters from all, parts of “Englan
ton then foreed itself ypon the mind with “han possible, though the time of its con- they mingle with people as people, they
Having in early life accepted the Lord Jesus,
formed the ** anti- State: church Society, Li its dreadful significanee. Here within a summation may be deferred. May God are practical, everyday men, and who oft- sion fields who would’ not otherwise have not only as my Sayiour but also as my Lord
done
so.
We
judge
that
the
needs
of
the
placing Mr. Edward Miall at its head. stone’s throw perhaps were a dozen of speed the day, and may Christians not én dp a bit of business themselves to
and Master, to whom I was indeb ed for every
Foreign fields were made most prominent
The Society aimed at uothing less than the those iniquitous places where poison is hinder it1—H. a% M.
make ¢hds meet. But they are eminent- in the papers and discussions, and this is, blessing, both temporal and spiritual, I was
entive separation of Church and State ‘in dealt qutto men, women and children
ly a self-denying, sensible, hard-working perhaps, wise and proper, but, we are glad enabled to take him at his word, and expect
u
its changed” name, alike untler the protection of the law and no
England. Under
class, whom little else than an earnest to see that the Home werk rdceived some the fulfillment of all his’ promises to the ut=
most.
the ** Society for the Liberation of relig- restriction whatever; and here was one'|.
love of their calling would reconcile to consideration. We are sure that in our
And altho? when avowing my ‘intention to
”
control,
and
ion fron State patronage
of the pitiable victims of that terrible
their lot.
‘own denomination, too much attention has make God’s blessed word my rule of life in
BY PROF. G. E. FOSTER.
Defence
Church
and
work,
its
s
continue
it
But I must close. I shall not soon for- not yet been given to Foreign Missions,
curse; and this was the evidence and that
tempordl as well as in spiritual things, I was
NO. 3.
x
Societies are formed to oppose it. But the cause of the want and misery producget the wide rolling beauty of, Kansas ) and we feel quite as certain that our-Home kindly warned that such a course of life would
this
of
ODDS AND ENDS. .
here g¢' Leicester the birthplace,
Mission interests have regeived too little be hazardous in this selfish world, my simple
ed by the liquor traftic, and which, the
prairies, the sunny clearness of her skios,
Society, and now, ‘when the new act Christian benevolence of this community
And now Iam not sure but that the often for weeks undimmed by cloud or thought, prayer and money. We trust ‘response was that if I could not live by God’s
which gives Dissenters the right to con- is required to alleviate. , Oh! thought T, ¢¢ odds and ends” will prove the larger part storm; the fresh beauty" of
¢ orchard ‘and that one practical result of this convention word, I could die. I am now happy, after an
of what a stigma upon a professedly Chris- of my letter, there are so many of ‘them. yellow richness of cornfield and wheat will be the awakening of a deeper and experiment covering more than half a century,
duct religious services in ~Church
‘to bear my cheerful, confident testimony not
England grave yards at the burial of the tian people. How much cheaper it would My readers know that Kansas is the. acres ; nor the open-hearted hospitality of more earnest interest in genuine missiononly to the prac ticability, but also to the Perfact
ary
work,
at
home
and
abroad,
in
the
re
discomfitu
the
to
passed,
just
has
dead;
be to have no grog shops—and no chari- | Canaan of the exodusters, and Governor her sons and daughters.
safety of such a course of life.
:
the question of Dis- table institutions: for the latter are a ne- St. John is their prophet. It is in. fagt
‘of, clerical antagonists,
. Settled for principles sake ;. maintain- | hearts of the young men in our TheologiI am familiar with a life-long struggle with
sad to see the long lines of dusky faces ed at the point of the sword. for years cal seminaries and colleges, and that at pecuniary embarrassment, assumed for the
sent versus the Church of England is dis- cessity crefited by the former.
:
and
te
considera
most
set
northward from the sun dnd soil that: ‘against border ruffians and slave minions; least one-half of all their graduates for the benefit of others who could not without such
cussed in, the
‘At the recent meeting in this city of the
next ten years will be called of God to help as I could afford, get on comfortably, and
.are
congenials, to the bleaker, harsher clung to through years of drought and
kindly: way! The phenomenon is remark- Association for the Adyancemeat
of
the whitening fields of the . West and the I deeply sympathize with those who ‘are now
s
able. Do Churchmen respect Dissenter
Women, it was proposed by one lady Tost vegionm But hardship with liberty is grasshopper plague; loved and believed South, of India and other distant, and des... subject to like trials, but oh, how glad I am
ul?
successf
become
sweetdr far than comparative luxury of in,Kansas starts out in this year 1880, one titute regions.
beeause they have
the vast amount of money expended i
| to-day that; while I took good care to reserve
5
lave the victories of Dissent, the repeal charitias be devoted to the promotion of dlime and natiral surrounding, if that be million strong, upon a future which ‘may
enough to meet every just demand, I did not
of the - Test of Corporation Acts, . the education.
dodge
behindt his embarrassment, to avoid
- Our India Bible School. '
While this suggestion may coupled with uncertainty and positive ill rival all that has been known in material
the dear Master's rightful claims.
“abolition of Church-rates, the, reform of not have been altogether practical, it did usage, so by 10,000nds they have come prosperity and intellectual and morald
The Missionary Review in its Nov.—Dec.
issue, after speaking of the founding of the BiAnd now I béar a glad testimony to the
registratior® and married acts and the indicate’ that there Tey be something across the Kansas border and (distributed progress.
i
‘ble School at Midnapore largely by the efforts
safety and profitableness of such a course; and
taught seriously wrong in “many , prevailing themselvesdn city and country.
Many |
urials-Bill
passing of: the
of Dr. J. L. Phittffpsy its economic plan of to the variety and reliableness of every promise
v
Chuirchmen at last the power, the respect- methods of hegevolen work, and that of them are lazy- and shiftless, most’ of
work, and sonie plain but kind “eriticisias of in God’s Book, and I think I have tied, the
of
them
ignorant
and
like
grown-up
babies,
nce
importa
MISSION-WORK.
money and’labor might be more gffective. ability and the national
similar institutions in some other missions,
niost'of them.
Nonconformity ? Perhaps go. But. the ly employed in endeavors to shut, Aff the members not’ mn. lapy way to be relied |,
conpucred BY REY, a C. WATERMAN,
“closes its notice with the following’ Pleasant re© One source of personal regret is left’ me, und
i —
Le
arks:
’
/ secret of the good feeling shown at | streams’ of sin and vice at the fountain upon, and a burden to the State in many
that is the pecuniary inability to contribute to
:
THE INDIA CHURCHES.
of
ways.
But
what
can
we
expect
of
these
Hundreds
“Of this Bible Sebbol we may frankly say, the dear Master’s cayse,
Lgicester lies deeper.
head.
.
Santipore.. This church was organized
we know of none in auy mission which comes
This is evidently being donein a progres- wards of slavery? Time and patience
Nonconformists’ homes were thrown open
+ But this trial is oft abated by a small donas
in 1867.
It leaned hard upon the missionnearer our ideal of the proper school for trainto receive .the delegates and visitors to sive and successful measure by the Wom- alone can change them. And now I ary in charge and since bis removal ing native preachers and helpers. It has not tion from some generous friend, or a providenthe Church Congress at Lbicester. ~ Bish- an’'s Christian Temperance Union, which have said. the most of them. Numbers have three years ago has suffered: "much. only the right theory but this theory carried tial call 10 attend a fi ergl, or from the use of
my well-trained wood-sitv; so [ am still able
were ‘is at present holding its seventh annual settled on Tittle farms and are ‘doing
ops, Canons, and .Archdeacons
Its members
are
now
trying to, learn out in right practice. Daily study is combined
occasionally to indulge in the choice luxury of
at
well’
,
and
it
is
no
uncommon
thing
to
sat
—
,
with
daily
Christian
work,
and
the
fqur
cool
bretbrem
g
national
convention
|
in
this)
city.
Having
Dissentin
of
guests
the lesson of bearing
their own : burgiving.
;
i
v
months of the year given wholly to work in
mentioned the Association’ for the Ad- sée them driving their own teams into ‘dens.
their tables, talked with them familiarly,
Hiram “W. Curtis, a lay preach"At the risk of Wpbearing egotistic, or in the
the
villages.
‘As
to
the
course
of
study
we
market
and
selling
frequently
their
abunworship,
vancement of Women or * Woman's Conprayed with them in family
er, is their pastor.
The attendance at make but one suggestion. Let all haste to study language of Paul ** foolish,” I- have been thas
folt the warm genial spirit of Christian gress,” and as it has been my privilege to dant produle.. Night schools for adults Sabbath meetings, though less than for- Greek and Hebrew be extremely slow. The at- minute, for the encouragement of those timid
love they displayed, and after that’ it “attend both its meetings and those of the have been started, and the poor ‘people merly, has been quite good. Self-support tempt to introduce a full-fledged ‘‘ Princeton” ones who have not yet learned to take a loving,
was impossible to treat them with 'harsh- Woman's Temperance Union, I will say are so eager to learn tg read! = The day has been begun very gently here. It seems or ‘ Andover” in which to educate the iirst faithful God at his word, and exepcet him to do
school is absorbing the children, "und. that Christians in India are much like converts in the infant churches of our Foreign; ‘just as he says. ,
ness, with supercilious disdain, or bitter that the latter is by far the more influenantagonism, Kuch found the ether hu- tial body of the two. Its organization is in the coming generation one may expect their brethren in America, for the Report Missions, is putting Mew wine. into old bottles; |: * “One source town satisfaction in ww presman and ~ Christian, and without any perfect and it numbers among its leading the best results. They are grateful for says, that “giving for the gospel comes hard patches of new cloth upon old garments. Paul ent situation is, the sacred privilege of fellowwas guilty of no such folly. ‘We do net mean
ship with my dear Master in his voluntary
compromise of principle on either side members the most eminent female talent help and sympathy, yet suspicious of to churches that have lived on free feed to imply that this is the only good school for| - poverty, ever. having considered - this one of
kindly consideration took the place of in‘the United States. - Such names ‘as any advances until assured that an hon for years!” The chief difficulty seems to training native preachers in'our Foreigd Mis the mogt beautiful traits in his glorious charaebe found in a lack of interest in the matter sions, There are others like'it, some based on ter.
‘
|
og
w. C. 8.
alienation and contentpt. ‘ The Leicester thi¥se of the President, Miss Frances i. est plirpose actuates { em.
honour of the Church Congress.
An
address was presented at the close from
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I. The debt of the world to Bim for
his gracious warnings is large.
III.

LesSon

THE WISE

defeat to victory,
ascension, the

Papers.)

of God

from
all.will |

pass.
IV.
Life is the time to lay" by in store
- | for the day of trial.
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THE SPARE SUNDAYS.
In-order to meet the widespread

READINGS,

Pharaoh’s dream.

Gens

40: I-13.

' GOLDEN TEXT:

March

gent “in, his business? he shall stand before
29. 3

Yon

So

41:

—

edicts.

as ‘we

Luke 9;

stamped their nameyby

means of a ring,

or

give

other

devicew

To

—S.S.

my, ry

Joseph this

y ONE SUNDAY-OLASS.
There is now one class in our Sunday*¢ Vestures of fine linen.” ~ This materi- | school’ which is. pretty sure to be full in
al was used for clothing by those of the fair weather or foul, heat or cold. It is
highest rank and by the priests. ‘The not that Mr. Earnest has any special gift
Mosaic law required the Jewish priest to at teaching, but, as Joe Green says, * he
wear garments made of linen. Ex. 28: makes a feller feel that there is a difference

ring was to give him the right to use the
royal authority as he wished.

42..

twixt him an’ a parrot.”

ah

fies them.

-if, after

their

This is probably the

interpretation of . the word - abrech
a
the Hebrew, If so, the

custom explains itself.
n
*¢ Made him ruler over Egypt. » Made
“him the ¥iceroy of Egypt.
, ‘* Zaphnath-paaneah.”The meaning
of these words, in the estimation of many
~ commentators, is the Saviour ‘of the
world. The Speaker's Commentary says
the true ‘meaning appears to be, “the
- foodof life,” or ‘of the living.” Osborne
- says that Zaphnath is « he who receiveth

the

experience

Neith,”

the

goddess

“Now

eieapes srom

Sou,” he says,

to be laid one side with your best jacket
to-night, but remember it is like your
every-day working or school clothes, to“|
be put on as you go about your daily

duties.”

pot

che Asenath.” Devoted to Neith, the goddess of wisdom ; or, a word compounded
of Isis, the wife of Osiris the sun-god,
and of Neith:-

. Poti-pherah. # Thati is, belonging to

standsin the court and calls for eqhity in
its decisions. It stands in authority at the
very national capitol, and demands, in
the name of Jehovah, a Christian'government. Wherever the heart of man throbs
with power; and wherever _his brain
teems with fertile suggestions, there are

the claims of Christ and the law of religion. Nothing is too small for its notice.
Nothing is so minute as te escape its
demands.
Nothing is so vast as
to
tower above it. Nothing is so strong as
to defy its authority. For no matter how

a man to be happy, but it is necessary for

tions; andsoit goes pn,and shall goon,pull-

him to be good.’” And I am sure every
one of them remembered it, as they
brought it up for a little explanation on
the following Stinday.

ing down and building up, destroying only
evil,and reconstructing from past and imperfect forms high&ard nobler ones.
They that desire quietude; they that
desire peace; they that desire to have
things remain as they are,—let them
never preach |the gospel. They ‘that ask

at one bound upon the higher plane of
Christian living which is the ultimate end

and aim of all true

ing them the names and characters of climbing higher.

‘gods and goddesses.
The ‘Egyptians
were an especially religious pation, as all
their preserved documents show.
__¢ By handfuls.”
That is,-in great

statement of

bountiful yield.
A
« Laid up the food in the cities.”

a

This,

remember, was an act’of faith in J oseph

as a prophet. Each year of plenty, how-

ever, went to show

prophet.

Had

that

not

he

was

Joseph

a true

taken this

matter in charge it might not have been
as thoroughly done.’ Faith in the prophecy was necessary for persevering action.

téaching.

But I

that States may stand unrotked, and that
old foundations may not be moved thy

leaves,

fertile.

making

after

them “exceedingly

Formerly Egypt fed many other

nations with her crops of grain,

to

method.--

!

« Manasseh.” The first born of Joseph.

‘the will of God, religion has revolution
to thinkif they and change for that.
:
number of sermons +80 long ‘as there is. anything in the

and who seem

hear a reasonable
they can get along without

For our part, ‘we do

Bible

study,

family’ that lifts itself up against

not think that it

some way. —8.

ought

to

be stopped in

S. Times.

{ His name meant forgetfriness. *‘Ephraim.” The second son of Joseph. His

“ee

The town of Acerington, Lancashire,
claims pre-eMinence in England as a
"name meant fruilfuiness.
«« The drought was in all lands.” In 'Sunday- school town. Of the 30,000 irhabisurrounding countries. The failure of tants, nearly 10,000 are connected with.

the crops was dueto tHe limited rise of

Sunday-schools,

the Nile, and that to a drought of wide| 1, 138 as teachers.

extent from which other lands suffered.

8,738

The

as

scholars,

and

Nonconformists

have 6,111 of the scholars, the Anglicans,

““ All the face of the earth.” Not to 2,192, and the Catholics only 434.
be taken too literally.
The nations’
known to the Egyptians were the ¢ world” * Itis a mistake for a pastor to have sich
to them. * Oriential countries have always a load of intellectual responsibility in pre-

' béen subject to famines.

One of the

most severe of modernftimes occurred 1n

Egypt, 10641071, a. D., seven. consec:
tive years.
:
ger

Boe

a

oo
1

«|S.

i

Th

a

ER

rrr

have

often undertake

there

iis

the law

revolution

and

rains, and will not-let the ice alone, mak-

some

Times.

“%

E. P.

much excellet council iin regard

to the

there

can

be

Se Gr

parts

law

during the great civil war, and a call had
come from the President for.more volun-

They came in ‘slowly,

and

else

fears

were entertained that there would have
to be a draft. Threé- «hundred thousand

and begin to talk to

the

of

by it is distinguished from all the wisdom

‘the people of the house others soon gather

of the world; it not having been taught
by the wise men of the geantiles, but
first put into a discipline, and made part
of a religion, by our Lord Jesus Christ,
who propounded himself imitable by his
disciples so signally in nothing as in the

round, and we have a congreation about
as large as we should have in the more
public places.
Last evening “we had an invitation to
visit the principal land-holder ‘of the

place, a man of wealth and regarded as

twin sisters of meeknes$ and humility,

His estab-

.

all over the land, and day

and

night

his’ % Christ has

immortality

to

must worship himto spirit and # truth,
Hence they who reject Christ rejdgi.all
that is really reliable and sing

religion,” These
are
the
leadi
thoughts that engage our attention as we
go from House to,house and from

village

Itisa

‘know

and

more

ject

and

we

trust’ profitable. © They enable us to get
nearer to the hearts

their

inner

of the people,to

natures

better

and

‘and’

“priotios it will be found by * far the eas-

matter

of the

hile in, Madison

homestead place

i

sermon.

When

the

and

I viSited

the

the family
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~ | holy living.
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Dr
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os

no

wir

old

sepul-

er, where rests the dust of gy -vener-

Al in - ;
Q parents and other relatives.
ht of this farm, Old Chocorux's peak,

boy, my father once

told

me

that Eld.

Benjamin Randall ifi connection with a
company of brethren, ascended to the
suinmit of the mountain; ‘and there held
on the.
a religious meeting.
Standin
taking*
high and elevated pulpit, an

into view the vast scene” before

him,

in-

cluding the country below his feet, ‘as. fir

as the eye could extend, he exclaitned
|

in*

in poetic verse,

¢* On Chocorua’s peak my feet do stand,

Xiheld by God’s almighty hand ;
eyes with wonder¢do behold,

es

rent in manifold,”

ol angel of God carried John’-in the
spirit, to. a great and high mountaiy, and".

showed him that great city; the holy Jeru-

ey Jespagi g out of heaven from God.
the high mountain, beheld" *
Randall,

aggre: N Xo

r

RE

iin sublime majesty, towers up towards ~
‘the clouds of heaven. While as yet a

TY

ty of holiness,” and ‘shou d advance

o

text was announced and menally applied to the present occasion, the interest was
intense, and all-absprbing throughout the
coffgregation.

are becoming

interesting,

-

was removed, and
a new one erected in
its ‘place, on the same site, . Here I
enjoyed a precious Sabbath and had the
privilege of preaching Christ once more
on my native soil.” My téxt was in Luke
| 4th chapter, commencing at the 16th
verse.
“And he came to Nazareth
Sony
was,
up; synagogue
and, as his
custom was, hebienwentbrought
into the
on the Sabbath day and stood up for to
to read” The following
verses connected
with the text were included in the sub-

to village seekiiig to persuade men,
These’ personal. efforts

é

La

gince my last visit to this place. The
old church edifice, built by my father,

light.

emonies— Christ first proclaimed’ the
fac? that God is a spirit, fd tight that
they who would worship him acceptably

fearful thing to know that this quota
must be filled, over and over and over
again, with no hope of seg¢ing the end.
What shall we do? There is but one

thousand, dead before their time.

brought

The old teachers taught that God should
be worsh
through forms and: cer-

‘more

of Christ, Which is love and which car- | we rest we darken.—P. J. Bailey.
4

»

*‘Learn of me for fF sm meek and humble,
lishment
consists
of
an
enclosed
space
of
and ye shall find. rest unto your
-men were needed, and all over the land
perhapsa
quarter
of
an
acre,
with
servants
souls.”
* Contentedness in all estates is
stirring appeals were made, and young
men, full of patriotism, responded to the houses on three sides, a large roof, sup-- a duty of religion: it is the . great resonablenessof complying with the Divine
call.. At last, the little couniry village ported by posts in the center, which
Provide
serves
to
shelter
the
cattle,
with
cages
of
nce which governs the world and
had filled its quota, and one bright summer morning, to the sound of martial various singing birds hung. here and hath so ordered us in the administration .
there, while the remaining side .of the| of his great family.”
ra
music, those brave boys marched away,
‘Justice is by the Christian religion
many of them never to return. There quadrangle is occupied by: the family
was great rejoicing when the quota was mansion. In the open veranda in fron, enjoined in all its parts by the two propwhich serves asa reception room, Wegositions in- ‘Scriptures :
filled, for the republic was in danger,
Whatsoever: ye
found
the Babu surrounded by his ser- “would that men should do to you, even
and men could not have djed in' a holiér
vants, priests and friends. ‘After’. some so do to them. This is the measure of
cause than her defense.
£1)
‘The war iS over now. We no longer conversation in regard to our health, our commutative justice or of that justice
hear the drum and fife,and we do not stand respective famili¢s, ‘the weath¢T and the ‘whith’ supposes exchange of things profaround the telegraph office, with bated crops, the main subjegt of oup interview itable for things profitable; that as Jp
breath to catch the first word of news was troduced. Some of th prominent supply your need, you may §tpply mine."
from the battle-field. And yet, though points brought out in the discussion that * * * * * \The other part of justice is
peace reigns from one end of our land to followed may serve to illustrate well the commonly called distributive, and is
commanded in this ‘rule; Render to all
the other, we still have a quota to fill. state of the leading Hindu mind on the
But it is not a quota of brave soldiers to subject of religion. The Babu and some ‘their dues; tribute to whom tribute is due,
fight an enemy.” It is a quota to die. of his priests suggested that God has custom to whom custom, fear to whom
Every year, King Alcohol calls for sixty communicated through good and wise fear, honor to whom honor. Owe no
thousand persons, to die as drunkards. men a knowledge of his will. These
Can he draft them if they refuse to vol- communications are written-in the sacred “This justice is “distinguished from the
unteer? No, he can not touch them. books of different religions, and should first because the obligation depends, not
but .
Their death, in that way, must be their constitute our rule of life. The worship upon, contract or express bargain,
own free act and deed. Will the call. for ofidols is bat a form to” remind us of passes upon us by virtue of some comGod, though to inferior minds, not: capa mand of God, or of out superior by
He
this year be the last one? ..Alas, no.
made such a call last year ahd the quo- ble of intelligent “worship the idol may nature or grace or by piety or religion, by
?
.
tas were all filled. He has made one ev- take the place, of God and so’ is better trust or office.”
than nothing: The more elevated wor“Love is the greatest thing that God
ery year for generations—not always _ as
large-as now, but he never fails to fill it. ship finds expression in remembering can give us, for himself is love | and it
Suppose sixty thousand graves were dug God in: thank-offerings,.. in relief; of the is the greatest thing we can give to God,
=,
for it- will also give ourselves, and carry
in oné’ ‘straight line, stretching far across. needy, in supplication and praise.”
Our reply was, ¢ very true, good. men. with it all that is ours. The Apostle
the green-fielys-and smiling orchards.
Think you sixty thousand persons‘ could and wicked men, in various ages have calls it the bond of perfection; it is the
old and-it is the new, ‘and it is the
be dound who would volunteer to lie spoken, some.aon. their own authority,
down in them and die there? Yoh would and some have claimed divine authority great commandment, and it is all the
but their utterances have come to us commandments, for it is . the fulfilling of
‘not think so, and yet that thing is done
through human channels and subject to, the law. It does the work of all other
every year.
We do not see the graves—we do not human infirmities, hence without a del graces, without any instrument but its
|’
inite manifestation on the part of God, own immediate virtue. For as the love
hear the call, but we do see the ‘volunteers,
¢¢ Tramp, tramp, tramp,” how that patri- we are all alike left to our own intuition, to sin makesa man sin against all his
without “an absolute guide and conse-’ own reason, aod all ‘the discourses of
otic song thrills the heart when we associate it with the boys in blue. Sing joy- quently can.not be held responsible except wisdom and all the advices of friends,
to:our intuition. But God bas not so left and without temptation, and without
fully if you can, *‘ tramp, traitip, tramp,”
for the sixty thousand who march on in us. - He took upon himself. the form of opportunity, so does the Jove of God;
evidences
rags and filth and misery, for to that, man, and by incontestable
it makes a man chaste without the laborimade
his
divinity
manifest.
In
speaking ous acts of fasting and exterior disciplines,
most of them come at last. I wender
how many our quota is this year. Let us for himself he has given us different temperate in the midst of feasts, and -is
see. Our country contains, in round views of himself and of ourselves from active to chdpse it without any ‘intermediate appetites, and reaches at glory
nuabers, fifty millions.. To fill the year- what any of the old teachers have had through the very heart of
grace, without
ly quota for King Alcohol, sixty thou- given. He has brought to us the knowledge any other arms but those of love. 'Itisa
of the special and individual fatherhood of grace] that loves God for ‘himself ‘and-eur
sand must die, and that gives even more
ighbors for God.”
than one for each thousand. Ten there- God.. The old teachers taught that God
aylor’s ** Holy Living” will be found a
fore is the quota for each city that - has was the general father of all, but the profitable
book for reading during vacaten thousand inhabitants; and it will be inearnaly God gives the spirit of adop- tion or when at home and at all times.
by.
which
every
son
of
man
may
say
more than that rather than less.
The little village that has a thousand inhabi- a Jather. The old teachers knew noth-,
A VISIT TO MY NATIVE HOME.
tants gives up at least one each year to ing of forgiveness, und the only escape
After
the General Conference at Weirs,
fill the quota. During the war, when from. the consequences of sin was by.
N.
H.,
had
closed itg sessions, in. compameans
of
sacrificial
offerings,
penance
volunteers were called for, only able
bodied men-coald be accepted. But lit- and suffering. Christ alone . proclaims ny with my wife, I went to Madison, N.
tle boys and women and ¢ld men can forgiveness to the penitent: through the H. This was the place of my birth,
help fill the quota of King Alcohol. He atonement he has made. The old teach- childhood and youth. My conversion+
takes all who come. The wounded sol- ers had no reliable standard of truth— call to the ministry, and first experienco
Christ by divine authority has made pruth in the preaching line, were all identifier recgiygan pension. :
“Aieohol gives his disabled sol- absolute. The old teachers had no dis- fied with the name of Eaton ; now, MadiWi nothing. He has- recruiting offices tinct idea of existence after death— son. Nearly thirty years bad rolled away
the leading man of the place.”

eA
v:

but.

God hath from eternal ages purposed for
all that live according to it, and which he
“hath revealed in Jesus Christ.”
to de most of our work separately and |- Humility is the great ornament and .| from house to house. If we
take, a jewel of Christian religion, that
where-

There was a mass meeting called one
summer evening,ina little country village,
and what do you think it was for? It was

teers.

is nothing:

are with me, two good plodding workers.
There is a large bazar where we can
gather good congregations, but we prefer

sest in any veranda

BY EGBERT La BANGS"

-

We

rejoice in it more and more untifhe per- fest way lof living. The way is plainly
works of God in the phys
the el
fect wi —Bvangelical Messenger:
marked out in’ the ‘Bible which is the ical world, but, is now Li John, and :
‘book of books and should be
more the hundred and forty and four thousand.
loose, and all things feel’| teeming life and |. The firefly only shines when on the seriously and ‘constantly studied by -us In the heaven! N Jerusalem praising and
break forth nto joy; so “when the spirit | wing;go it is with the mind : when once | ll that Wg_may learn the true way. of |‘glorifying Go

preparation. Scholars are not fools.—§. |
PE

of

by .Messrs

are now at Garbelee, a large and flourish- nature and great reasons, complying with
ing native town thirty miles north of the great necessities of the world and ~
Midnapore, It is one of our regular -out- ‘promoting the great profit of all relations;
posts where we usually spend
several and carrying us through ‘all accidents
weeks of every year. Jacob and Ram of variety-of chances to that end which

ing war against it ‘and thawing it night
and
day, till at last al little vantage
paring sermons as to be absent almost
every Sunday-school. It is a mistake to «ground is gained and the rivers are Jet
think of interesting a class without

a convenient edition

is ‘published.

Dutton & Co., of New York, in which

country

hot or rainy seasons,

abroad at any season of the year.

have

OUR , QUOTA. ,

JLT

away from Sunday.school js greatly to be
and

do not

consequently engender a WaLmeL Ym:
|
change {for that.
way of escape and that is for all good pathy between us,
. ,
Andi in every business, in every. profess: .men and women to take up arms against | Sept. 15, 1880, 0-000
siqn, in. every. school of philosophy or this monster king, and kill him.
HOLY LIVING,
Flint, Michigan.
Lan
art, in every department of, government,
BY
HENRY xi
BEX NOLS:
in every Section of pay affairs,’ what&
ever may be men's
thoughts and iprposHoliness is so beautiful that no human
Holy living is within the reach of all.
es and interests, there is this spirit that pencil can do-it full justice.
A good old Jt is not necessarily away off, unattainis let loose from the heart of God, that is writer describes it as ‘‘ a plain and even able by the multitude. Itis at hand (for
expressed through Christ,- that is to be thing, without falsehood, guile, perverse- all who choose it. It is the best way of
victorious in the world, and that is to ness of spirit, . deceitfulness of heart ‘or living, the right: way and the only right
revolutionize and change and renovate,’ starting aside. It hath one end, one rule,
way. It is the only way which is in haruntil the earth
shall be crystalline, and one way, one heart. Now, rectitude, mony with our surroundings. Itis God's
sin shall be only in hell. :
sincetity and singleness of heart are ever, way and if we do hot accept it and pracAs when the earth is locked and bound both in the eyes of God and maf “heauti- tice it we are rebellious and must suffer the
fast in winter ice, the spring sends em- ful things.” Every child of God sees and inevitaple consequences. - Although holy
bassies of sweet winds and gently falling knows something of the exceeding ‘“beau- living seems hard to atthin to, yet in

of Jove, 80 long

would be wellto give up the preaching
services in the hope of thereby compelling Bible study; but we do ‘think that
the habit of church-members iu staying
deplored,

that

agents are at work helping to fill the
quota. That nice young man with" Joud
om the fire of the gospel. For if it is tak- watch-chain and diamond pin is a recruiten as’ an’ “embellishment, as a luxury," ing agent. See the bottles in the bar beeven, with its precious promises and "hind him. That beautiful woman who ofsweet singings, ‘out of those very-promis- fers you wine is another of King Alcohol’s
es and'sweet singings there may come recruiting officers. Must we always have
forth that influence of God, that fire of a quota to fill in this way? Better, the
the Holy Ghost, which shall turn. all drum that beats the long. roll for battle
calmness to agitation. For the’ will’ of than the graves of sixty thousand, dying
God is man’s purity and holiness. Aud “each year as drunkards die. Better the
so long as there is anything in the. indi- ear piercing fife than cries of anguish
vidual that is uot perfectly obedient to from hearts that are weeping for sixty

0-9

school,

which

-—

of

qfulity—let them not take into their hos-

There is a great deal of loose talk
about the Sunday-school keeping children
away from the pastor's preaching. But
how is it on the other side? Does the
average
minister’s preaching
keep
church-members away
from Sundayschool? . There are a great many churchmembers
whq never go to Sunday.

every inundation,
A rich, deposit of mud
«on the lands,

them let {fe - Bible alone, They that
would never be disturbed by new ideas,
bug would dwell in contemplative tran-

it may be that

copy somewhat
of the pastor’s
Christian Weekly.

¢ Gathered corn aséhe sand of the sea.”
The fertility of Egypt depends on the anwhich

And

other-teachers, seeing this, may be led

wr

nual rise of the Nile

)

It enters the Yeiislatiorg and demands
righteousness in its enactments.
It

honestly think, from what I see of them
in daily life, that the most of them are
trying to put out of their pathway some
the night and other forms of nature, giv-) of the obstacles that prevent them from

It is a vivid

renew

and profession.

Not one of these boys has as yet sprung
%

Ra, another name of the sun-god. . wo Priestof On.” A priest who lived
.at On, a city called in the Greek, Heliopolis, that is, City of the sun. The Egypttians worshiped sacred animals, also the
sun, the heavens, the dawn, the twilight,

_ plenty.

re-

+I recall hearing him give them this great the ruler, nor how high the king,
pithy sernfon at the end of one Jesson riot | his Master is God :- and he is King of
very long since: ‘“ A good thought for kings, and Lord of lords.
Thus it has gone on making revolutions
the week is this, boys, which I lately-read
in a certain book, * It is not necessary for" and educing from them higher civiliza-

of wisdom; that

Paaneah iis *¢ he who
Jution.”

what I am tellini

and

it from the foundation. It enters every
household to renovate it radically, painting in living. colors conceptions of the
family state , that had never dawned but
for the advent of Christ. It goes ,forrh
| Linto the ways of life to lay the law of- holiness upof every pleasure; upon every
form of business; upon every pursuit

“is not intended simply f r Sunday wear,

Men

their interests in wrong things can

gospel
say to

inbar:

|'Tt’etiters each individual heart, to

his reading during the

tyrants.

the beginning

only turmoil, and disturbance and retribution itself, till the ®arth is purified.

that at once thclies to aspiration,

week he runs across anything-illustrative
of the lesson subject;he jots it down. And,
above all, he evolves something of practicdl value from every lesson, which he
specially impresses upon these boyish
minds.

was therefore the second in rank in the
true
here

Ifin

and

from

disinterested benevolence,

the
and

A.bukes all pretense of perfectness therein.

If the questions asked in the lesson
papers are somewhat abstruse he simpli-

** Gold chain.
Given as an ornament,
and badge both of authority “and esteem.
‘¢ Ride gn the second’ chariot.” Joseph
kingdom.
. *¢ Bow the ine? ”

that he has been

udspeakable privilege of
when we draw near to men

away, and they with their present expe-

Timess

3

‘We

Jeremy Taylor Wiots a book entitled

** Holy Living,”

O. “®.
R. BACHELER,

work either in the

It is not a duty imposed ; it is a” rescue
propounded. We scarcely understand the

ments and complications might be swept

Instead of the other forty-eight Sundays of the . year,

do, monarchs

BY Rev.

same

no peace but with a. muzzled gospel.
With a free speaking gospel that demands spiritual renovation, purity, and

rassments-give,

§

seals affixed to royal

is the

initiative and fundamental is that of birth
anew, reconstruction.

The Gospel for the World. Luke 24: rience, might stand as if they never had
.
fT
Rake
2
os
Notes and Hints.
4
begun, and make -a new trial? How
44—53.
Golden Text. They 4went forth and much would not thousands of men give
Pharaoh = dreamed
two significant
for such a regeneration commercially ?
. dreams which none of his - magicians or preached everywhere. Mark 16: 20.
And men who have degraded their appe_ September 25.
wise men could unravel.
Then the|
tites; who have vitiated the foundations
Temperance.
1 Cor. 9: 22—27.
butler remembered
Joseph, spoke of
© Golden lext.—Every man that striveth of their life; whose constitution is brokhim to the king who at once sent for him.
* Thus Joseph was set free after an im- for the mastery is temperate in all things. en down; and who find themselves sinking prematurely and helplessly toward
prisonment of many years. Joseph came 1 Cor. 9: 25..
the grave :—what would they not give if
.... . .December 25.
into Egypt at the age of 17, was released
there might come to them a physical renThe Babe and the King. Isa. 9: 6, 7
from prison at 30, but how long, after
Golden Text.—Of whom Moses in 5
ovation which would give them the . op“his arrival it was before he was imprison
Jaw, and the prophets, did write, Jesus of portunity, with all their acquired experied is not known.
:
ence, of starting again with all the ad-.
‘¢ Pharaoh.” His name was “Apophis, Nazareth. John 1: 45.
according to Brugsch.
Pharaoh, like |
This list has already been adopted by vantages of childhood?
But the promise, as well as the injunc¢¢ Cesar” in the time of the Roman’ Em- The American Sunday-School Unién, The
pire, was a general name for the mon- Baptist Publication Society, The Congre- tion of the New Testament, is this :—and
with gratitude let it be uttered,—That
arch.
gational Publication Society, The Metho«1 have set thee over all the land.” dist Episcopal Sunday-school Union, The men advanced till they. are wrinkled by
Joseph predicted ‘seven years of plenty Presbyterian Board of Piiblication, The habits; till al} their aimings and tendenfollowed by seven of famine, and advised
Sunday-school Times, and the United cies are wrong; till they have become
: Pharaoh | to appoint an officer ho should Brethren Publishing House. “Other pub- besottedin the bondage of iniquity, have
a chance for re-creation, so that the past
; stiperintend the storing of corn all over lishers will perhaps adopt these lessons.
the land against the years .of want. At all events, they furnish a nucleus for shall be as though it had not been.”
Pharaoh selected Joseph for this. work, a return to the uniform lesson plan’ which
They have a chance for spiritual growth
:
and gave him great authority.
\
worked so well during the first. seven and development disembarrassed by their
Lid
“Took off his ring.” This ring ur b [years course of International Bible study. | past life. Is not that revolutionary?
‘doubtedly contained the signet of Phara
For each man, and'for every combina
Of course they are no more binding: on
.and was used to stamp’ his name on a
tion
of meg, religion holds out an ideal
any Sunday-school than the lessons of
~ writing the name,

and

despots:

What would not men" in

June 28.

41-57.

endures,

born again, he can not see the kingdom
of God”? The very enunciation that is

Golder Text.—He sent them i® pretey) of forty or fifty years, all their entanglethe kingdom of God.

f

long as God

agam.”

27.

Preaching the Kingdom. Luke 9: LenB,

;

INTINERATING IN INDIA.

locked and bound and frozen in sin and
So it will continue to do as.
ignorance.

national Lesson Coinmittee, the following
them, ¢ Ye must be born again.”
It is
lessons have been agreed on by a num| surely imperative. But it is permissive.
‘ber of the prominent denominational and
It might well be said, *¢Ye ay. be born
'| union publishing houses:

Seest thou a man dili-

kings. »— Prov, 2:

desire

for uniformity in Bible study, for the four
Sundays of 1881 left blank by the Inter.

7. Joseph's advice. Gen. 40: 14—40.
W. Dreams fulfilled. Gen. £0: 9-28.
T. Mordecai. Esth.6:1-—11. |
¥. Mordecai exalted. Esth.8:1-17.
S. The Lord promotes. Ps. 75:1—10,
S§. The wise ruler. Gen. 41: 41-57.

is

blit the facilities afforded by the govern- vight way .of living may be found. A
« BY REv.'C.c.¥. PENNEY.
ages.
Tot
:
ment grant of the free use of the engin- few extracts” will be found / instructive
What but the Christian faith could say
Rightly understood, the Bible is the: eer's bungalows, built at ‘many prominent and interesting. He says:
to-each individual, “Except a man be .most dangerous book in the world for points in our districts, emables us to be
“Christian religion in all its moral

from the cross to the

‘servants

'it

.

see

From a prison-to a throne,

THE CHRISTIAN FAITH REVOLUTIONARY AND RECONSTRUOTIVE.

ries with it truth and justice, comes,

‘works to set loose everything that

4

'QUPSTIONS "AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
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Questions

‘Communications.

" PRACTICAL LEssoNs.
°
I... God sees the end from the begin-

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Nov. 14.
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TOPICS. '

Thus far'the work ‘of medical ‘missiona- | and of a future

life.

Any ism,

+ THE MEDICAL AUXILIARY.

their helpfulness
has in many ways prov- | struggle to find a foot-hold in India.

.. years has assumed

much

they have been

field

tak-

then became, not whether he would treat

entirely under

disease, but whether he would treat
it intelligently.
e prime considera-

ries; and for.some years before the Eng-

the control

lish government

tion, howeyer, in beginning this auxilia-

of

missiona-

established

ucation by putting
these missionaries,

open many doors which, thus far, prejudice had kept well guarded against the
rec:ption of the gospel. >
:

hard | We never knew.

es

mounting

ex-

cesses have erected.
Who shall apply
to
this pile the torch that shall leave it. in

again,”

Go; take

for

others

to

The “Hindus, of ‘course, have their government itself sustains by taxation
supposed | and has under its, exclusive supervision,
own medicine ‘men, whose
power lies largely i their incanwations a large number of ‘schools for native

Reeds,
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wife.
wife; |
you

to be

x ARNICA®SOIL

ashamed of yourself for your treatment of
her.”

about

many other things.. Now is the time when
we may thrust in the sickle, for the grain.
is ripe. We must establish
Christian
schools whose students will some day do
for Christ more than can be done against.
him by the combined forces of those who

employed in carrying on the work under
mission charge. "At the present time the

4 Set
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'Schodls, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FOLLY %

break

ought

AGENTS.
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\ BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

pect you would uphold my laws, and you
bring in the .stuff

ORGANS

A YEAR and expenses 10 &
Outfit
Free. Address P. 0. VIC
Y, August,
iE
Friis.

insult and despise
my laws. . . , . .
Don’t talk to me of friendship. I give you

talk of pitying her. - You

troubled

of $135

$1

Said.the chief,
¥* Friend-.

ship! “Do you call yourself my friend ?
You are the ringleader among those who

in the pending crisis?- A most blessed
part indeed!
A part which let us hope
are

B

P

Lo

1ogug xyes: Address Daniel F. Beatty, Washing. | vaziety off fancy work, for ich

‘his

fore blame than any of them. You are
my worst enemy. I had a right to ex-

ishness of those who

TA

i

your cattle

Oune of the number pleaded

long friendship.

\

sie

x

ashes? Who-indeed but his own way
rdf
children, the uprising sects of to-day.. Already they dishonor their justly defamed
sire, neglect his temples and mock at. the
senseless’ mummery
of his villainous

will not be taken away from us by the self-

into the hands’ ‘of
money which they

AA

3, 1880.

{-priesthood.
:
;
)
them.” He begged pity for. his
And
now
must come the question |
Lhe chief replied; ¢* Yes, I pity your
which is always the most important for us
But don’t
as Christians to decide.
What is our part my heart is sore for her.

schools
of

; Ce

Just | 80d leave my town, and never come back’

feeble and trembling, ener-

vated by cénturies of vice, he is

its own, it had assisted in the work of ed-

would

a

the funeral pile his own ignorance and

of (hat, and

of the natives is so great that he has usu- ready better undersiood.
LAE
ally kept on hand a small assortment of
Until within comparatively few years,
drugs for free di-pensing. The question the work of native education in India was

‘ry work was that the healing art

about to die;

neglecting entirely the very important
department of female education as” no
less worthy of attention but as being al

calls for medicines, and the’ importunity.

have

what will be the form of the next faith or
faiths; it may bé'impossible to predict.
Brahminism, the hoary faith of India, is

:

ing up but
a single phase

frequent

a

however | them an example of wickedness such as.
among a more.
AL

materialistic people must

first called

"2. EDUCATIONAL WORK.
We passto the educational work

influence.

‘The missionary always has had

in ‘the

them there. :

The desire for’ such an auxiliary arose
from the conviction that it would greatly
extend the sphere of Christian

employed

en the wisdom of those who

importance.

SATA

which | you, the people of the word of God, show

ries has oobeen, of: much value, and since | Jeaves these out of the account,
)
Ad
‘rapid might
be its progress

The medical auxiliary to Christian
missions is one which within the past few

TR
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BY MISS NELLIE
i. EEALLIFS.
;
rit
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‘The chigf;. true to .his

resolution,

_banishéd from his dominions, these intemperate whites, cutting off the possibility of their example from further contaminating his people.
Ifthe

sworn

4

“For Man and Beast.

:

executors

of

our

laws

serve under other leaders. We must es - would imitate she-fidelity and decision of |
‘an untablish new missions in the very. shadow. this. Alrican chiefin suppressing’
;
are
z of government schools, that we may’ bring holy rum-traffic what a happy day would
and in appeasing the evil spirits which, youths.
about the youths there an influence’ they
:
as they imagine. have taken possession of | Many influences have combined in India can find nowhére but in a Christian mis- dawn upon our land.
a, ,M- PH IPI
the sufferér; neitber do these physicians to produce disrespect for the old faith sion.
AE
;
C orns Pl
By these means we shall bring early- to STRANGE EDITIONS OF THE SCRIPTdiscard the use of drags, frequently com- amounting often to a thorough contempt
sR)
our
side
those
who
if
pot
with
us
are
sure
d
URES.
&
x
Strain,
;
With this
bining many kinds in a single dose un- for it, and its -abandonment.
soon to be against us. This work we must do
FORSEEDING AND EXTRACTING JUICE
Ah interesting collection of Bibles was’
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alternative
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Be|
50c per bottle
tainly be found. Possibly they belong to Among these influences an important tween these two are a maltitude of isms, cause of peculiar errors’of the printers,
SEND EO
CRTROGIE. § REE. ©
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 and
the same school as some of our Yankee place,perhaps the most important of all, and shall we who have broken the ground or from some other reason, have been
ard
Ls,
RISE MANUF G.C2
known by strange names. Among the
and scattered the seed stand meekly by
compounders of patent -meuicines; how- must be given to the work of education.
PHILADELPHIA PAY
Bibles on exhibition were the fullowing :
while
a
pagan,
though
he
be
in
a
measure
« Let us look for a moment at the charFOR'SALE B
4
ever this may be, in order for a cure, the
THE GUTENBURG BIBLE.—The earliest
a reformer,steps up and reaps what should
THE
HARDWARE
TRAD
- patient must make up in faith, what the acter of this educational work, at its rela- be a. Christian harvest?
book
known,
printed
from
movable
metal
:
a
ny
The Morning Star.
;
;
tion to our missions, and at the. influence . This work if done to.day will be easily
types, is the Latin Bible 18sued by Guten
medicine lacks in efficiency.
2
s
Is a special de
ent
is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
:
accomplished for we fight a faith which is. burg, at Metz, A. D. 1450.
which
each
enterprise
must
exert
upon
J
:
‘atthe New HR
a
fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and proThese Hindu medicine men are held
mercial College.
The
dying. If we leave it to be done in the
' THE BuG BiBLE.— Was so called from
gressive.
All * communications, should be adplace in New Eng.
dressed to Dover, N. H.
in great honor among their people, and the other. During the time' when the next century we: shall have fearful odds its rendering of Psalms xci. 5: ¢¢ Afraid land Awhere RsTelegraphy only
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schools
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BREECHES
BIBLE,
—The
Geneva
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.
the natives are predisposed to respect a ers, as also when the funds were partial.

ENTERP

Fraewill Baptist - Publications.

physician, whoever he may

be.

1y contributed by

When

government

and

In concluding, one Important thought
Version is that popularly known as the
should be kept constantly in mind
by} Breeches Bible,
rom its rendering of
those who are especially interested in eit
is iii. 7: ¢ Making
themselves

the

schools still under mission control, their
work was of course two-fold, education-

they see, as they do inthe medical missiopary, one who, regardless of remuneration,is constantin his endeavors to relieve

er the medical or éducational

of mission

al, and evangelistic; and in.the mind. of
the pious teacher the second considera-

work;

these

are

department.

both

strictly

auxiliary and are never gg be considered

tion was the true objective point of his la- |
.

Ea

thagra..

and every heart can respond to acts of | In marked contrast to this

oA

the bent of exclusive government
ing ; here, the objective point is

kindness however unwonted it may be to
their reception. In this manner the physician soon wins confidence and has done
sionaries are governed by purely mercenary motives, a prejudice so apt to arise
agninst missions among those for. whose
instituted.

infer that in none of these schools can be
found a moral or religious influence, but
we are probably quite safe in saying that

-

when this does exist it is the result of
personal influence on the part of. those

The work of women as physicians has
been found especially useful, serving as

it does

both to

remove

the

may

cease to be a nonentity.

Thus,

when

natives

see that a woman may belung to the
of

al-

physicians;

that

she may faithfully and intelligently minister to their sufferings, that it is possible
for her to do all {his and to go out upon

the street, meeting and conversing when
necessary with men

as

well

as

ori inal government

under
woman

muh to their astonishment the
ways honored class

who chance to be in government employ
as teachers, and not as belonging to the

prejudice

against missions and to prove that
favorable circumstances, even

women,

trainpurely

intellectual culture, this being neither
modified
nor directed by moral or religious instruction.
We wou.d be unjustto

much to remove the prejudice that mis-

ben: fit they were

has “been

’

plan itself. = What,

then, is the tendency of these schools?
The tendency in them. all. i$ to’ destroy
past recovery in'thie mind of every candid student his faith in Brahminism.

reason

for this

is

apparent.

The

Whatever

means of her profession, an entrance

into

‘the zenanas pot yet opened, and having
been once i
he as a physician, to

oe

continue the acquaintance thus formed

in

the hope of gaining a pupil where once
she has had a patient.
During the itinerant work of the cold

“season the medicine chest” is

an

impor-

tant item in the camp equipments. Now,
as in the time of Christ, among the mul-

governand no

faith.

For not only is the Bible expelled

by-law

from

these

schools,

but no

Chris-

tian teaching is allowed during school
hours,
an/avowed reason for | this being
‘that a government which believes in rehgious

toleration itself, has

tax a subject people

and

no

right

with’

the

to

Elizabeth,

[DIKE SEMINARY.
York.

till

in fact perhaps even a more thorough consecration, inasmuch as, when
successful
in his particular calling he may be. tempt-

ing of Jeremiah viii; 22: ¢ Is there no
treacle [instead of balm] in Gilead?” A.
D. 1568.
;
:
THE ROSIN BiBLE.—From the same

ed to abandon the prime object of his mts
sion and engage in exclusively professional work.
:
;

attention

in

has

the

been

Utica

attracted

Morning

to

a

Unadilla
of UraWhere-

upon the Examiner & Chronicle rouses

up

and exclaims as

follows:

¢We

want

the

Utica

to understand

that

the

a

Baptist preaches is not a Baptist preacher
but a member of the Freewill
denoemination.” The interrogatory caption at the
head of this article expresses
the astonishment which the said utterance awakened and.which expressed itself as a ques-

tion. Being a young mifister within the
fold of what I supposed was the ‘Free
Baptist” communion,

I would

ask

constitutes a Baptist church?”

‘ what

Will some

of our * fathers” please respond?
|,
ai
SETAB. ;

‘ PROHIBITION” IN MISSIONAR
FIELDS.
,
;
:

tax

went

into

the other has it that ¢ He

the

term,

|.

A. D.
‘
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seventh commandment

(Exodus xx,

14),

for which the printer was fined £300.

D.1651.
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VINEGAR BIBLE.—So0 named : from

the head-line of the 20th chapter.ot Luxe,

which reads as ¢* The parable of the vinegar,™ instead of “the vineyard. A. D.
1717.
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We shall give 52 of these papers for
on
n.
Episcopalians,
this
people
manage
to
cogniti
of
God,
but
unknow
They
had
ries,
in order to give strength and variety
our English cousins. The women most
;
tian people be turned to the promotion of
only
$3.00. And persons who subscribe
ediyuvioveligion? TA good deal, indeed, ‘that has “not the revelation of the Scriptures: They put a deal of practical Christianily into admired and feted in London are Ameri- to its editorial page, if Smploysibe folat once will get 60 of them (till Jan. 11,
cans, like Lady Mandeville, Mrs. Sands,
#*
beer dong:ns
campaign work was really did not comprehend even the teachings of their organized work. »
;
Mrs. Paget, Mrs, Simonds and others. lowing
ing
es,
nature
respect
his
being
and
attribut
1882) for the same money.
: in that direction, for the State must, ‘Wit.
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :
he Marquis of Tweeddale, one:of the =
ness the triumph of the best principles in Romans 1:20. ‘Hence »the worship they
PROF. J. A. HOWE, D. D;,
——LOYALTY, even if. we claim that it is most cujtured and polished noblemen |of theday,
gave me the “other day
it in order for the Church to thrive the rendered him was in ignorance; a strugPROF. R. DUNN, D. D.,
not
the
highest
type
of
loyalty,
is
a
chief
a very interesting opinion-as. to the
best.
The ‘twotlings
are: co-ordi- gle, a. groping, ‘‘a fosling after him,”
' PROF. J. FULLONTON, D¢D.,
characteristic
of
the
Jesuits;
and
perhaps
reason
why
so
‘many
of
his
fellow-noRev. W. H. Bowen, D. D.,
nate. A thorough arousing and.awaken- Acts 17: 27.
«Him declare I unto you.” Thus hap- itis the earnestness produced by this blemen married American girls: He- ree “REV: J M. BREWSTER, _
* ing-of the noblest political feeling among
Maine Home Mission Bociety.
complete loyalty which attracts people to said they were mainly attracted by the
Prov.
J. J. ButLEg, I, D, :
the peeple is favorable for the Church; pily does Paul bring ‘to them the true
greater ease and liveliness of the manners
;
aha
the preaching of the disciples of Loyola. of American girls, which were as charmThe ninth annual meeting: of the Maine
just as a pure, charitable but aggressive doctrine of (fod,—of him who created the
It will be the aim to discuss living quesThe London Christian notes the rumor ing to Englishmen accustomed to the sly
Free
Baptist Home Missionary Society
universe,
the
infinite
spirit,
in
whom
church- membership is. favorable dor the
that ‘‘ two eminent Oxford men are likely and timid reserve, and occasionally even tions on this page of the paper, and to was held at West Waterville, Oct. 19, 20.
we
live
and
move
and
have
our
being,
to
. State,
wore
stiffness, of English girls, as the latter. present the striking phasesof current life An able missionary sermon was preached
We are not of these who think it a sin whom we should render the homage--ef to go over to Rome in consequence of the were repellent to them.
and thought in brief paragraphs as well by Rew:-C. F. Penney, and the topics,
Jesuit
mission
just
held
in
the
university
{
our
hearts
and
lives,
to
whom
we
are
all
“for a ministerto ‘“meddle in politics,”—
. Our pretty and lively girls may after
city,”
The
sermons
preached
by
the
‘ What shall we do to be saved?” as apaccountable.
The
discourse
given
at
a
yes, we are, too, for meddling is always
all be working outa recognition for their| 4s in more extended articles.
Jesuits
were
largely
atténded
by
the
|
plied
to our organization and work,
that
time,
of
which
we
seem
to
have
but
reprehensible, since it implies that one is
native country in the heart of the high
CONTRIBUTORS,
* Our Relations to the Parent Society,” .
dealing with what is not rightly in his an outline, unfolded the ‘essential truths graduates at the Protestant ufiiversity, and exclusive circles of Europe, such as
We are able to announce the names of and ““ Is it expedient for us to put a State
line of business. But when such interests of the Christian religion, and produced a which in these latter days has /supplied can be gained as effectively in no other
two
eminent
Cardinals,
Newman
and
deep
impression,
resulting
in
the
converfollowing persons who will contribute missionary into the field at this time?”
the
-are at stake as (usually center in a nationManning, to the Holy Roman Church.
O-b
with more or. less frequency Ying. the- were discussed by Brethren Lowden and
al campaign, it is each one's business to sion of some even of the highest rank.
‘Whitcomb, Howard and White, and Hall
-try-earnestly to.promote the right, and ~The passage is suggestive as showing Half-believers and doubters are not get
Rev. Josern FurLoNToN.
The acci- year:
and Deering, respectively. A deep inter-" :
counted
of
much
worth
in
the
maki
the
ignorance
and
debasement
in
religion
‘the minister’s the most of all. Unless he
dent to this brother, which was reported
Rev, C.F. Penney; Rev. <p A. H: “est in our work was “felt by all ‘present,
converts
to
one’s
faith.
Downright™
.
of
those
enjoying
the
greatest
intellectual
‘can do that without incurring the charge
in the last Star, rendered the a wipnigtion Quint, sv Di, Rev. C.
and’it was determined to arise and bring
A. Bickford,
advantages, the aspirations of the human f willeven make converts to almost any sort
of meddling; the fault is in himself and
of his arm nécessaty, and he did not Iotig
=
Rev.
of
a
ridiculous
or
superstitious
practice
in
Geo.
mind
for
light
and
truth,
in
the
midst’
of
§
H.
Ball,
DB. D., Rev. forth the fruits of the vineyard.
, not necessagily in the cause that should

ode
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Benominational Betos,

sphere, command

the

and

within his

service

of every

true man.

But as we have said, the campaign is
over, and the partisan feelings that may
have been aroused should now be allowed

* to cools

-Men-may differ in politics,

but

~ that should not be allowed to disturb their

relations as neighbors

and

friends,

and

goipeeially
as Christians.
¢ The gnext
Fthing” is now, for an exhibition of such 1

faithfulness and enthusiasm in awaking
the moral sense of the people as have
been used in awaking the political sense.
‘This of course should be done

consistent-

“error and gin; and the power of the

pel as a guile in divine things. Thefe is
no need of ignorance here, or of worshiping in ignorance an unknown god,
since the true God: is not far from every

the effects of

upon aggressive work.

In fact, it is next

one of us, and takes such pains to reveal
himself to us, and to draw us to himself.

to impossible to get the

doubter

It is our high

privilege

and

HEARD

RYPE

CRIT

SU ELE Jae is a call for woman's
work in the Temperance cause. In the single city Of New York there are 3,696 dramshops kept by women. Of these women 1 is

ed

=~

in

this

respect

subject

mans, 2,548 Irish, 396 unknown.

school papers.

In con-

pear in, the

He imwith and

‘address the people in the synagogue,
market, or wherever he met" them. Soon
the philosophers, especially

..

it was prohibited in 1866.

this country, in the State of New

the land, if there are children there to’ he
sensual and. fatalistic sects, and others" benefited by them.
attracted by the new religion he taught + This is a matter in which the influence’
encountered him, and hurried, him away. of the pastors, .superintendents and pa"to Mars Hill, their usual place ‘of con. rents will be pecfiliarly felt. ‘We hope it
course.
will receive their faithful attention. The
There they requestdd him 40 give them schools arg already considering the quesan account of his doctrine, on the-alert as tion of what lesson-helps and papers they
they were for something new. Paul wil-. will sybscribe for the coming year. How’
lingly embraced the opportunity, and st can they do better than to patronize their
once entered upon a most masterly dis- own denominational publications ? :
‘|

«cussion.

After alluding to their great in-

<a in our translation, but * very religiousih

go into every Freewill Baptist family in

ly disposed ”) he refersto their doctrines,

‘or ds in the original, * objeets of devoSon’; a3 temples, altars, statues of ‘the

In view

of our recent, offer to send

the

Star, from now until January, 1882,
the
price of a year’s subscription,

for
we

hope'all

our

make an effort
. ers,

pastors
to

and

procure

Jersey,

In New

York

pub-

report

of

the

Rockingham

was
:

for
.

no giving at all, go together. »
There is a’gopd deal of truth put

into ‘small

id

college,

J.

M.

Rev.

George

E.

present.

Rev. F. K. Chase, Prof. 1. L. Chapman,

Iuviog come upon

Indiana, the organ of the General Baptists, the
paper ‘suspends publication two or three
weeks,” and hopes its readers ¢ will not think

time has arrived for

that * the

quiet people all

over

the

world to unite in a-protest against the senseless, cruel and barbarous: practice of jangling
bells in order to inyite the puplic tq attend divine worship.”

pice

8

rather

distract-

jng sometimes. ©
There are evidently government coptracts
and government contracts. . Amid the unsavory

odor of

many

of the

relations ‘which

the

United States bas sustained towards the native
Indidny'it is refreshing to read thav the Presbys
terian, Board of Home Missions,

undenits cons

tract with the United States Government, is
preparing to establish boarding schools

the Western

among

Shoshones,
thé Uintali and White

River Utesi"the Pueblos, Navajo, and
¢
Mogais
Indians.

Shue! Watkins, who dled Ris

in» Nashe

ville, Tenn., deserves to be .mentioned by
name. He was the richest citizen in that
place and left the eity $100,000 to increase she
knowledge of those unable to attend the high-

R. Burlingame, Mrs. V, G. Ramsey, Mrs.
M. M. H. Hills, Mrs. JA. Lowell, besides:
others whose namés and productions will
appear in due time.

ent writers during the year, "as occasion
offers. For the present, in addition to
communications

Testament

on

various

topics

Women;” another

on «Our

from Noyemiber'to April, the physical and nat-

‘ural sciences playing
lectures.

Prominent part in these

A bill will be introduced in the next Georgia
Legislature fixing the litense for retailing liqinScriven county at $10,000. «Should

this

us an’ indicatjon of this we

might mention

were started and successfully. conducted
without this degrading species of dis-*

No whiskey, 528; For Whiskey, 119.
1

the

county which has Voted on the

and

Growth ;" another on the Relation of Captotich-

ing upon Communism; articles dealing
with certain financial and industrial questions, and others of current practical
value.
YN.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Our English correspondent, whole letters have long been prized by our readers
will continue to present important phases

of religious life and thought

address -of

the,

Corresponding

Secretary is Bath, Me., and of the Treasurer, Portland,

Me.
R.

<4

No
his

L. Howann,

Twin-brother

Se .

At Present.

The person who so minutely
‘* visit to the Theological

described.
school”in

the last Star was in error in stating that
workmen“ were *‘ grading afoundation” for
a new

hall.

The

only

grading

that ‘has

been done was the leveling of ground in
front of the proposed Library lot preparatory to planting trees there next Spring: .
the expense being borne by a citizen ol

Lewiston.
EO

R

+e,

Special Information ;

I find the impression prevails, especialiy in New E
nd, that colored singers
are traveling
lhe interest and under
thedirection of"Storer college, Harper's
Ferry,West Va., ‘and, with this impression,
many favour troops. assuming the name
of
Har v's Ferry Jubilee Singers,” or
similar ti
supposing that mopey is
being raised by them for Storer col ege.
This is to inform the public that no siigers
of this sort are sent out by our institu‘tion.

Other papers will confer a favor by

copying the above,
Ot.

A.

H.

1880.

MORRFLL.

’
Ea
a 0 8

The Free Baptist Cpuireh atBonus Isle,
(3

monthly, letter from India, the

late

lady p‘Ngious prosperity,

Our village is in the fertile

principal oF the female | department of and beautiful valley of the Aroostook river;
near the banks of that stream, and contains *
Hillsdale college, who is now in Europe, 500 inhabitants, and the town gyer 1,300. The
will sendWis ocCasional letters from the village is the business center of a territory
having about 5,000 people, who are rapidly ...-Continent, and a correspondent at Con- increasing, Itis very important denominastantinople will keep us informed of great tionally that the institutions of religion be sustained to meet and supply the wants of those
movements in Turkey.
now here,and of those Who shall come after us.
At home, we shall have a weekly

letter

from ‘Washington during the session of
Congress, and letters also from special
‘correspondents in New

York, Boston,and

‘The Free

Baptists

have

ftaintained

public

wofsltp and other means of giice much of the
time for many years.

They

have

never.

any church edifice or-place of wérship,

hal

except

public and privaté“Balld, 'school-houses-#nd

Chicago All notable religious gather-

private rooms, all of which

ings during the year, of whatever denomination, will be duly reported.

no Free Baptist church edifice in Aroostook
county nearer than Houlton, 40 miles distant,
_although there are small and weak church “or-

i

DENOMINATIONAL.
denominational movements.

have

been ‘very

inadequate to their wants and need.

ganizations

in

several

towns,

There

During.

is

the

past summer it wag decided by the members
of the Free Baptist ¢hurch in Presque Isle,
meetings willbe faithfully reported, and that it is a duty they owe themselves and chil:
articles discussing denominational needs dren, to the community of which they are u
part, to the cause which lies ear their hearts,
and enterprises will frequently appear.’ and
to God, that they build a place of worship,

and

We already have, or soon shall have, a a house of the Lord which will be to .themspecial. reporter in eyery Quarterly ‘Meet- selves and friends a religious home. of It, thisis
proper to say here that of thé members
ing, who will furnish all itemd of news, ] ‘churcil there is not one who in tsiness , parThe Star will, in this department, be in- Jance f§ & money man.” All ate farmers’ or

“dispensable to every Freewill: Baptist.
J)
THE SUND/ AY-SCHOQL.
1
We shall publish each, week notes’ on

whiskey question with the following resiit :
i

| laborers; all aré
or making

vocation.

money

inen.

working

Speculation

by trade is no’ ‘part, of their...

a devotion and courage WorWith

thy of all praise, four of

men

the

subscribed -

$200 each to begite With, others $100 each, and

and. explanations of the Interfiational 40 down 'to smaller sums as they deemed
The lady members of
Sundayschool lessous, thus ‘making the tnethselves able to pay.
rine of letting him f that is filthy be filthy, still. In
the church
with equal zeal and courage en:
paper a real help to every teachers and gaged in the work and have already raised
speaking of tobacco using-ministers, the writer
says: ‘Letithe man who has the poison in his Scholar.
.over $250, The Aroostook Quarterly Meeting
——
-system and cannot get it out without first let~ |r
with which this church is connected has “aided
2
A contributor

or to the columns of the Star

J

and Covenant'evidently believers in the doct-

ting out every drop of poisonous blood in his.
veins; let him, I say, continne its ise, He’ may
have but, a few more yearsto live. Tobacco,
has been his. solace for many years; let him have

But Boston's « culture ” is 8 unique
product and ‘when applied to practical matters one knows not ‘what it’will do. ,,
hit Hl

MISSION WORK.
:
‘Rov. G. C. Waterman will remain in

charge of this department, and . will pre|
sent & weekly survey of our own missionbut let us employ teachers for the ris-

by liberal contributions,

men of other towns have promised te assist.
Also the Home Mission Society have voted to

assist, to the amount of $150, on condition the

above sum be raised in Maine. An
1

“NT

Pe

;

and generous gentle-

Ng
gi

iy
ge J

Ree.

in ‘Gyeat
I am not a member of this ehtirch; but a
Britain, | Dr. J. L. Phillips will sents a worshiper with them, and anxious for their re-

er schools and colleges. Among other
advan-|*
"All"
tages provision ix made for weekly lectures

[~

""The

of Bowdoin college, * Gainsboro,” Mrs.L.

the office of the Golden Rule, of Mt. Vernon,

hard” of its course,
A brilliant letter writer. thinks

elected for

President,

tev. H. J. ' White;
Recording Secretary, Rev. R. L. Howard;
Treusuter, Rufus Deering, Esq.; Auditor,
Rev.
J. Hall ;. Executive : Conimittee,
Reve,
C. Whitcomb and James, Boyd.

Foster,

ital and Labor in this country, and

is

A mission.worker declares that there is a
‘ gpirit of hearing” throughout France, and.
that never in the history of the country was
there such a chance of Srangelizing it as at

case of Schley

adopting the modification . recommended
in the abstract of the report above given.

F. Hayes,of Bates
Bailey, D. D., Prof.

B.

compass by the Springfield Republican in the

¢ A pressure of iowork?

year:'

of ponding Secretary,

Prof.

sentence that the “ Roman Catholic church
nothing but a sect in this country.”
i

lished shortly after, the late war for the
education of the children of the freedmen,

cipline. = No “action was. faken by :the
Board on the matter. It would seem that
common sense and humanity would both
.| emphasize the advisability of at least

Sewall,

Nation ;_ Conditions of its Prosperity

corporal punishment in 1870, and iin Syra- become a law, it ought to satisfy’dt Ted
the
cuse it was abolished in 1867; and, even “moderate wing. of .the Prohibitionists. ' The
the colored schools of Maryland, estabsy Temperance issue is a live one in Georgia, and

friends “will

new

of.)

and

S.

which we shall publish each week, we
announce
a seriesof papers on ‘‘ Eminent
The Vermont Chronicle observes that * luck.
of information, lack of interest, poor giv] ing2 ny | Snerion Authors ;” another on ‘Old.

city the Board of Education prohibited ] (wor

those” “of” the

terest in religion (not *‘too superstitious, »

abandoned in the schools

France, Austria, Holland and Pe

He also wrote

Prof. J.

theological
. seminary,

BRIEF NOTES.

«

a much larger patronage. We wish that
one ¢opy, at least, of each of them, might

¢

a

‘widely circulated, but they are worthy" of has been

for

Bangor

| the

that every one of our Sunday-schools
would faithfully reflect upon it, and inquire if it is not a privilege to give their ——THE question of corporal punishment
patronage in support of their own denom- in“public schools has received the atteninational lesson-helps, and so” open the | tion of the Boston School Board. The
"minister had said, was wrong.
way for those helps to be made still bet- committee appointed to consider the matOn thé great question of the soul’s need ter. For it is the purpose of the Printing ter submitted both a . majority and a
we are agreed. - Let us earnestly seek to Establishment to put the profits on the .minority report, the latter thinking that
* supply that need. Let us in all right, lesson literature into the improvement of the existing rules should not be changed.
‘ways hold up Christ as the: friend and that literature—a purpose which gives to On thé other hand the majority of the
that
“Saviour of men. He is the help of the each of our Sunday-schools the opportu- committee were fully convinced
Boston's publie school system would.be
- drunkard, of the profane, of the unchar- nity to assist in that improvement.
itable, of the sinner’ in -any and all reAt the beginning of the new year we greatly advaiicediin the line of true progspects, and itis through him alone that shall be able to furnish our Sunday- ress, the teachers’ profession elevated,
_ the best of all gifts.come So.mep. In the schools with a full line of improved lesson- the children’s sacred rights protected, and
+ pulpit, the prayer-meeting, the family, in helps, including the leaflets ‘for children the honor and reputation of the city" subofficial and business life, let each in his and adults, fhe :1 Quarterly for all who served, by the immediate and absolute
or her sphere extend the teaching and may wish it, illuminated reward and -les- prohibition of corporal punishment in all
the influence of this great teacher of the son cards for the juvenile department,
the schools. But they “believé
- that" the
world. Thus may the force of Christian- and our long-established ‘Sunday-school disuse of such punishment may be
“ity be greater than all political forces. papers. We fully believe that these brought about
by other and less radical
i
;
ghteanonos exalteth a nation,” but sin helps, quality and materlal and price means than immediate and absolute prohini
is a reproach te any people.
Considered, will be better for our people, bition. Consequently they recommended
Ot,
young and old, than any others that, they that corporal punishment shall only be |
can procure:
=
| inflicted by the ptincipals of the grammar
ACTS 17: 23.
;
Again our correspondent says : # our schools, and only at a session subsequent
“For as I passed by, and beheld your deSunday-school at onc time introduced to the one when the offense was commit_ votions, I found an altar with this inscription,
¢ Tothe Unknown God. Whom therefore some of ——'s cheap papers as a substi- ted; that record shal. be made by the
ye ignorantly worship, him declare I unto tute for our own, but we all say, after fair principal of such punishment and of the
‘trial, that, all things considered, they. are effect thereof on the particular pupil,
you.”
&
In giving an exegesis of this passage, far below our own publications.” We whether inducing better behavior or not
as requested by a correspondent, it will could cite abundant testimony in harmony on his part, ‘such record to be reported
‘be necessary to notice the connection. with that. The mere item of cheapness monthly to the secretary of
school
The apostle to the Gentiles had been ought to be the last thing to be" consid- committee ; and that corporal punishment |
amaking an extépsive missionary tour, in ered in selecting material that is to enter shall not be inflicted on any pupil of the
4 ‘Which he cdme to the renowned city of into the very heartand character of the primary or high schools or on gitls in"
Athens, the metropolis of Greece. His children.
Try to get the best. That in the grammar seliools. The report also
“heart wa¥ deeply*moved as he saw that the end is the cheapest.
recalls the fact that this means of disei.ancjent seat of learning and art ¢* wholly
Our Sunday-school papers, the “Myrtle pline has, step by step, been abolished ir
}
\
given to idolatry:” or asit should be- “and faite Star,. have always been quite civilized countries. Corporal punishment

rendered, “ful
of idols.”
‘mediately began to converse

reports

Quarterly Meeting, of which he
many years the clerk,
.

in the souls of men.”
LJ

news

of Philadelphia,

lished +: The History of Raymond,” a
creditable work, in the. preparation of
The Star will be stronger in its departwhich he was engaged nearly thirty years.
| ment of contributed articles the coming
He was a brotherof Prof. J. Fullonton,of
the Bates .theological school. He had year than ever before.
entered his 73d year at the’ time of his
:
SPECIAL TOPICS.
death. Other interesting particulars apSpecial topics will be assigned to differ-

nection with further statistics in this line,

We wish

H.,

various local papers, besides articles of a
more formal character for the Star and
papers of its class, and for, put. Sunday-

4 Welsh, 10 English,13 French, 1,104 Ger-

of ¢Sunday- -school

There is sound sense in that.

much, in the shape of

an American, 3 are Africans,3 are Spanish,

someting like a pulpit. The minister
preaches * what he believes to be true,
«. - and each hearer must take what ‘belongs
+~t0 him. * It would not be safe to say that
* every one, who did not agree with all the {

SP

Vis

State.

a religious newspaper “is

NO

Gor

lesson helps” was being discussed, and the Signal remarks that ithe Irish and
our correspondent | says that ¢“ all seemed German foreigners, nuwbering not oneto regard the lesson-papers published by | tenth the entire population, do about oneeach denomination as the best thing for half of the United States liquor business,
each churchi-school.
¢Patronize. your while other foreigners dor more than half
own’ was the sentiment, and thus help of the other half, also that every fouryour own to publish bet. er and cheaper | teenth foreigner that lands upon our
helps.”
-shores becomnues a liquor.dealer and trader

It is possible that some things have late~
ly been said in this paper that were not
«in accordance with the views or the sense
-of propriety of some of its readers. But

a

started

The following officers were

the ensuing

Rev. W.
A.D. Williams, D. B., Rey. Dr. B. T.
H. Bowen, D. D. ; Vice-Presidents, Revs.
al-- Tanner, editorof the Christian Recorder
J. Mariner and 1. M. Lowden;
Corres-

though he for several years supplied the
pulpit of the church id his native town of
PRtay mond after permanently making his;
home there. Ile has ever been one of
the most industrious of nien.* In-addition.
to the care of his farm he has written

in any sort of aggressive work whatever.

PATRONIZE YOUR OWN. .
- We have been somewhat impressed by
what a friend writes us concerning a certain feature of an undenominational Sunday-school convention recently held in his
The

and the other at Danville,” N.

more marked than when individuals-enter

reasonable

O. E. Baker, Rev. S. D. Bates, Rev.

nesday morning of last week, , He held
but two pastorates, one at. Acton, Me.,

unbelief,

ly with the great harmonies to be preserv-

. during the last few weeks:

ne

and

ed and without a resort to those sensational and spectacular performances that have
been almost daily and nightly. repeated

Eh

indifference

and certainty and earnestness are nowhere

service to consecrate our all to him.
2

survive the operation, having ‘died Weéd-

religious matters. The distinction between

gos-

a

always, in proper ways
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The first Sabbath in Oct. was

Jot has been bought, nepr‘the business : center

were baptized. We are

*, gn edifice, 50 ft. by 87, with a belfry. The
basement 10 ft. inshight to be a vestry, and the
audience rodm 16 ft.in hight over the vestry
the whole;size of the building.

a thorough

renovation.

neat, comfortable

and

ditorium is finished. As the church needs all
that 18 promised directly. or contingently to en;

curring a debt, it is hoped the churches’ of
Maine especially will aid in this work.
In the erection of the church, the: most rigid

|

is

hoped public spirited eitizens of the village will

contribute a bell.It is estimated that the whole

expense of the land and bailding,independent of
that of the clock and bell, will be about $3,000,
the enterprise are very anxious that when it
shall be completed it'be: not embarrassed by,

of

a churéh and society.
I take thé liberty
therefore to respectfully présent to the liberal,
the benevofént and

the

generous

among

the

readers of the Star the needs of this church,
"and solicit their aid in such sums as they may
deem proper. I assure all such that the Free

Baptists of Presque Isle and their friends -here

will not be backwardin doing what they
in aid of their sister churches when they

can

to Rev.

G.

M.

edge their reception in the Star,

LD

J. MALVERN, ‘Clerk.

Ue
ne

_ RockiNGuam, N. H.,Q. M. —Held

its last

“ily
To Michigan. HEY
Good news ¢omes from Leslie. The

In the absence

of the

clerks

the conference was called to order by the

people

tor of the church

and organized

moderator, J. H. Yeoman;

The nession was fairly

pas-

cupy the Presbyterian house of worship at
present, not feeling able to build oneof their
own. The Salem(Neb. )church "will soon’ be
without a pastor, Bro; J. Westly closing his la-

GP
CP

«ood Decision and Good Advice.

Fullonton

clerk, H. F. Wood.

fore,

4

3. That we extend

expects to orgarize a church at Peru, 25 miles’

There are three points not far.from Netawaka,

es goon. Bre. W.'is the only one dm getive

UNION (Ky. )Q. M. Held its Oct: session

where Bro. Westly expects to organize chugch-

pastoral’ work

-in the Salem Q. Mc’

Truly

a

The

now in the field are

brethren

generally faithful, doing all that

stances will admit of, but not

‘Lynn —K& 1. Bedell $2.50 O V Bedell $2.50 M
I.

The

net hold them.

their ‘circum-

ProspECT

‘good and

at

on * The
“the. Pine St. church in Lewiston
great love of God”,and in the afternoon, he
baptized ten happy converts, and extended the
hand of fellowship to eleven, at the evening’
service.
There were also others, who express:
ed their desire and purpose to be Christians,
The church is united
at the evening service.
“dnd all are praying for and expecting a, glori-|
“4 ons work of God's saving power during thé
There has been constant re«coming months.
vival spirit and interest even during the hot
weather and the heated political canvass. And
it is hoped as the season advances, that the Spirit's power may be witnessed in wondrous’
The prayers of God's people are
measure.
~

earnestly requested to this end.

being paralyzed, but
communion

sweet

and enjoys

avith the Master, and highly
wisits of the servants of God.

the

appreciates

Rev. E. Owen hag begun his labors as
itorof the Lyndon Center church.
York.

M.—Held

its

was
ing
ary
On

pas:

v

and moral improvement. It has three

pledges ; one prohibiting the manufacture and
use of all intoxicating drinks as a beverage;

the second including thess ‘and profanity, and

the third includes these and the use of tobacco
in all its forms except for medicinal purposes.

No one under sixteen years of age is allowed to

sign the pledge for more than one year. Others

can do so ifthey wish.

Rev. J. C. Steele,

of

"Attica, Jast week gave us a most excéllent lect.
ure cifnely showing

that the.Old Testament

teaches prohibition fronvall intoxicating drinks.

Rev. B. D. Peck has been pastor of the New

York city church about six months, and two

have been alréady added to its membership.

The Willett churchis still being blessed of
, A, Bs
* Rev..
God, The last Sabbath in Sept

. Loomis had the privilege. of baptizing Tov.
“H. Payne, the evangelist, who, labored with us

and

last winter, -He unites with our church

Among our
intends to labor as an evangelist
chyrches wherever he may be desired. He
has been very successful in the past and we
.

expect he will pour out a great blessing
y

he \,

to us,

the brethren

together with

came

a

mind to work. which made the prayer and
social meetings interesting. We were favored

took

Q. M., with other ministerial help which

made the meeting one of interest and
Next session with the 1st: Monroe

HIGGINS, Clerk.

JoserH

Dec. 24-26.

profit.
church,

FARMINGTON QM. —Held, its Sept. session
But fe® of the
with the Ist. Mt.Vernon church.

|

chureh from another part of the town admitted
to the.Q. M. with the same name. Churches

‘are requested

and

reports,

to

send in quarterly

also to

respond

FM,

Next session will be held with : the Eust New
.
DgPrast, Cletk,

for E. G. RIDEOUT

LW

r——

REPUBLIC

COUNTY (Ks.) Q. M.—Held "its

August session with the Cheyeone church. ‘The
attendance is not reported large, but good feeling prevailed. The churches in this Q. M. appear to all be striving to kee as prominent a
visibility as possible. There
ters, there being on ly two ordained ministers in
this Q. M. at present with six churches scattered over a radius of nearly fifty miles.
Next session with Albion church, beginning
on Friday before the fourth Sunddy, in NevemClerk.
W. N. HOskINSON,
.
!
ber,

Ch Saco

sumption, and all Throat
er

MARKS, Clerk pro tei.

W. H./'Smith and seemed to give & key-note
In the
to the Harmonians services of the day.

orted spoke very encourag ingly of their work.
of the Church rela
| he paperon *“ The duty and Mental improve"tive to the Recreation

ment of the Young” by: C. H. Latham, was an
excellent expression of its author’s views and
elicited «the approbation of: the entire conferreqiesy for the publication of the paence.

er wat unanimously: made, The subject,‘* The
Reacher and his Work,” wag presented in the
g M. by Rev. D. M: Graham who emphathe ntcessity

La

teacher

of the

taking

the

position of a learner with his class, and assume

that. his class knows something. He illustrated
his remarks by a very touching incident. Mr.
Thissell, Supt. of the Mt, Vernon 8. S., gave
gome very practical hints; Rev. L. Malvern,

delegate from the Weare Q. Myidded to.the inIn fact'we nearterest in the above question.
ly all took part in the discussion. At 8.45.1
2

2.50
3 00

a,

and

weakness

Porous Plaster.

Where children are. affected with whooping
cough, ordinary coughsdr colds, or weak lungs,
it is the one gna only tredtment they should re:
ceive.

a

Si

!

Send
x
ANGE

[3

RK

NEW vo

d
Browu
roadway,

a15
24

hammocks,

a

.

50

i

In hard or soft water,

:

i

It relieves pain at once, strengthens and cures
where other plasters will not even relieve.
Sold by all Druggists. Price 25 Cents,

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

Seabury '& Johnson, Pharmaceutical Chemists,
New York,
444

4143

Sold by all

Christmas Carols
HULL'S sexe 1880,
5 cents each,

the

System,

down,.

Address,

a

Makes

the

Weak

240

Invigorates

Ave.

FOR THE

article

ever

‘ered. to

Houge-

One Agent mado $144.67 in ten

No freight charges.

in

the

PIANO

and Ague, Pqralgsis:Ohrotic
Humorg,

Upon their excellence alone have attained an
UNPURCHASED
PRE-EMINENCE
Which establishes them as umequaled in

Dropsy,

Female Com-

TONE,

10.00

PA

2.50"

©

plaint, Rémittent

204

Fever, and |

Azaliap Wilson Pike NY
E Tibbitts Agency City
low

A

Ira Day Fabiud X Y
E Butterfiél Wrights Core *

J

W.

BALTIMORE

ST.,

BALTINORE.

J

a, |

)

Supplies the blobd with its Vital Principle, or

THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY and COMPOSITION

Life Element,“ IRON,
infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into all parts of the system.
BEING ¥REE FROM arch HOL, its energizing effects are not followed b y correspondin g reac-

In a manner ‘so simple and progressive that it
may be called’ a SELFINSTRUCTOR.
The old
befogged systems are too complicated fo be practicable. ¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music’ makes

WANTE
MANAG

Thomas Shaw Wawaka Ind
O E Baker Waterloo Iowd
A D. Bedford Sioux City

& 206

18 the ONLY work that teaches

"FREE

J G Moshigr Lowvillp N Y

)

THEORY
OF
MUSIC
PERUVIAN SYRUP

Harrison Avene, Boston,

Fred Haskell
ae
;
A 0 0sbowt
Wawaka Ind

TOUC

* FOR MUSIC STUDENTS. . _
PALMER’S

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE. BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY
DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM,

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS,

A Losee Atlantic Pa

.

H,
WORKMANSHIP? &
DURABILITY.
WAREROOMS: 112 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK:
:

plaints, Liver Com-

*

FORTES.

FIFTY YEARS BEFORE THE PUBLIO

tion, but are permanent,

For

it clear as the sunlight.

Proprietors, 86

$1.00 by mail.

Sold by all Druggists.

SING

Sato les and CatmTnug of best sell.

8 ith

.
articles
on

Nifg Co.

my

e

arth.

122 Nassau

OBJECT-TEACHING

to hire, go with and start others.”

after first-three months.

Give

werd.

PIBLE—Non

darge sale "y

age,

Price, bound

;

in cloth,

:

, For the price of two or three les=
song, you can have

¥.W, Root’s

« SCHOOL OF SINGING,”

aperfect vocal method an a new plan, and.

,

experience,

salary wanted, W.J. Holland, Springfeld, Mass.

|

a Jarge collection of beutiful somge;
oa

Price, $3, hy mail, post-paid.

4t44

GENTS WANTED

for thie Best and

Fastest-’

Selling Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced 38 pe cent. Nationhl Pubilishing-Co,, Phila.
4
T
delphia, Pa.

" JOHN CHURCH « Co.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.
Or 803 Broadway, N. Y, '
»

-~

Fourth

NEw YORK Qury.

2684

=

eral Debility, Neuralgia, Fever

*

N

HULL,

Address; RR. 8. HAR'
& 00.
235 South Third: St., Philadelphia.

Dyspepsia, Nervous Afféctions, Gen-

.. ‘“

L A Ball New York

ASA

—CURES—
Soc

Mich
W Robinsop Pa

%

£4 per hundred.

Brain, and

Pentwater

R Simmons W Onéonta

PAGES,

Strong, Builds up the Broken-

(Paige St) Lowell
Mass.

aly

16

_ One each of 1878, *79, and "80, yor 10 cents.

.

Diarrhcea, Boils,

Iowa

PRS.

252 Washington St., Boston.

keepers.

Q M Vit

ner lnd

May learn how they can employ their leisure
hours in a useful and profitable manner by sending their names and addresses (mentioning this
péper) to
A. S. BARNES & CO,

SOAR, and

SUMMIT

Ch Alton Corner N H
_D Parker Alton Cor N H

+

WITHOUT

0.

Stove-Pipe Shelf. raz HOST

Weare Q M N H

Jie

aS

AGENTS WANTED

up

M

EARNS

convenient

«1G eorgetown Me

W-Parker

pe»

RESTORE THE HEARING and perform the
work of the Natural Drum.
Remain in position
., without aid, and are not observable. - All Conversation and even whispers heard distinctly. We refer to those using them. Send for deseriptive circular.

1.00

Ch Gt Falls N H

Eaton (Gross

X

<

1.00

W L Noyes Ashland N H

C C Ambler

for eatalogues.

H CO., PFTTSBURGH, PA.

=

;

Wis (C Off)

Ch

guns. eamp chairs,

Send

17 State St., Chicago, Il}

ICAN
ERN WATCp=
WEST

GREAT.

i

Me

.

~

Gold, Silver and Nickel, $6 to $150.
Al 8
Chains, etc., sent C. O. D. to be examined.
Write for Catalogue to STANDARD AMER-

hy
ga

BR

¢ Haverh!ll Mass
. ¢ Sutton Vo per Miss L ¥

Corinth

parler and ice skated, ete.

JOHN. WILKINSON,

HE

Vitaliz es and Enriches the Blood, Tones

..,

which I send

LOIN WATCHES

Grocers; but beware of vile counterfeits. “Its
great success brings out dangerous imitations, but PEARLINE is the only safearticle.
Always bears the name of James Pyle, NewYork.

Mich

Ch N Lebanon Me
Ellsworth Q M Fem

Catalogues

BLANKS

4

and is rapidly coming into general use.

Ch E Bangor Me

Me

y

inde

ORDER

free.
Jmanufacture, import and deal in
Seroll Saws Lathes, Chucks, OilStones,
and Tools of all kinds. _ Archery, croquet, small yachts, games of all
kinds,

SUNDATSCHDOL TRACERS

10. 00

(C Off)

« Bean’s Corner
+ Weld Me

large
8!

bicycles and veloeipedes, rubber target

Your Address on Postat Card to
TI
Publishers,
Co oq
J UDD

to

‘will derive great comfort and strength from the,
use of Benson's Cape ne

Jn
OR

Esterbrook
Lester Hulse Johnstown

FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
from. pain

and

.

© Cents.

for

Specimen

Cents.—One

15

send for my

filustrated.

now for Vol.

subseribing

OLL SAW,
a SC
or a Lat! ¢ and Turning

purchasing

ATTERNS,

‘bols,

greatly Benefils, Delights, and
every Man, Woman, and Child—n City, Village,

.withou t danger to the finest fabric.
SAVES TIME and LABOR AMAZINGLY,

Miss Caroline Jonson
Jamestown Wis (C
Of)
al
D L Herrick Champlin
inn
Oakland Q M Mich
Linus Clark Green Oak

4

suffering

of

which

Those

THINKING

iF YOU ARE

t
American AgriculturisProfits

-

1.69

8 Scituate R I

]

11 5 Pulten Streot.
ry

City Ind

Wis

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
New York Depot,

.

town

|

money,

C. N. Crittenton,

100,00

8 Griffith S Scitnate RX
Layton Capwell Olneyville
RI for New Hall
Mrs H N Tutshorn Johns-

A

or

Our Vital=

HANCOCK |
"ELECTED

0

J Mariner Auburn Me
W Sperry Waupun Wis

Females

faction

3

Ch 2nd Wilton Me
Ch Chesterville Me
Ch W Mt Vernon Me
curs Dyspepsia, or money. refunded.
r
53
‘
|
Farmington
Q M Me
i
lp
“er
NE
.
2.71
Ch. Scott & Marcelon Wis
Ch
Rio
Grande
O
The time has been when diseases of the Kidneys
Ch Maineville-O
were considered serious affections, but fortunate56.0%
h97.73
207 27
ly all fear of any fatal results from these troubles
E. N. Fernald; F. Sec’y.
are now dispelled by the certainty with which
Lewiston, Me., Oct, 30, 1880.
DAY’S KIDNEY PAD always acts.
BIBLE SCHOOL FUND,
oi
Prin.
Int
;
Cont.

all druggists

~

» Garmore’s Artificial Ear Drums

I(C Op
BS FOlneyville R I

and one-half bot-

D.R. VG. is guaranteed by

Gu
Druggists to give per-

Lake Pleasfint

A Friend Georgiaville

tles of Warners Safe Kidney and, Liver Cure,
my nervous spasms were entirely relieved.
I. recommend this’ great
| My age is 77 vears.
remedy to all suffering from nervous troubles.

of Bro. J. L. Hammett, Rev. J. D.
absencé
All the churches that reWaldron presided.

"6.00

Georgiaville
RI (C
:
(8) ff)
H R Farnim Georgiaville
R1(COM

BE

relief, but after using three

Eating, Acidity of the

;

te

ELE CTED

Free.

« Brownfield Me
Ida E Gardner

1 have suffered from a kidney difficulty for
the past ten years, accompanied with nervous
spasms. - Physicians gave me but temporary

a

4

xyiok

| Flagulency, Liver and §
Complaint, ' -Torpid

$10.00 for Native
Teacher and $5.00
for New Hall

-

37

Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

And all troubles arising therefrom,
Sick Headache, Dis-

44
Splendid Premiums to Clubs! sent
ions
Pages Illustrated Descript

£.00

Ch Danville
NH
« B'ackstoné Mess
« Taunton Mass salary,
H Phillips
# Taunton Mass (5.00
for H Ferry)

New

ab

Bs

Oct. 7.,

In Johnsbargh,

GARFIELD

bers,

1.50

Toe

ford

Complaints.

and Lung

ESE

Ruth E Brockett Hart-

<>

50 cents and $1 a bottle.

Me

Ferry

1y34

St,

Rev.

40 (1881) get the Rest of thus Year Free.
Terms: Now to End'cf 1881. $1.5@ § Three
Copies, $4 3 Four Copies, $5.- Single Num

11.00

John Curtis Kennebunkport Me of which
$100.00 is for the New ~
Hall H Ferry |
!
W A Stinson Pittsfield
Me for New Hall IT

. always at hand. Jt .cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

MASSACHUSETTS Qo» M.—Held its last session with the Mt. Vernon church, Lowell, Oct.
90. The opening prayer meeting was led by

sized

F Rach

and terms.

:

L
Lewis.

Ch Spring Creek Pa
«Sparta Pa
;

Ch

10. Barclay

Ed. Soc.

F B Woman's Mission Soc
Nova Scotia Can for
salary of Mrs Burk>» holder

goods

Se

All Pe ople, Old and Young, are electing the

10. 00
10. 80

College

Have Wistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry |

— Burdett. It
Revs.Ives Marks,—Morse and
a ‘pleasant session.
if
i
Ives

& CO.,

Send for their Catalogue

York.

$181.24
Treas.

BectaiSE

and Country.

S H Remick E Lamoine Me
www
or Storer College
John Bryant Montville Me

selling

per week

25.00

-

Ch Bowdoinham Ridge

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $25 to $50

Meeting apportionment of three cents per resi.
dent member.

:

#D. R. V. CG. Mfg. Co.; Prop’s,

HM

Me for Freedmen
Rock and Dane Q M Wis
E M Hames Biddeford Me
Rock River Q M 111
“,
«s&s for Storer

very

Sart Com $560 PoolsMla

PATEL

BA

!

AES ESL SU

Sardh M Whittmore
Bowdoinham Ridge
Me
C C. Ambler Pentwater
Mich
“% ¢ Ambler ‘$5.00 for
“ Freedmen ” and
£5.00 for New Hall
Bowdoin Q M Me
Ch Bowdoinham Ridge
Me

The habit of ranning over boots or shges
corrected with Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners.

collections

to the Yearly

3

Rev.
At the parsonage, i
Cora F'.
Cc . E. Hurd, Mr. Isaac B. Nutter and Miss
Clough, both of Gilmanton?
th
In, Troy, , Me.. Sept. 20. by Rev. N. F. Weym outh,
Mr. Augustus C. Myrick and Migs Mary Gardner,
6.00 both of TY: Oct. 4, Mr.. John F. Wingate an d
Miss Flora J, ‘Hillman, both of Troy. Oct. 26, Mr.
iss Emma
F
Frank L. Chase, of Troy, and
2.00. Stevens, of Unity,
A
BL
na

10.00

Miss

Business Hotes.

churches were repgesented, but thesession was
Interest. The old Carthage
however one of
church was dropped from the .records, and a

4
19by

A.

WHER
Bo af omg n ANY
Loudon, Oct.24
Woodcock, of Hadley.

Benevelent
Societies,
Receipts -1or October.

1. A. Youna, Clerk.

ol

Miss Lucy

a TAT
\° La PT
SL
Veli rr
AX
ates

L. A. DE MERITTE,

.

meeting had reached a point where all hearts
were united for the salvation of sould, and
when the call was made sixteen came forward,
Five of them found peace
crying for mercy.
and were made happy in the Saviour’s love.
Collection, $13.33.
Next session with the Paducah eharch.,

presence of Bro. Drew from the
with the
C. Baptists and Bro. Tasker from the Aroos-

.
w

THE EEL RA

COMPLETE «ut

i

font
Nova Scotia
Miss Soc for native teacher

Dover, N. H.

women
Some
audience . gathered.
large
rodesthirty miles on horseback that morning
to attend-the meeting. In the evening our

The church in Dale is putting a furnace into
SCANDIA (Ks.)Q. M=Held its last session
-its meeting house, the funds for the same hav11,] on Spring. creek, i n Potawotamie Ca.
A Temperance and literary Sept.
ing been raised.
are now d churches, 81 ordained minThere
society has also been orgunized, its object beisters and licentiate inthe Q. M. A centennial
mem orial service was held. participatedin by
- ing the promotion of temperance and intellectwas

unl

FOR SPRING FLOWERS. .

State Mis

Wisconsin.

:

with us. Resolutions were adopted thankthe Mission Board for sending the missionand pledging his supportas in the past.
the Sabbath the funeral sermon of Bro.

Wyatt was preached by the moderator. A

s a lack of minis-

Vermont.

New

Q.

Sharon church, Dee. 8—9.

°
New Hampshire.
The widow of the late Rev. Benjamin Mangon, of Raymond ,has been an invalid for about

she is cheerful

Unity

has of Jateerected a very neat and commodious
house of worship ‘and hax ‘succeeded in dedicating it free from debt. The attendance was

letter

which gives strength and encouragement to the
<hurch.

limbs

&

:

Oho.

‘with Mrs Burkholder

meetings-and increased in interest and spirituality until it seemed tbat all hearts were tuned
to the-praise of God, and the Lord’s presence

NewCenter
September = session with the
burgh church. This church, though small numerically, his been passing through trials, but

York.

or Oh apel
Is g B Fockhmm
¢

:

F B Woman’s

devotional

was spent’in

most of the time

The

[BN

Maine.
A
The church in Thorndike has of late been
blessed with some revival. interest under the
labors of Rev. H. Small and as a result one

a year, her lower

All money contrib uted for the Mane

sion should be sent te Rufus Deering, Portland,

Me.
pik
er
i]
(2512
Rev. 8. I. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Freé Com~
munion Baptist Asgociation, Marion, Ohio.

Rolling Prairie—Ladies -of Ch for Myrtle
Hall :

W— B-

\ @uarterly : Weetings.

New

C

wives

Our business occupied but 4 little time, and the

genérally ‘poss-

:

—Mrs

Rio Grande—Collection at F-B Ch $2.73
M and $4.97 F M
Michigan.
Coldwater -L A Mains for Chapel Hall

religious meetings were well attended and in“essing much evangelistic power,without which
in interest until all seemed to be filled
to have the benefit of the light of this. particu- it is impossible to build up these various inter- creased
with the spirit. The people gave the missionlar Star.
It does seem strange to me that so ests. Can we not have a missionary in Kansas?’
ary a warm and hedrty weléome and passed a
many of our members when they go to the
vote of thanks to the Mission Board for send;
Minnesota.
:
ing him back, and pledged themselves-to give
West, -or remove in any direction their -resi- |’ Rev. A. J.
follows:
as
writes
Davis
him their sympathy and support. They can’t
dence, sever their connection with pur denomhave
I
V
M.
« Ag missionary of the ‘S: M. XY.
do well without him.
ination and so are lost to.us. For my part, as just completed a visiting tour of the churches
Collection on the Sabbath $19.40.
Next session with the Zion church,third Fri~Jong as I live I propose to betrue to my convicI attended their Sept.
in Iwot River ¢. M.
T. C. BALL, Clerk.
day in Jan.
tions. To be true to my God and myself 1 session held at Racine Center, which was a very
SS
must be a Freewill Baptist,
I found the
WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its last session
interesting and precious season.
And there is another thing that to me is brethren and sisters wide uyyake and taking with the Waterville & Sidney church, Sept.
- present] from
Several brethren were
strange, and that is that so manyof- dur Jems
They organized a 17—19.
hold of the work earnestly.
other Q. Ms., and rendered efficient aid. The
‘bers do not take the Star.
1 hawe said that no
ar-’
Woman's Missionary Society, and made
meeting was very well attended.
It was anin~one can be a genuine, full blooded Freewill
teresting and we {trust profitable
session.
rangements for the perfecting a legally organBaptist who does not read the denominational
Some young | Preaching during the session” by Revs. A.
ized Home Missionary Society.
paper, - Atone time in my life I refused
to brethren are coming forward,In obedience to Libby, E. Manson, E. Muartin(Meth.), S. Bean,
J. Spinney and L. Given.
longer take the Star and for a time was withNext session with the Fairfield church, Dec.
the Master's call, entering zealously into the
out its light. Then the question came to me
L. GIVEN, Clerk.
p
’
24-26.
work of the ministry. So that good cheer and
in this form, ** Is it right, is it best, for our new gospel life is being breathed into this 'old
denomination-to publisli a paper?’ and of (). M. The Sabbath-school claimed its share of
.EpDYVILLE Q. M.—Held its last term With
the Murry ch., Oct. 22—24. Called to order by
course the only answer was, ‘“ Yes.
Then
if attention, and a sermon was preached Sunday
Eid. Manning. After the devotional exercises
it is right to publish the paper, it is right, yea
P. M., setting forth its interests tnd qualifica~
Bro. Manning was called to the ¢hair.” All the
more, it is my duty to support it.” That setchurches were reported by letter and deleA
tions of its workers to make it a success:
‘tled the question for me for all time, andso as TOW chureh has been organized, known us Pilot _gation, and all reported peace and harmony.
The Murry church was organized by our lalong as T am in this world and in reagh of the, ‘Mound, and it’ is hoped will with its pastor
mented Bro. Wyatt who had departed this life
3
fuk.
The
mails I expeet to read the Star
M.
Q.
the
soon join
(Bro. Calkins)
since the lastQ. M., and all hearts were sad.
He was one of our most reliable, devoted and
ture for Root River Q. M. is looking brighter,
able ministers and was greatly beloved by all,
May the Lord bless them and send more la- both white and colored. He was owned in this
field.”
promising
and,
large
this
borers into
place in slave times and his old master still resides here, and his testimony is, ¢“ If George
Wyatt was nota good man then,there is none.”

Eastern,
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brethren have Built them a house, all completed,
but the stand and window shutters, and the
All
church seems in a prosperous condition.
the churches were represented, and all were
trying to live: Some were not having as much
preaching as they needed but were holding on.

in the churches already occupied. We must
have it soon or the most of these interests will

die out.

Julia E Ford
:
*
Massachusetts.

|.

hai

house would

until our

“the brethren.

need a missionary to labor with

preached

N. Y, to

-05-}-Dexter,
Mr. Byron 8.Williams-and Miss Elma E.
Chace, both of Providence.
In Hadley, N. Y., Oct. 6, by Rev. David Hyde,
Mr. Frank Mosher, of No. rthville, and Miss Fannie

‘West Topsham—Aux $9.22 Lillie V Wilder
SE
.25¢t8 Minnie Allen ,53cts of this. $5.00 |
>for H M And $5.00 to finish L M of Miss

cledred upand the people came from Ky.andIll,

about the occupation of new points. We greatly

not intend te cease to be a Freewill Baptist nor

Rev. C. F, Penney

[3

North Parma,

5.00 | Sawyer, both of Providetice.
In Providence,
R.. 1.,0ct.
4

Vermont,

|. with the
Mount Vernon churth, Oct. 156—17.¢
AR
The first day stormy, but few. out, Saturda

he

_has a large field on ‘his bands. IL have said little

“~10 even temporarily sever my connection with
the denomination, I want the Star to follow
sme to my new home.
AslongasI live I want

24th

Hilton, Treasurer;

2.00 | Gerrish, Mr. Wm. L. Whippte.and.

Corinth—Colleotibi at Q M for Chapel
5
:

to his afilicted family

our heartfelt sympathies and pray that. grace.
may be given tothem according to their need.
Next sesgion with the Pine St. church Man00D, Clerk, pro tem.
chester.
H, F.

north of them, with which they might unite.

As 1 expect to leave my present home Qext
week and seek a home in the West, and as I do

Oct.

»

In Providence, R. I. Oct. 2l, by Bev. A. L.

Alton—Mrs Lucy Y Thompson $1.00 each

92. Thatin his severe afiliction we mostheart-

Westly

Bro,

of some brother: all of the time.

Oct. 26, 1880.

and four by

26.50

whom all missicn money within the boundsof the
Central Association shouldbe sent.
52¢
(25)
.Miss Lura A, Mains, Batavia, Mich.
REV. E. N + FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our
mevolent Societies should
i
be sent) Le wiston, Me.

Baticrs and Bppointuents,

ily sympathize with him, and as a body, do
pray the Great Head of the church for his restoration to health.
yen
i

they are abundantly able to secure the services

to Missouri, writes to have the address on
his paper changed accordingly, and fncidertally says a few things that are so -directly to the point that we take the liberty
to prinf a portion of his letter.
He says-

bas been gdded by baptism
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That the absence
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and
F M
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Haywood for Harper's: |,
ance 1s sensibly felt.
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;
erry

It seems to me that

bors there in two weeks,
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to change his: place of residence from Ohio

———
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a fresh cold. ag in twenty-four hours, Address CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race Sy Phil.
.adephia, naming this paper.
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Oct. 20 and'21.
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o
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Hill the York
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TH pr em
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the
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wish to build a house for the Lord. Any donations however small will be thankfully received, abd may be directed
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' When death was hourly exbesiod all remedies having: failed, and
: Dr. . James was ex-
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Fe Ca

* The members of the church and the friends of
as

Seaham

about through the untiring labor of Rev. F. R.

tion of false pride or ostentatious display. *
A worthy gentleman of & neighboring town

‘kpowing

Bro.

out;

in that place have made a centennial offering to
the amount of their indebtedness on their meeting-house—$470.00. This was largely brought

“economy has been observed consistent with
stability, permanence, aud a pure and simple
good taste. o Nothing extravagant has been - or
will be indulged in, merely for the. gratifica-

and ‘it

on

convenient house.

ga

.

‘v7/ able them to complete the house without: jn-

a debt,

put

as a ‘hope to have it ready for re-opening

place of worship onthe Sabbath, until(the au: weeks.”
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lent Work”,
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new pulpit, etc., und thus we hopeto have a

a

ed before winter sets in. ‘Fhe vestry will be
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new reof.and have torn the inside work
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Poetry,
BRING FLOWERS.
i
profusion

BYJ. W. BARKER.
af flowers were strewn

°

upon

the

, ‘casket of wy friend.”

NOVEMBER, 3, 1850.

every

This sliort Interview afforded the sti)

day as the Bible truths touched her con-

get’ an opportunity to observe Ned Dunlap
elosely. The next day a call was made

new. - The silly, wicked Sa who at
first were glad to pay Gretchen for. tell-

terest appeared to grow

ing their fortunes becathe weary of her

science and heart.

There

deeper
was

one

eye

“Siteny Pr.

| mal

“The Mudfog

piri
in

Papers; Th

Yor: o P Teasant
D. Apple,

”

EDEN TABLEAU; or, Bible Object Teach—
watching her with more than a fathet’s at his;uncle’s and although years; elapsed | THE
ings A Study.
By
Charles Beecher Bos.
The Popular ‘Science Monthly
fenderness. It was the eye of God, and before he knew what a friend he had
for
‘ton: Lee & Shepard. 12mo. "pp. 163. ($1.50).
ber. Contents: * The Dev
elo: Nove
this was to be done Was the-question. ; he was: about to show the uptaught gipsy: gained, that day his fortune was assured,
Since nearly all the present
systems of cal Tuist
itutions, 1. Prelimin
No one knew where the young gipsies ‘| two great sights in the looking glass of After he bad grown to manhood and ac" { Theology are based on the doctrine of the fall | Spencer; *‘‘The Sui’s Heat,”ary,” by Herbert .
by Professor .¢
of Adam, and siuce science claims to' have delies, and. as willing as their honest, neighBut howbors to get rid of the gypsies.

——

A

MORNING. STAB,

A. Young ( Mllustrated) ;i“ Educatio
.had come from, though it was generally His Word. I wonder has Jamie seen cepted a lucrative position, which was
n as a Hin.
‘not of his seeking, he asked why it had molished that doctrine, Mr. Beecher’s book drance to ‘Manual Occupations,”
:
| supposed fromf their names ‘that they them?” '
by Professor
may be considered as in a certain sense timely,| Sylvanus
P. Thompson; * The Glacial Mag
* What are they, grandfather
been offered hinx.
‘were Germans. This supposition was
in
for it offers a possible compromise between
“ The sinner all black with sin—the
i Begause I knew you could say ‘no’ if the extremes fivorthodoxy on the one hand America,”, by. B. F. DeCosta;
true; for they afterwards confessed that’
«} Flock of
Myth
ical Crows,” by W. H. Gardner -i M.D.
Of fervid passion rouse to life
1
having quarrelled with their ¢gluck,’ or Saviour altogether lovely, who can take occasion required,” answered his employ- and infidelity on the othier. ‘The author has * TheolegElect
ric Burglar-Alarm » (illustrated).
, The being stilied to mortal strife.
Pl
sin
away.
;
attempted
to
upply.
the
law’
of
analogy
to
the
| er.”
+ No,’ was the first word I heard
tribe, they fled to Hamburg, taking with
“ Mental Imagery,” by Francis
Galton, F, Rr,
‘* One éVeninig, when the leaves were you speak, and you spoke it with a will. explanation of “the Eden Emblems.” He | S.; “Henry and Fara
Bring flowers, the fairest and the bess,
them money enough to pay their pasday,”
by Profesor
opens
the
way
before
him
by
“asking,
*
Wht
|
~And o'er my silent place of rest,
t
Alfred M. Mayer; “ The Evolution of Organ
sage, first to London and then to Scot- fast fading, Jessie's garden seat was More people, old and young, are ruined: is the Bible?” He answers:
ic
J
; At early morn and eveiltide,
Eorm,” by Charles Morris; ** The
Profusion of
| land, where .they hoped never fo. be empty. . Gretchen = waited in vain; -at for want of using that word than from
‘We may describe the Bible as containing
Strew the fair blossoms side by side,
Life,
”
by Arabella B. Buckley; ** Criticisms
length, tired and disappointed, she diop- anyother cause.
They don’t wish to-do the constitution and laws of the first republic
caught.
The brightest of an April bloom;
Corrected, IT. T. E. Cliffe Lesli
e,” by Herbert
that ever existed ; extracts from the national
ped
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a
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until
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a
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for
With the rich offerings of June.
Spencer; Hypnotism, by George J. Roma
annals; sacred
poems; idyls;
biographical
these poor strangers except dn a pris8n? prayer which Jessie' had. taught her. . \ | the tempter has them fast. The boy or. sketches; a series of prophecies; the life of an ** Sketch of Lewis H. Morgan,” by nes;
J. Ww.
Bring flowers,—a mestage frony above
obscure Galilean carpenter; aad extracts from
Powell (with portrait);
Their tastes were wild, and their habits week passed ; still the gentle reader did girl who is not afraid to say ‘ no,’ is rea-’ the
Correspondence;
e Jiv es.and correspondence of his pupils.
Seems breaking thro’ their lips of love,
ecame every sonably certain of making an honorable
“Editor's
Pabla M3
dirty ; their hand was against every man,, not appear, and Gretchen:
Literary Notices n.
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more
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will
Pane Notes. "—New Y: ork!
man
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ng
and
every
man’s
hand
against
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inNone but the soul of love ean hear;
and comparisons in
the Bible, Mr. Beecher
D. Appleton & Co.
i
A mingled strain it seems to me,
“Yes"is a sweet and often loving says:
deed, the only goodspeint in their char- wish to know whether she liked the Bible
Rel
stories
because
they
were
new
to
her,
or
Ot.Jove’s delightful harmony:
word.
No" is a strong, brave word,
acters seemed to be a great affection for
It is not the poet, the scholar, or the man of "The November AtJantic open
s
with
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if she was really sorry for having been so which has signaled the defeat of many a lively imagination alone who possesses this chapters of a new
each other.
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attempts were
Bring flowers, when from the loving heart
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power.
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‘more
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less
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{ made both by myself and others.to coax naughty, and wanted to try to be geod. scheme for the ruin of some fair young men,in all walks of life: for convenience as of u Lady,” by Hengy James, Jr. Col. T. Ww,
- Affection’s crystal waters start,
well as for ornament, for conciseness -as well | Higginson writes *“ A’ Search for the Plo iades
| the gipsy children to school; but what ‘Well, Gretchen said very little about life eeTmperanoe Banner.
“Sweet flowers, of love, that, by the avay,
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‘Gave fragrance. to life’s toilsome day,—
y
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on New Hampshire
| tere promises of teaching and clothing what she felt to any one except Hans, but
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his prices current that feathers are heard, and
Let these, with loveliness and grace,
‘to those who had never felt the-want of every one in the village wondered at the ONE OF THE ANDERSONT ILLE DOGS. ashes active; and beans dull, and stocks boom- mountain. scenery, birds, and animals, The
third paper on the * Intimate Life of a Noble
Adorn my final resting place.
pe
ing, &e.. is using the quintessenge of metaphor
either? It was quite another person than complete’ change in her coxduct: without
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and for the Paris, in analogica population.
‘The Future of Weather Foretelling.” Rey,
The dialect, of the busiful ways beyond her years, and often of and sister contrived to exist on the honest first time since ,his. imprisonment,
‘ness world is what it is, because: it saves time
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read page after page of -a large. old
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sve are studying not a pronounced
book.”
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«The Bible, I suppose,” said- Jamie, |, ly dressed in church on Sundays.
The fairest of the early Spring,
one of the guards. The dog approached| the transient fashion of -an age.the venisl politics and social life, this time relate to the
weakness
of
“
a
Gretchen
people;
soon
we
are
learned to read with
a
If ye would seal affections vow,
holding down his head a little, as if-conclose of the Tyler administration. Miss H. W.’
the guard, as if to ask some favor, but necessary law: of mind and. matter,studying
we are
Go bring;the gracious offerings now ;
science told him his Bible was not read ease, and so steady was her conduct now was repulsed with an oath and a threat- studying the educational method of heaven, the Preston furnishes a. capital translation of 2
alphabet, the diagrams, the maps
,Go strew them on life’s toilsome road,
that a good old woman who was nearly
andl charts,| ¢ Storms in Autumn ” from .the Goergfe of
so diligently.
ened blow. He then skulked around and
as it were of the earthly school-room, the
And lighten thus its weary load.
Virgil, T.B. Aldrich contributes “ The Jew's
“Yes, my boy, it was ‘the Bible; and blind offered her aroom in her cottage, came near the prisoner, who
object-teaching
of
God.
saw that he
Gift,” a striking poem,and there are also poems
strange to say, our little pet used to read in return for which-she only asked the ‘had an old horse-shoe nail run into
Accordingly
the
aufligr
attempts
to draw by E. H. Clement aud Anna Head. There is,
his
gipsy girl to tidy up the little place, and
it aloud even when alone, as if to underfoot. -With a little coaxing, he - got the out the actual meaning of the related scenes apropos of * The Stillwater Tragedy,” a caredescribed as having occurred in ‘Eden and out!
stand it better. “One evening Jessie stole . read a chapter for her morning and even- dog near, anddinally pulled out
the nail; of it. ‘What he understands to have been ful and hearty tribute to “ Mr, Aldrich's Fie
ing in her dear old Bible. .
away to her favorite seat, and began
tion 4 and many other new books are reviewand the animal ran away, seemingly well meant by the Tree of Life, by
*Years-passed, and the brother
the first and: ed. A'vuriety of topics ig treated entertaining
and f°pleased.
readinga very long story; it was that|
Twelve days after that, one second Adam, by the serpent, by the sentences
ly in ¢* The Contributor's Club,” which closes
“Mamma, wlat is the reason grand ‘beautifal one, Jamie, about the death of ‘sister worked on together, no long a night about midnight, 4 tunnel
was ready. that followed cursing the serpent, the Woman
pest,
but
a
blessing
to
the
neighborhood,
father goes to look at that little old our Lord Jesus. She strained her eyes
sg.
and
the
man,
by
the coat of skins, the cheru- magazine.—Boston ; ‘Houghton, Mifflin & Co.”
The prisoner was a long time getting
bim, the four rivers, etc., is explained in, sucgravestone near the large window of our to finish it,-and then, closing the book, until the fearful cholera spread its black clear of the
neighbor
hood
;
and,
weak
wings
for
the first time over" our land,
‘cessive chapters, , He does not. perform
church every time he comes to see us?” began to sing in a very solemn voice— .
the
The October number of The Granite Month4 when Hans and Gretchen were among its and starved as he was, he. was not more
the part of a controversialist.
He writes with
said James Guthrie to ‘his mother.
“I ¢ How sweet to know, while here below
ly,
a New Hampshire magazine published at
than
two
miles
from
the
stockade
when
the
utmost candor, and leaves his opinions to
earliest victims. They had given, by a,
saw him do it" when he was here. last’
The Saviour’s love and story ;
Concord, opens with a biographical sketch of
day
broke,
and
*¢
Colonel
be
Catchem”
taken
at
their
was
worth.
One
effect,
at
least,
holy life, the best proof of a real change
is a
summer, and this morning he went there And then, through grace, to see His face, put en his track. ‘When he, heard the of the book will be to arrest the present ten- Hon. Asa Fowler, by the editor. There
of hearts and when the cold bodies of the
And live with Him in glory.’ .
;
again and cleared dway with his stick the
hound coming, he looked for a suitable déncy towards utter - mate rinlism, for the fine ‘portrait of Mr. Fowler, ‘who has been a *
somewhat prominent mam in the State, Ex* She had scarcely ended, when a dark poor strangers were laid*n the grave, we tree to climb, but
spiritual element is prominent and the spiritong grass that hid the inscription on the |
fuiled to flnd one.
Governor Harriman contributes “ A Trip to
had a stone erected to their memory, and
ual
origin
of
¢
sil
face
peeped
over
the
wall
at
her,side.
things
is insisted upon,
little old gray stone. When grandfather
‘Armed with a clab, he took his stand, and
Cardigan” and gives” some ‘reminiscences of
were not afraid to put the inscription youcame back to the manse, 1'stole down to Jessie gave a scream’of surprise! ¢ Hush,
determinedto make a fight for it: The
Walter Payne, and there is also Prof. Lucian
I.
K.
Funk
&
Co.
(N.
read
Y.)%re
this
preparing
morning
to
, Hans and Gretchen,
see’ what was ‘written on that large hush "whispered the strange visitor; ‘I.
Hunt's “ Centennial Address at Northfield.”
dog recognized the man, and began ex- issue a book entitied How to pay church
‘tontbstone, ba¥eould only spell out these am Gretchen, and wjll do you no harm. sleeping in J.sys.’”
hibiting every sign of friendship. After- debts and how to keep Churchés out of Debt. Mr. J.’ B. Connor contributes a sketch of
‘ But what became of Jessie? Did she
Dunbarton,
past “and present, and the Hon,
Who were
The advance sheets promise a book of practical
words, * Hans and Gretchen, sleeping in I heard all you were saying.
a few wiputes, the pursuers were heard
Thomas L. Tullock gives a sketch of bis san
die,
grandfa
?”
ther
value
to
all
you
talking
sd
much
to
i
who
want
suggestion
s
on
the
sub|
Jesus.’ May I ask grandfather about
in the distance. The dog at once trotted
pay-master in the U, 8. Navy and
ject neated.. Bis claimed that” © the author's who w
“No, my boy, she was long ill, bie did
.¢“¢ [was not talking to any one, only
it?”
off in that direction, and was shortly bay- éxperience in practical
‘went, own on the ill-fated Oneida, in Y okobabusiness,
his
not
success
die.
in,
||
Many
pious
.
children
grow
up ing and leading them over a
“ You may, Jamie, when you see him reading’ in the Bible how Jesus died for
fictitious the financial management of - churches, his ‘in- ma Jay in 1870. Poems and other matter fill
to be good men and women.
Go ask
at leisure; that is the gipsies’ grave, sinners. %
trail. The prisoner pushed ahead for vestigation of this subject in all its depart-, out'the-pages of the Monthly, and make a quite
your
mother
doeg she know anything balf
“< Who was He? asked Gretchen; *]
But grandfather is coming with me for
an hour, and was then reioined by ments, his correspondence with the most syce- acceptable number.
-about her.”
:
a drive now.” And Mrs. Guthrie stoop- never heard of Him.! ~~
the dog, who kept either close to hisheels cessful pastors. in the United States, as well
The latest additions to the ** Standard Series”
Jamie guessed the secret, and flung his
as the years devpted
to the collection of
s.i*#Never heard of Jesus!’ cried Jessie
ed to give her son a parting kiss.
or just ahead of him all day, and lay be:
(I. K. Funk & Co., New York) include Amerimaterigls, render Lim well qualified for ‘the
arms round his mother’s neck. ‘Her name
in
a
tone
of
thesdeepest
pity.
+
Oh,
poor
“The gipsies’ grave!”
side him inthe woods at night. This po- task he bas undertaken.’ It-is
How these
ca Revisited, a series of letters writen to
written ‘by
how
can you live without was Jessie.— English Paper.
words puzzled James, and who could ex- cetohen!
London papers by George Sugusas
Sala,
sition of guardianor compahion he mainRev. Sylvanus: Stall,of Easton, Pa.
!
. ‘Plait them to him?
a.
Grandfather and Him ™ =<
tained until toward night of the second
TY otiors Jrom a Citizen of the World to: his
i
'e get.here
THE BOY WHO, COULD SAY “No.”
day, when he returned to the stockade.
ced was a
The
American
Antiquarian for Outoaes
Friends in the East, in which Oliver Goldrt Tit far too Datos in his study to be certalnly, because everybody ‘watches - so
opens
wih
a paper. on * The Emblematic
“No!™ Clear, sharp and ringing, with The prisoner was then thirty miles away,
smith preténded to look at Europe throfigh the
‘ready to answer questions about gipsies ; sharp. But what could he do for us?’
an=u emphasis that could not fail to arrest byt on the fifth morning he was recap? 2| Mounds, and the Totém System of the Indjan| eyes of a Chinese philosopher. * Eabh in its
Tribes,” which with the papers on * Relies of
for James was the son of a minister in
¢“¢ Jesus is the Son_of God; he made attention.
own way-is a most agreeable book, frésh,
When he returned, the hound met
ee tured.
Aboriginal - Art-” and.“
Scotland, as we might have guessed by everything, and can do everything ex**I'don’t often hear such a Sozaiiis “as and caressed him. “From that hour to the Quarries and Flint Werks On the Alabaster piquant and original, and calc ulated to hold the
found in Wyandot
his living in the manse—a name general- cept sin. He always lived above the sky, that,” remarked wae-gentleman
close of the war, the dog would not take Cave” will be of interest to the general read- reader's attention. Mr, Sala’s - tour extended
to another
from New York to Richmond, Aflanta, New
ly given in that country to the minister's Gretchen, but he pitied the people that as they were pissing” the playground
of the trail of an escaping prisoner.— New er gs we li us to antiquariuns. The OriefTar™ Orleans and other portions of the South, and
house. This little boy had never seen a lived on earth, becauss they were very the village sehool.
department § 18 well sustained.
York Tribune.
The magazine
across the Continent to California. We can
‘rests on an intelligent and comprehensive
gipsy,
nor indeed heard
wicked aud very unhappy. You know
plan,
much about
“It is not often any one hears it. The
not agree that all bis impressions are just and
which
is
consistently
adhered
to.—Chicago,
these strange wanderers ; hut ‘from what sin is sucha bad thing, Gretchen, that ‘boy who uttered it “can say
warranted, but his letters are
THE ALMOND BLOSSOM.
aminently read‘yes,’ too,
:
1il.: Jameson & Morse.
he knew about, them, he Plétired! to him- God must punish it; butJesus came and quiteas emphatically.
1 dble.
%
ht
:
“Dear mamma,” said a little girl to
He is a new comAk
FR,
self a tribe: of dark, wild-looking men died for pur sins. Some of the people er here, an orphan, who
lives with his her mother as they were walking together
The National
Temperance Society (Sew
zat
SUE
‘
:
bd
and women, who lived in tents, told for- he came to see were not glad to see him ; uncle about two miles off. - He walks in in the garden, * why do you have so few York) issues in pliamphlet form Mr. Wm.
New Music: = The" Musical - Herald.
(Boston : Musical Herald Co.). The Musical
tunes; and often were not very honest. ‘they hated him and killed him. * That is
every morning, bringing his lunch, and of those beautiful double almonds in ‘the Dodge’s paper read at the recent - Presbyte i
To hear about such Beople must surely what T was reading about.’
walks back at night. He works enough, garden? You have hardly a bed where Council in Philadelphia on The Church and Record (Boston: O. Ditson-& Co.). From
Temperance. It is an effective
be delightful.
plea ‘for he same publishers, ‘ Boston’s Grand An‘¢Then he is ‘dead,’ cried Gretchen; | too, to pay his board, and does more
to- there is not a tuft of violéts, and they are greater consecration on the part of the minis- | niversary March,” the Hope Waltz,” ** Third
After tea the subject was opened, and ‘I thought you said he was alive, and wards running his unele’s farm than
the so much plainer! What can ‘be the try and meinbership of the Christian church in Polka,” * ‘1 Will Follow Thee,” _** My Angel
"a promise of the story obtained ; so when ould do everything for us.’
Niba,” “ The Dying Nun.”
:
;
old man does himself. He is the coarsest: reason?”
the service of the cause of temperance, and for
>
the table was cleared, grandfather drew. + “*He is alive, ip~there, beyond the dressed seholar in school and the gréatest
“My dear child,
said the mother,
the absolute prohibition
of liquor- trafic by
“his ‘arra-chair near the window, while stars,’ replied Jessie; ‘ and if we believe favorite. Every body. knows just what
the State,
to « gather me a bunch of each; then I will
LITERARY
NOTES.
——
James plaeed himself Hor footstool on him with all our hearts, he will forgive expect of him.”
#
tell
you
why:
1
prefer
the
humble
vio;
Rev. D. B. Ford, Andover, Mass. offers
dy
St.
near to listen.
Nicholas
our sins and teach us to do what he bids
is
already describing its attrac“Quite a character. I should like to lets.”
some very slightly
damaged copies of his
tions for 1881, which promise to be a little
‘It was just such another evening as. us, and then we shall go up t6~ ‘see his see him. . Boys of such
The
little
girl
ran
off,
and.soon
return-.
sturdy make-up
ahead of anything'yet accomplished in this ex-* ‘ Studieson Baptism with Review of J. W.
| wi, dhis Jamie, a lovely autumn evening, ma- face and live with him i in glory.’
are getting to be scarce, while the world ed with a fine bunch of the beautiful al- quisite magazise. The November
Dale,” ut less than
cost, The price of the
number has
ny years ago.
“You were singing about that,’ said never had more need of
I was reading in the
monds and a few violets.
:
a delightful frontispiece, representing a group” book has been” $2.25, but it willatyw be sent to
them than now.”
study, for you know papa’s study used to Gretchen.
‘Tell me when you are go‘Smell them; my love,” said her moth- of chffiren onthe grass in the shadé of a tree|- any minister or theological student for §1.15.
‘ All that is true, and if you wish to
‘| listening to the reading of a story. The variety
‘be, mine before they took me away from ing; perhaps they would let Hans and see Ned, come this way.”
er, ‘and try which is the sweeter.”
A. Craig & Co., Chicago, have issued a work
;
the pleasant country to be a minister jn a me in too.’ ©.
The child smelled again and again, and and value of the articles for: all classes of its of a startling ‘character, entitled, ** The
They moved on a few steps, ‘pausing at.
large town ; and happening to.raise my | “i We gan not go to see him “antl we _ an open gate near which a group of lads could scareely believe herself that the readers leave but little to be desired.~~New Priest, the Woman, and the Confessional,” by
York: Scribner & €o.
the venerable Father Chinquy, who for thirty
‘
eyes, my attention was attracted by two die;’ replied Jessie ; ‘but we can learn were discu-sing-an exciting question.
lovely almond had no scent, while the
LY
yedrs was a priest in the Church of Rome.
strange-looking figures that glided along about Jesus from thé Bible, and talk to
‘It isn’t right, and I won't have any- plain violet had a delightful odor.
The Danbury Boom is the title of the, “It consains a fine steel engraving of the author.
‘Well, my child, Which is the sweet Jourth volume issyed
© the road— a girl whose'form was partly him, and grow like him even while we thing to do with it. When I say “no,” 1
by ¢ the Danbury News
Bright Eyes, the beautiful Ponca maiden,
ery”
hidden undera red cloak, and a boy, who are here.”
mean it.”
| Mad.” The book is made ‘up of fragmentary. ‘Widely known as an instance of the power of
.
“0 dear mother! it is the little violet. " writing,the principal feature being the circum- education and kindness in developing fine
seemed somewhat older, and carried a
‘“ Well, any way, you needn't speak so
*“ ¢ I do not want to die,’ said Gretchen
small pack, like a tinker's, on his back.
“ Well, now you know, my child, why stances attending the nomination of Mr. Cob- traitsof womanhood in the Indian, has written. with a shudder; ¢ but that'sa good story ;. loud and tell everybody about it,” was reThere was something strange in their may I comé another evening
I prefer the plain violet to the beautiful leigh to a political office, and Mrs. Cobleigh’s a tale’of Indian child-life (her first story) for
and listen to sponded impatiently to this declaration.
appearance and movements.
As twi- it again?
almond.
Beauty without fragrance ‘in relations to that event. There are wit, humor the St. Nicholas. magazine, It is said to be
“I'm
willing everybody should hear
I have a story of my owl’
and delicate Yancy in the book. The absurdity
true to life and full of beautiful feeling. Bright
light faded into night I lost sight .of the but not like that; mine is all sad what I've got to say about it. I won't
flowers is, in my opinion, something like
of many a situation in daily life is shown in Eyes, with her brother and three sisters whe:
children,
resolving, however, to make ~—udad; you would not wish to hear, take any thing that don’t belong
which will ‘have been educated at.the Omaha Agency, are
tp me, beauty without gentleness and good tem. |: the author’s TR
every inquiry next morning -about the it.
and I won't drink cider any way.”
OY
omy
: per in little girls. When any of those ‘cominand an sudience of amused readers.— the only-members of her large family who can
strangers. But next morning they were y-..
“Such a fuss about a little fun! Its girls who speak without reflection may Boston: Lee & “Shepard. 12mo. pp. 817, speak English, Her father has been, or is; the
¢¢ Poor Gretchen,’ sighed Jessie, ef
:
»
:
nowhere to be found; and a pair of banhead chief of the Poncas, and is said to bea
just
what we might have® expected. You say to you, * Whatecharming blue eyes! ($1.00).
—— rr
will ask aunt to let you come every evman
of noble character,
.
tam fowls, prime pets of the little. people
What
beautiful
blue
eyes!
What
beauti}
ening to learn the Bible.
But see, there never go in for fun,”
The contents of Appleton's Journal for
of the manse, were missing also.”
ful curls!
What a fine complexion!
Lovers. of art and studets of the works of,
“I never go in for doing wrong!
are lights in the parlor, I must run
November are as follows: * The Rights of the old masters will hear with satisfaction that
is That wicked girl with'the red cloak
without
knowing
whether
you
thave
any
told
t
you
“fio,
"to
begin
with.
And
you're
home. Good-night, Gretchen. " =
Married - Women,” by Francis King Carey;
must
have stolen
them,” muttered
the ones to blame if there’s. been any good qualities, and without thinking of ‘All Alone,” a Story (in Two Parts—Part Mrs, Clara Erskine Clenient, widely known
through her books on painters and sculpture,
“
The
gipsy
girl's
strange
visit
was,
James.
.
”
your defects and failings, which every- Second), by Andre Theuriet;* The Influence is engaged upon a ‘sovies off Stories of Art
fuss.”’
x
#1 believe: she did, though not unaided as you may fancy, the subject of a great
‘Ned Dunlap, I should like to see yon body is born with, remember, then, my of Art in Daily Life ”—Part 1V. Beauty, by ‘and Artists” for St. Nicholas. Thése stories.
of
Growth
‘The
Atkinson;
Beavington
J.
' by her brother. This was only the be- deal of talk in our little home circle that a minute.”
little girl, the almond blossom, and re;
are addressed specially to young falks, and
4
ginning of many thefts of which they night. At first we resolved that Gretch“Yes, sir.” And the boy removed: his “member ‘also, when your, affectionate Sculpture,” by Grant Allen; ‘* Literary Suc. the publishers announce that the papers will
were guilty; but. they always showed en should not be allowed to come again; hat as he passed through the gate und mother may not be there to tell you, cess a Hundred Yéars Ago,” by Margaret give a faithful outline of the history of EuroHunt; “ A Colorado Sketch,” by the Karl of pean art (beginning with the Grecian. era),
such craftas not only to elude justice, but Jessie pleaded so earnestly for the waited to hear what Mr. Palmer might that beatity without
gentleness and
Dunraven; “The Life and Passion of Hector enlivened with charming stories aud- legends,
poor
unhappy
gipsy
who
knew
nothing
good temper is worthless. ne - 8. S. Stand- Berlioz,” by Edward King; * The New Renaisbut often even to cast suspicion on innosay-to him.
and will be illustrated with many reproductions
.
: ard.
cent persons. In fact, Hans apd Gretch- of Jesus love, that we yielded to ber res
sance; or, The Gospel of Intensity,” by Harry
** Has your uncle any, apples to sellP
of
the
worka
of
the'great
masters.
o
+O
+4
+0
quest. - ‘So it was finally settled that
Quilter; * Guizot’s Private Life”; “Love's
Ji were the pests of the neighborhood.”
‘“ No, sir... He had some, but he has
William Smoak,of Chatleston, 8.01 shas Heralds,” by F. W. B.r Some Current Novels: Cal An'lnteresting bit of antiquarian furniture
« Hans and Gretchen! the very names Jessie might read aloud in - her favorite sold them. I've got two bushels that were
lived to see his youngest ‘and tid h About’s * Story of an, Honest Mun,” Aldrich’ his been picked up by Lasell Seminary, Aucorner as usual, aad that Gretchen should
I read on the gravestones to-day.”
my share for picking. Should you like child a grandmother. “He has Just i 4 Stillwater Tragedy,” Cable’s
The Granais- burndale, Mafs.,—two globes, celestinl and ter“These were the ‘only names the, gip- be welcome to listen. We resolved how- to buy them, sir?”
;
restrial, made in London in 1800. They are yel- ~
simes.” “ Salvage,” Black’s ° White Wings,”
tered
his
ninety-seventh
year,
has
one
. 8y brother and sister ever gave each*oth- ever to watch cur dear linle girl care- | ‘“ Yes, if we can agree upon the price, |
Walford’s
low with age, but. in good preservation, and -iV
“Wellfields,
The
Fothergill’s.
*‘
”
hundred grandchildren, three hundred
er. Twelve months rolled on,’ and. the fully, lest i}. her efforts to do good she Do youknow just how much they are
perfectly distinct, - The celestial globe has the
‘The
Grant's
Fore Troublesome Daughters,”
and 'ninety-one great-grandchildren and Odofessions of a Frivolous Girl,” Hubberton’s ‘names of the constellations merely, instead of
people of the ‘village began td grow might get harm.
worth?”
seventy great-great-grandchildren,
“The Worst Boy in Town”; “ Anecdotes of allegorical figures as on the globes of to-day.
“The long.summer evenings shorten. tired of having . their things
gtolep by
RANE cy
/
“Yes, sir.”
English Rural Life,” by an English Clergyan ; The other is of interest as showing at a glance
in Hans, even though he .coul ‘mend kettles ed into chill’ antumn ones; still Jessie + Alf right, then. I will eall for them,
Divine. assistance will be ‘withkeld" Editor's Table: ‘An Art Discussion; New the progress in geographical know ledge during
. and cups so 4s to make them almost like’ read and Gretchen’ listened,” while her and you may call at toy housefor the pay.” whenit becomes a nurse for pride.
American Comedies ; Further about: Infinitesi- the past cig years.
@
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Bring flowers to cheer my burial day,
And place them near the lifeless ‘clay,
So cold, no Summer breath can warm
The frigid current, or the storin
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THE MORNING STAR, NOVEMBER'S, 1880.
—r

and

crude;—or

| at least younger and cruder than it .is
ndw,—and took a leading position in

3

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1880.
GLANOES.AT THE PAPERS."

France, 36,908,788 ; Austro-Hungary,

The real

obstacle,

however, to

Slavon-

=

“what literary society it bad, which her ian federation is neither. Austria nor
culture enabled her to do. - Another con- Greece, but the Slavs: themselves. The
spituous wonfan in the congress has been mutual jealousies which have enabled
‘The Christian Intelligencer speaks of | Mrs. M. D. Lynde, of Wisconsin, a stout, "5,000,000 Turks . to hold" down for four
matronly, benevolent, comfortable-leok=- centuriés more than five times their numa peculiarity -possessed'by’ a dweller in womany,
with spectacles and homely ber of Christians, are still as fatilly active

re the,metropolis

of this country:

One of the most liberal men that ever

lived in this city, a man

religion and charity

whose gifts to

for foity

years

av-

eraged from fortyto a hundred thousand
., a year, had this peculiarity that he never’
liked to be asked
good or bad,
*

Household

to give. to any cause,
;

decorators

are’ invited to;

listen to the following hint from the columns of the American Cultivator:

There is nothing that looks so pretty:
in the shops and so-ugly.on the walls. as
.a paper in which thereis a great deal of
gilt. It kills every bright color in the
« furniture, spoils all the pictures,and be-

littles~ statuettes and china.

+ a gorgeous

Nothing but

Japanese
fan

will

« down, and in time one tires
fans:

tone

it

of Japunese
2a

The London Telegraph becomes sarcastie:

:

. »Boston

culture

often

sits in severe

judgment on the intellectual product not
only.of the United States, but also of the
mother country,
and sometimes courteously but- decisively visits with condemns.
tion

works that among ourselves have en-

-joyed long and widely extended popularity. Not a few En lsh, authors, who.
_ have for years been favorites with their
-own countrymen, would be equally astonished and humiliated
were they to discover of what small account they and
«= their works wera among the lettered
‘mandarins of Harvard and at the severely
wsthetic tea-tables of Boston.
:
|

oy)

. What some people do does not meet
with encouragement from the Golden
Rules...
rio
EES
“Many people seem to-think it a matter
of conscience, or at least of independence,

to carry their ‘religious Siagoms
them wherever they go.

And®o

with

we

see

ways.

She was the first:

ceive an appointaient

woman

to

re-

on, the governing

board of a charitable institution tinder the

or re-

BRIEF and for the

contributed
the breeziest of all the
papers,—thatOn farmers’ wives. She is
a graduate of the university of Michigan,
and when a student was perpetually
“at
war with the president because she ‘was
determined to master
- Greek and Latin

Slavs of Croatia and Dalmatia,

Beatrice,

Wis., afil

she

* Another pleasing

person

to

‘watch and’study, the daintiest of all the

women, was Anna Garland Spencer, a
fair-haired blonde,of petite figure, and
‘bright
and winsome. She has the reputation of being one of the most logical of
women.

most

Mrs. Julia Ward

worshiped

Howe,

the

of the company,

and

the new president, was always prominent

and her essay attracted the largest add
most brilliant audience; Mary -Eastman
was the best, clearest and wittiesf speak-

er, surpassing Mrs. Livermore, and justifying the assertion that she is _the
coming

w

of

the

platform;

Mrs.

Wolcott,
ead of the executive eom‘mittee of the woman suffragists, and the
freasurer of the congress, whose superior

executive ability: is .recognized by. her

ers, o| S orosis,

and

‘good natured woman,-—was

in their shirt-sleeves
eat off the

one

of

with those at

Emi nan ue

shelf,

SLAVES OR SLAVS ?

because they lunch in that way at homie.

The Montreal Witness has strong Temperance convictions :
2
Some alarm is said to be felt among
I'nglish temperance people by the location at Brighton of the Carthusian monks;

.

-

7]

the manufacturers of the famous Chartrense wines, who have been driven out
of France by the religious decrees. “They
are building the largest monastic building yet erected in Epgland. They will
not, like the Jesuits who are running
over Lancashire and Wales, be centresof
the Roman propaganda. They will make

worse than

if England

were

to become

. The Boston Commercial Bulletin touch-.

es upon an edycational theme:
Whether industrial
instruction shall
becomes part of the public ‘school systgm.or not opens a broad and important
question.

~ There seems to be no

reason

struction,

yet considerations of the

why taxes should not be applied to furnishing industrialas well as literary inits of government,

and

of

expense

limare

weighty. ~ It has long been an open
question as to the real worth of our expensive school system,—whetherit is the

best thing that can be done with the
} boys and girls who intend to become trade-

men and women &nd artisans to keep
them at books and papers up to the very.
day they begin to earn their own living

é

«« We have been

slaves

and it is time for us

to

long

be

enough,

Slavs

now,”

said Czerni Georgh when he proclaimed
Servia's independence of. Turkey in 1806.
This saying, though feeble enough as a
jest,is formidubly important

as

a politi-

cal doctrine. The one greal ‘consolidation of Slavonian nationality represented
by Russia has hitherto

stood

e upright pillar amid a heap

fijltions of-'the

once

like

a sin-

of ruins.

powerful

Slavonic

race are now vassals to the alien Austrian
or to the hostile Turk. A few, like Servia
and Montenegro,
have maintained hal
ut
(achieved a precarious independence.
the liquékr and hold their tongues. But all alike are scattered, disjointed, deit may perhaps be difficult to estimate the nationalized, with no common . rallying
relative harm done by Romanism -and point or common interest to’bind them
drinks
As things
stand, men drink together.
The supplying of this want by
enough alcohol when they drink at all. the establishment of a greut Slavonian
Chartreuse contains alcohol $6 compress- federation has been for ages the dream
ed that an ordinary wine-glagsful intoxi- of the dispersed and down-trodden Slavs
cates.
-Its dilution is impossible.
If. and to'this dream. the events of 1877-8
England is taught by the mounks-to drink have given form and substance. Russia
Chartreuse, the harm. done will be far would doubtless approve such a federas Papal as Ireland.’

as though every one

of

them

were

ex-

pected to lead a professional life.

It an editorial on i

Burns, the

Christian Intelligencer
say

sons who do

tia-man.

. To

the jealous

of

superaddec those of creed.

race

The

words.

are

Catholic

the

ation, provided she were
its President; but there

allowed to be
are two other

States that would as certainly not approve it, and these are. Austria and
Greece.
That Greece

:
should

:
to

object

:
such

a

scheme is natural enough. Ever since
she became independent, in 1829, she
has clung to the hope of one day regaining the lost heritage of -the Byzantine
sovereigns, and founding a new Greek
Empire upon the ruins of Islam. Such
an ambition, cherished by men who

so mismanaged their own small

have

territory:

as to make it the by-word of Europe, is
sufficiently absurd to justify the French
sarcasm that Greece should be.ealled not

«Ilellas,”

but”
“ Helas”

(Alas!).

But

were the Greeks thrice as capable as they

are, they have lost their- chance of empire in advance. The bitter memory of
those evil days when ¢ Turks
reigned
and Greeks governed,” when the “Greek
deputy was the active and unscrupulous
agent of the sluggish. Moslem in . grind-

ing the latter's Slavonian vassals, is too

deeply branded into the soul of the Danubian Slav to be ever effaced., To this

BA

For

and for,

not patronize

R heumatism,

should . be

the

‘excess

those

the

company,

over

sent by. per-

Morning:

Star,

No other
these
>
Plaster is

it

was married but litle more

minates his eyes.”

that she was ready when

During

her

not
that

called.

God should see fit to call her.

but a child and united with the Lake

SARAH A. Davis died in

.Mme. Theirs has paid $33,000 for -a plot
of ground, adjoining the” grave of her
husband in-the Pere-la-Chaise cemetery,
intending to erect an imposing" monument

.to his memory.
Doctor (learned-looking
‘¢ Well,

r

:
and. speaking

mariner,

which

heat and pain
it is unrivaled, and should pekeptin every family
Yeady foruse in case of acciden
A dressing of
our
Ointment will aid in healing and prevent

scars,

when

nflamed

Village,

~

|

DR. R. Il. CLARK, South Iferg, Vt., says,

In cases of KIDNEY TROUBLES it has

It can be used without the slightest fear of harm,
quickly

allay

all

ow: pain Te

inflammation

and

Piles,

Bleeding,

or

soreness

acted like a charm. It hascured many very
bad cases of PILES, and has never failed to
act efficiently.”
wie
NELSON FAIRCHILD, of 8t. Albans, Vt.,
says, “it Is of priceless value. After sixteen
years of great suffering from Piles and Coe
tiveness it completely cured me.”

Itching.

It is the greatest known remedy : ra;
when other medicines have failed.

|

idl
-

Blind,

y

A

drug:

Olutmeiit i8 of great
ng is inconvenient

h

0. 8.
;

|

it

Has been imitated.

NEYS

Price of Pond’s
»
cles and

Her faith was

thetic as

went out after the poor and sorrowful ones of
edrth.
-She was in full sympathy with gll benevolent work for bettering the condition of
the . world, so,
after remembering an in-valid nephew in her will, she devoted the residue of her property to-the cause of missions.

and crush a dog and then Mr. Bergh will
take steps to have the whole elevated business pulled up by the roots.— Norristown:
Herald." .
;
;

best French
of Women.”

shall

child.

bé had

remembrance.”

once in ve years is to be

awdrded for the
‘ The Condition

of alittle

‘ The righteous

A New York lady has; presented to/ the
French Academy the sum of §5,000,the in-

terest of which

thdt

Her

“heart [#

in ‘everlasting

5

A. LiBBY.

TERY

husband, three childzen and other

Vt., sought Christ in youth, and was

byterian elder:

married in January
1852, and removed to
Diékinson, afterward uniting with the F. B.
church in that place. The cause of Christ was |
ever precious to her and while upon her deathbed though Suffering greatly in body, yet her
Saviour was her
Comfort and support.
As |.
she looked longingly forward to the mansions

brethren,

let

Camden

in B.;

‘place expires next March, and she has
bought.
the. Farnborough Hill estate in

of rest where she should dwell with Jesus
and the blest forever she uttered many words

Hampshire,

.ing her illnesstexclaiming, * I shall be satisfied when I awake in thy likeness.”
She
* though dead yet speaketh:
Com.

county

close

to

the

borders

of Surrey, for $250,000.

of

the

The

es-

tate was the’ property
of the" late Mr.
Longhi#h, the wall-known publisher, and
consists of 257 acres, with a |picturesque

mansion, built about
ex-empress intends to
ty a memorial chapel
ies of the "ex-emperor

18- years ago. The
build on|the properto receive
the bodand her
son.

The man who does not read the newspaper is a man who
ignorance.

There

may
is

a

be: suspected

of

vast

of

amotint

of A one worddoctor’s yisit,
3

®

He took

The objections. of Austria to Slavonian

pleasure in-making himself disagreeable. unification, though not less selfish’ than
Of the two natures which strove. in him those of Greece, are at least better foundfor the mastery, he yielded himself to the. ‘ed. The success of such a
scheme
lower and lived down to it.
And he would not only check
her ‘advance
tried to throw the blame of his wreck and

failure on others rather than himself, and
even on God. And among the dew-drops
of his verse there is so much of malarial
poison,so much

even'

of

a

drunkard’s

filth and a blasphemer’s spittle,

that’ de-

cency as well as morality demand

an

toward the Zigean-via Boia, but: fwopld

imperil her very existence. ‘Bispharck's
unscrupulous genius has already thrust
her out

of ‘Germany

into

the

‘Ianube

Valley. Hencé the nfisisfog on th# Danube of any peer tihng enough td fling

her back upon Germany would leave her
in the plight of.” that unfortunate ’ chief,
who, finding England claiming all. the
on one side of the Hudson, and
THE WOMAN'S CONGRESS.
“| "dnd
an@ilirauce
all that on the . other, asked
I= The following readable paragraph is. ‘tuglit¥ly, ‘ whege'
the Indian's ground
from a Boston letterin the Springfi¢id ‘cogid be.” Moyeovér, the federation of
Lepublieat :
;
fe
the*Slavs, even if too. weak ‘to menace
"' Most ot the leading women of the Austria from without, would entail “upon
expurgated edition.
7 0

Ha
4 reel

Woman’s Congress have remained oyer

this = week
to attend the suffrage
Lonveéntion at Worcester. - They ave

' pleased with this season’s sessions of, the
{- tongress, and

more

so

with

the -ftten-

her a lasting wenace from

within.

“The

of sodium, * Now this simplifies it.
Th
bringsit out-of the fanciful’realm of th

supernatural,

anc place it within the cred-

ible

gfievery-day events.

sphere

-ways had very

We

al-

grave doubts abeut the pl

lar-of-salt business, but when

thats

Very fel

people are there indeed,

who do not knowof hundreds of instances

in which their friends

and

acquaintances

Liquid MERSES
"In responsqto the urgehit-reguosts of great
numbers of people Who prefer to purchase a
Kidney-Wort

already prepared, the pro-

prietors of this celebrated
now prepare it in liguid form as well as dry. It is
very concentrated, is put up in large bottles,
and is equally efficient
as that put up dry in
tin cans. It saves the necessity of preparing,

is dlways ready, and is more easily taken by

most péople,

Price, $1 per bottle.

LIQUID AND DRY SOLD

ed A

Erde,

the great

German

statistical

ation, at 1,455,923,500
has 315,929,000,

Asia

of which

publi-

Europe

834,707,000,

Africa

doctrine of Slav nationality ence recog- 205,679,000, America 95,495,600, Austranized, it would be impossible , to-draw | lia and Polynesia 4,031,000. and the polar
The United States ‘are
4 line between one Slav and apother. regions 82,000.
jvery Slavonian subject of Austria, from,

of 48,500,000,

besides

300,000 Indians; Canada
and "the rest of
British North America, 3,839,470 ; Mexico,
9,485,600; West Indies, '4,412,700; Central
America,
2,759,200, “Brazil, 14,108,291;

the Elbe to the Adriatic, wotild be

Women that the congress attracted, and it
was doubtless an agreeable thing to en-

line 120,000 fighting men, would renew
the demand for autonomy which all’ but, "Venezueh, 1,784,197 ; United, States of Col-!

received here.

But it was a bright lot of

textain theniy . There were over 200 pres-

cnt at the meetings,

#nd

many

of them

rank among the brightest of American
women, more or less known tor the. publie for their. work in behalf of the advancementof their sex.
of Chicago,

done much

the

to

retiring

develop.

Mrs.

Daggett,

president,

the

has

educational

at once,

'The Czechs, who can put

succeeded under Count Hohenwart
1871. The Galicians, who can raise

army of 60,000, would

The

Dalmatians,

who

echo

the

astir,

given a population

. tians, both public|and, private, they have

into
in
an

cry,

man. thrée-quar-

ters of the Austrian, nayy, would hasten
to: join the ranks of their
brethren.
Such
petitioners are not easily gainsaid;
and the house of Hapsburg
might have

ombf,
Purl,

8,000,000;

3,050,000;

Ecuador,

Chili,

tind Reubitc, 9,400,000.

WELLS, RICHARDSON& CO., Prop’rs,
-

Burlington,

essfon¥

in”

Agia tare

)
N

| BEST

@

By R. G. STAPLES, (Author of Gospel Echoes) now ready.

Sunday
ings;

gia, 7,000,000.

Mgrs.

HANNAH

M.

Rowell;

wife

of

Europe,

ln

Gfeece has a population of 1,702,

356; Italy, 28,209,020; Spain, 16,625,800;
wr

7

Meet-

Anniversaries

a

and

to’

please.

Sample pagesfree.

Price, 30C, $3.00 perdoz.
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{CENTRAL BOOK CONCERN,
Chicago,
lll., or Cincinnati, O.

OLIVER DiTsoN & So
Boston, Mass,

N

S

:

i

i

Dea.

bth, 1880, aged 69 years

‘many

and

4 months.

Yee

For

years Sister RoweH faithfully discharged

the duties of a deacon’s wife. She became a
Christian in early life, and was baptized by

Rev.Elijah Watson and-united with

the

il i
)

cB.

church in Bradford,N. H., her native place.
After” her marriage she removed to Sutton, N.
H., and united with the F. B. church there.
For more than 40 years, and until her death,

She len ves & husband, a son

and

a

and other relatives to mourn their loss,
church deeply feels its pss,
“ly
ones
\

>
8B.

Tojo

The

DREW,

|

accommodation

who from any reason disks le

of those

prepare

it for

i 1? ARKThe Great En. TRADE MARK
bhi
J Reme=
yy will prompt-

ly and
cure

every

rs

radically

any

case

if

LO

and

of

Nervous Debility
and ~ Weakness,
result of Indiscretion, excess ar

overwork
of thé
brain and nerv-A

FIER

by
.

aod IN Bx

f

Sm A

EAST & THE WEST!
+18 THE GREAT CONNECTING LINK BETWEEN forTHE
eating purjloses only," One other
Its main line rung from Chicago to Council | Dining Cars
Palace Cars isa SMOKING
great eature of our
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo, Mol ne, Rock Joiand, Davenper Wik
SALOON here Jou can enjoy your ,' Havana

The proprietors/of that ‘immensely popular
remedy, Kidney-Wort, in recognition “of the.
ublic
which hus se liberally patronized them,
ave prepared a lighid preparation of that fem-

special

D

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R. R.

ih

for the

<

=

rv

To Alccomodate the Public,

edy

: i
Dj]

LEN
Sor

daughter

Liberty,

Iowa

City,

Marengo,

Brooklyn,

Grinnell,

Dos Moines (the TAR of Iowa), Stuart, Atlantic, and Avoca;
with branches from Bureau
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction.
to Musca-

|

all

ho

.

i

.

:

}

Magnificent Iron Bridg 8 span’ the Mississippi J
nd
Missouri rivers at all poate crossed By this
, and transfers are avoided at Council
Bluffs,

:

is Union BRO sone
ing, Washing, ucfld, EO, ohaD: | Renal ane

* Centreville,
Princeton, I'renton,
Gallatin, Came- | nectio
4
s
ron, Leavenworth, Atchison, and Kansas City;
THE PRINCIPAL R, R. COCTIONS
OF
Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa, and Knox~ | THIS
GREAT
THROUGH
LINE ARE
AS
ville; Keokuk to Farmington, Bonaparte, Ben- | FOLLOWS:
:
2
tonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa, Eddy- q At CHICAGO, with all diverging lines for the.
ville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des Moines; | East and South.
f

Newton to Monroe;
Winterset;

Pes Moines to Indianola an

Atlantic to Lewis

.A¥oca to Harlan.

and Audubon;

i

At ENGLEWOOD, with the L. 8, & M. 8,, and P;

and | Ft. W. &C. R. Rds.

'This is positively the onl

At WASHINGTON

Railroad, which owns, and operates a throug
line from Chieago into the State of Kansas.

4

HEIGHTS, with P., C. & St.

.-R. R.
rr.
At LA SALLE, with I1L Cent. R. R¢'

J/I'heough Express Paseenger Trains, with Pull- | At PRORIA with P.

“man Palace Cargattached,
are run each way daily
between CHICAGO and PEORIA, KANSAS CITY,
COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATCHISON. Through cars arealsorun between Milwau~
kee and Kansas City, via the “Milwaukee and
Rock Island Short Line.”
Lr
The * Great Rock Island” is magnificently
equipped. \Its road bed is simply perfect,and its
TACK 1S aid with steel rails.
*
_» What will please you most will be the pleasure
of enjoying
your meals, while
passing over the
beautiful prairies of Illinois and Iowa, in one of
our magnificent Dining Cars that accompany all
Through Ex ress Trains.
You get an entire
meal, as
as is served in any first-cldss-hotel,
forseventy-five cents, «
:
\
Appreciating the fact that a majority
of the
people prefer separate apartments for different

’

dere

P.& J; PD.EE;

I. B. &

| W.: Ill
id; and PY. P. & W. Rds.
At ROCK ISLAND, with ‘‘Milwaukee & Rock"
| Island Short Line,” and Rock IsI'd & Peo. Rds.
At DAVENPORT, with the Davénport Division
| C. M.
<P.
RR,
J
At WEST LIBERTY, with the B.,C.R.& N.R.R.
, At GRINNELL, with Central Iowa R. R.
At DES MOINES, with
D.
TR.
R....At COUNCIL BLUFFS, with
Union Pacific R. R.
At OMAHA, with B, &
Mo.
. R. in Neb.)
At COLUMBUS JUNCTION, with B.C. R. & N. R.
At OTTUMWA, with Central IowaR,R.; W,,
| St. L. & Pac. and C, B. & Q. R. Rds.
At KEOKUK, with Tol., Peo.
& War.; Wab., St.
| Louis & Pac, and St. L., Keo. & N.-W. R. Rds.
At CAMERON, with
H.
Re
Re!
»
| = At ATCHISON, with Atch,, Topeka &tanta Fe;
|' Atch. &
Neb. and Cen. Br. [15238
Rds,

"

oH

‘purposes (and the im
p
nger b
| © At LEAVENWORTH, with Kins Pac., ‘and Kan.
of thisline warranting it), we are pleased to an- | Cent. R. Rds,
RN
oo
nounce that this Company runs Pullman Palace | . At KANSAS CITY, with ail lines for he West...

240,298,500;

Arabia, 5,000,000.

Family

Prayer

- General Exercise. Is full of
new-and popular tunes, Sure

Nicholas Rowell died-in “Sutton; N. IL., Sept.

Argen-

China, 435,026,500 ; Japan, 34,338,505
; Per-

Schools,

Worship,

|

The Britishypo-

put’ at

Vt.

| FOUNTWBLESSING
Xe

For sale everywhere.

Ne

1,146,000;

2,400,000;

°

BY DRUGGISTS.

N
WHO,
15 UNACOYBINTED
MIT HTHTHE
2)
Sr A>2

J

of Christian counsel, faith and trust, often dur-

\ It is very cone¢bhtrated and, as
have been caught out in a ‘shower of ‘sod- themselves.
dose is small, it is more easily: taken by
inm and buried.
It i8*wonderful, indeed, the
many. It has the same effectual’ action in all
how science simplitiess the miracles.— diseases of the kidneys, liver or bowels.—
Burlington Hawkeye.
Home and Farm
‘
:
“Thesworld’s ‘population. is estimated for |
A

the Fatest edition ot>Die Bévolkerung der

-

|"

science kind-

ly explains that the poor woman was simply
buried under a meteoric fall of sodium, then
we can readily accept it. There is pothing singular, remarkable, or unusual about

H

Price, $1.00,

i

Itis the age of whitewash, in litera- day there lingers among. the shock-heud- trash in"newspapers, but they grow betture and history as well as in politics. ‘edd ““ Rayahs”, of Bulgaria a proverb ter and better every years If a man takes phe was” a devoted, self-sacrificing, exemplary
What is the use of disguising from our- which you will often hear them quote a bad newspaper-it is his own. fault, for member. Few bave left a better record .of
selves the fact that Burns was a Jisgipar with all the emphasis of hatred: * The he has his choice among a plenty of good Christian work, fidelity and .devotion to the
chupeh of her choice. She bore thé sufferings
ted, disreputable failure, as a-man? His
Every young man should read the
% tastes were depraved, his chosen associa- ‘Bulgar tills the soil, but the Greek guides ones.
of a'Short sickness with patience, and daring
the plow.” That 10,000,000 Slavs, ani- newspapers.—Itenry Ward Beecher.
‘the last hours of her life she clapped her hands
tions low, his habits gross and vicious. mated by such feelings, should” ever
and rejoiced
in the prospect’ of future bliss
Professor
Proctor- explains away) the
le was proud
and peevish in his inter- allow themselves to” be ruled by; 3,000,- Lot's’ wife miracle by proving that she saying, *¢ alt is bright beyond.”
In truth we
can say of her, ** Great peace have they that
_ course with men, selfish and treacherous 000 Greeks is beyond belief.
‘was only buried under a meteoric shower Jove
he
joy Jaw, and nothing shall offend them.’?
in his relations with. women.

NO

' Burlington, Vt.

to

baptized

.

WELLS, RICEARDSON & C0., Proprietors,

in Brandon,

and united with the C. Baptist church

us

get up a supper and eat ourselves rich.
Buy your food. Then give it to the church.
Then go and buy.it back again. | Then eat
it up, and then—your church debt is paid.”
Ex-Empress -Eugenie’s ledse of

and lived to a good old age:
You can try it for the price

XT

Buy it at the Druggists.

Or

prize will be awarded next year.

‘ Now,

relatives

KID-

One package will majesix qts of medicine.

»

_ The process by which a church fair pays
church débts is thus described by a Pres-

mourn their loss. She-was born

AND
TIME,

lousness, Jaundice, Constipation,
Piles, or In Rheumatism, Jouraigia

Extract, Toilet ArtiSpecialties,

physicians, to die with Con» Under these cir-

Mrs. ALMIFA D,3 wife of John H. Waste,
died in Dickinson Center, N. Y., Sept. 28,
1880, aged about 70 .years, leaving an’ aged

jwvork on
The first

BOWELS
THE SAME

In Kidney and Urinary diseases; Bil=

|:

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

fall

AT.

Because It cleanses the system of
the polsonous humors that develope

unshaken even to the last. She
was upheldby an unfaltering trust in Him on ¢* whom
Prepared only by POND'S EXTRACT 00,
she had believed.”
She hath won the victory.
NEW YORE AND LONDON.
The brothers, sisters and friends, left in sorrow
Tor sale by all Druggists and Fancy Good Dealers:
_erenee for Boston over all of the cities
are comforted by the thought that their loss is
Orders
for
$2 worth, carriage free, on Fig %
which she has yet visited, to which comher eternal gain.
°
\
Com.
£2.95. Orders for $5 worth, carriage free,
pliment the “*¢ Hub” takes offi its hat.—
A
;
of $5, if addressed, to 14 W. 14th St. New York.
Boston Traveller.
;
- Mrs. MARY, widow of the late Banni Teague,
of Turner, Me., dred’ in Canton, Me., Oct.
¢ Ten dimes. make.one dollar,” said the
9, aged 74 years. The subject of this notice
school-master.
¢ Now, go on, sir.
Ten ‘professed, publicly,
her faith in* Christ nearly
dollars make ene—what?”
—f* They make
fifty years ago, and during all these years, she
& consistent, positive, Christian life. |
one mighty glad these times,” replied the has lived
boy ; afd the téacher who “hadn’t got his She was constantly seeking for higher forms
of truth. Clinging to first principles tenaciouslast month's salary yet, concluded that the
boy was about right.
is
® ly, she pressed forward to do and to be all that
Christ required. =~ She gloried in the cross of
A shrewd little fellow was intrusted to Christ, requesting the writer, who ‘was to
preach her funeral sermon, not to mention any
the care of-his uncle, who fed the boy very
Js a sure remedy. for.
poorly.
One day he happened to see a seemingly "good deed she had ever done, but
to preach Jesus.” ‘Sister F. was. called by a
grayhound,
whereupon
he asked
if’ he large circle of friends * Aunt Mary,” which
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
knew what made the dog so poor, and the
Cough, and all Lung dissignifies great respect, confidence and.love for
reply was, *‘ I expect he lives -with his the relative and friend. While firm in all she
eases, when used in season.
uncle.”
«
tie
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believed was right, decided, thoroughly so,
his
E
Fifty years ago, Elder
and sometimes apparently stern and unyield~ Every now and then a car’ falls off the ing, she carried a heart as tender and sympaDowns was givenup by his
Some_ day one will
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and Female disorders.
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for a time in triumph,
but verily there is to be
an end of his power.
Death consigns the body
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eth.” Though a ‘woman of few words, yet:
the silent influence of her apparently spotless
life speaks witha voice that death itself can not
silence, She was always pleasant and cheerful amid the duties of this life, and calmly,
“happily, listened to the summons to leave the
dear ones of earth, and join the sacred throng
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and ever remained a worthy, consistent and
active member until called to the better land.
She was a faithful and devoted sister, a kind
and ebliging neighbor, and as a Christian, a

shining light, and ¢* though
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on Christ b Zaptism
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F. B. church, and remained a member of that
church till death called her. away.
This family have been afflicted before but have learned
from blessed, experience in whom to trust,
and to whony to look for graceand strength in
time of need. May God comfort and sustain
them all, and help them so to do their work
that when it is done they may meet this dear
one, and others gone before, in that happy
home.where tears are never shed, and paftings
never known.
H.F. W,
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The Extract isthe only specific
s for this disease, Cold in
Head-

Catarr

as it was te leave them, she seemed perfeetly
resigned to the will of God, apd ‘many times
expressed a4 willingness to go if in his wisdom

Miss
The average age of a hog is only’ fifteen May
1,
years. This always consoles us when we fessed
seg a man spreading himself out over four make.a
seats in a railway care—Burlington
- Hawk- [she put
eye.

Ld the Ext ract promptly.
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somewhat pretracted sickness she did
murmur or eomplain,of even intimate
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Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
- \{Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affeotions, J

i
D iphtheria
& Sore Throat.

her lot was hard. Devotedly as she loved her
companion and relatives and friends, and hard

he lu-

:
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~ moment.
But the hearts of remaining relatives and friends are greally comforted in
knowing that she guve’ the ‘clearest evidence

From the gomposition of a young Japanese student of English:
¢ The cat isa
sees a_rat,

in

— FOR—

a

No

than a year be-

anticipations were blighted,as it were

¢ What will you give me if I restore
your eyesight?” asked the-quack.
“I will
seé,” replied
the blind
man.—Boston
Transcript.
:
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The astonishing success. of this Elixir, ana
nal | the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of the

fore, and. went to reside with her husband in
Worcester, Mass.
There they had‘made for
themselves a pléasant home, and commenced
life with bright prospects of a long, happy and
.| useful future,
But God’s ways are not our
ways.
Death came, and their plans and bright

to.trade with the United States.

When he

Neuralgia.

tion has cured so many cases of
complaints as the iy
Our
these
Lum]

VERSES are inadmissible,

of Concord,N. H:, died at the home of her
parents, Feb. 23, 1880, aged 22 vears.
She

Steps are being taken to raise an endowment fund of $20,000 for the Tilton, N. H.,
Seminary.
,
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MRS. EMMA E., ‘Wife of Fred W. Leavett, |
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H: Johnson,

¢ or-

thodox” Stavs of Bosnia; Servia, and Mon-

Grace: “I am going to see Clara to-day.
associates; wag the business woman of Have
you any message?” Charlotte: ‘I
the congress; and Mrs. Leta Barney wopder-how
you can visit that dreadful
Suyles, of Killingly, Ct., one: of the girl. Give her my love.” .

origibal mem

RS

bors with the same contempt which a is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
veteran grenadiermight feel for araw Mili-, at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

ressed- woman in Boston, but one of the of burred-like.— Boston Post.
best, most devoted to ‘the educational,
Five steamers have been ordered to be
benevolent and charitable interests she | built on the Clyde for the new French

bly walk into their host's: pantry, when

and stoeking-feet, and

PARTICULAR = NOTICE.

regards her weaker neigh-

and get just and all the education the tenegro, are ‘as fully hateful to each other
boys had a chance -at. Another bright as the-Turk is to either. In a word, there
woman among the leaders was Elizabeth is little hope for Slavonian uuity till. the
race and every. creed
Boynton Harbert. She is.on the edito- Slavs of every
rial staff of the Chicago Inler-Ocean, not shall have learned to adopt, the grand. old
because she has to earn her living, for motto of their Swiss forerunners, ‘One
she is one of the fortunate women who for all, and all for one.”—N. Y. 7%mes.
have money, but because she wants to be
doing something.
Ste is a young womFACTS AND QURIOSITIES.
an with gray hair, and she dresses
A dressmaker should be careful of her
drdinarily in black velvet, presénting a
striking figure. In marked contrast -was habits.—Boston Transcript. quieh sober Abby W. May, the worst
Chestnuts ad's have wings, butare sort

fosters.

RACT.

4

Obituaries,
ONE HUNDRED

of

maining
seated” in the Presbyterian, the front in the -congress proceedings.
What they regard as conscientiousness is Thefe were other womén worth mention«simply ill-breeding—just as some peo- ing ; but enough has been noted to show
ple think they are religious when they ‘why the congress was so well received
.are only bilious. They might as sensi- and why it proved £0 attractive. .
®
invitedto dinner,

as ever. Herzegovina wishes to unite her-

self with Montenegra, Bosnia scouts the
very idea. ' Bulgaria hates Servia, Servia

nished freedom,

Clara Colby,

them sitting bolt upright during the Epis- the first
nove
for an annual Woman's
eopal service,
,or standing
during the. congress,
—a straight-forward, practical,

prayer in the MetHodist churches,

5)

Few are aware of the importance of checking a Cough or commor{'Cold inits first stage.
That which in the beginning would yield :to
a mild remedy,
if neglected, soon. preys upon
the Lungs, Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup affords
instant relief.
g
2

despises Bujgaria, Roumania looks with
equal aversion upon both, Montengro,
proud of her warlike renown: and® untar-

government. One of the brightest and
keenest of the younger women
was

38,-

000,000; Germany, 43,943,834; Great Britain and Ireland, 34,517,000.
Sd
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went when it was young

to choose between loging-miore than onethird of its subjects at one blow and risking an internal convulsion almost equally
‘ruinous,
:
:
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Pulmonary
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France

his

son

summoned

specting the tariff. First, that it is the duty
of every nation to.take care of its own interedits and leave other nations to take care of
theirs, and that in carrying
out this duty it is
wise to prohibit the importation of some

per cent

upon

the

capital

the white varieties—show

riety is equally

/ailnients are effectually removed

to

a

without Lime.
It is prescribed
faculty. sald by the propriétor,

Boston is to be
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This question is fully met by
of “One

Hundred

growing

.

with 8 view to raising the greatest amount of
revenue in the most economical method.
Reublicans aye divided in
gpinion; :some hold
he first, others the second of these “two posi.
tions; the Democratic party, by its platform;

reads at St Louis except the Chicago, Burlington-and Quincy are now selling straight tickets to Chicago for $5.——The New York and
New England railroad bad a narrow. escape
from another serious accident, Friday, the

that the only tariff allowed should be adjusted

has planted itself squarely
Christian Union.

upon “the

Collector,

third.—

Pattison.——Xll

the

Choice

interest

which

‘the popular series

Selections,”

has of

andthe

Clarke’s

European

Cou

late, being -thrown

traek by a misplaced switch

;

Prince

or Count.

than

in

the lands round about, but Moltke is great
engugh to beable with good grace to decline 4
‘rank w hich would give him the right to speak
of crowned heads as cousin, and. place him
ext tp royalty in court precedence.
His great.
companion in the work of making Germany |

united and Zredt, Prince

Bismarck,

accepted

great soldiers

who have

annals.

been willing to

won

The

The storm

Great

which

Mrs. Abraham

upon

the

British

coast Wednesday and Thursday was unparalleled in severity, dashing scores of ! vessels to
pieces
on the shore, with great loss of life, and
drowning many more'in the floods which car-~
ried away their houses in different “parts ‘af
England, Scotland and Ireland.
Fully 50 families were left houseless;at Dublin, and roads

.

and houses in low-lying places are flooded.
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A

and

child

The gale struck

flooded so that the carpet factories had to

en ashore near Hartlepool, where the new pier

works were seriously injured. Thousands ‘of
acres dare flooded in different pafts. of Leicestershire, and it is feared that 42 men on mis-

A -sing Shields tsgwlers are lost,
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Denver,

Gol.,

Oct

31,

says: Denver has been in the hands of a mob
for eight hours, and there are now

fully

Santa Catharina colonies, Brazil, enused by an
1 overflow of the river Ttajolk: qa
loss of
property is immense.
A
n red houses,

1,500

and the crops carried away.
prevails among the colonists.
were lost.
:

Great distress
A few lives
:

The Emperor’s speech read at the opening of

rioters
in the streets. The trouble has been | the Landtag “in Berlin, Thursday, expresses
« growing for days. It was discovered a Week
thanks for the popular manifestations of loyago that there were Tully

8,000

illegal

country

by

RYE.

Wa

registered in the city, and immediately afterward the streets were filled with strangers of
the worst character. Bver since the: particu-

alty at Cologne ou the occasion of the

tion of the completion

celébra-

of the cathedral.”

The

estimates for 1881 obs ise a ‘surplus which
will render 14,000,000
marks available for the

remission of Prussian taxation.

The

of private railways to the
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transfer
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pounds. In 1879 they were 3,500,000 pounds.
Scientific farming is - applying. knowledge obtained from experience in an understanding way.
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for the ready and” prompt relief of {'s members.
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-gerious losses, The fire started in the steum
will of J. N. Buffum &
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effectual cures of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that
can be made by medical skill. Indeed, the CHER-
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[ tra plate at $11 50 ¢ bbl.
Allen, Boyden & Co., $25,000,insurance $12,200;
* were entirely beyond
l, and marched
‘NHOIRS will find no better Anthem
SMOKED Hams. There has been a fair demand
W.
A.
Brown
&
Co.,
$12,000
to
$15,000,
insyrBook than our new
from street
to street gutting Chinese houses
AN ESTABLISHED REMEDY. Downs’ Elixir for Boston at 9% @ 10%c #1, and Western at 10
rance
$56,000;
Melcher
&
Diuney,
$15,000,
8
lo
¥
1b,
as
to.
quality,
including’
small
and
has
been
widely
know
and
usedas
a’
cough
remewherever they saw them and ‘assaulting citiAMERICAN ANTHEM BOOK, $1.25)
14 Johnarge.
.
,
y
Marshal,
$12,000,
dy for fifty years. No other cough medicine has
zens on Lawrence street. From an isolated’ insurance $4,600; J. Q.
S08 no ROOR and Abbey, or RMERSON'S ANLARD. There is a firm market fr Lard, with
tenement a Chinaman was dragged, his ears insurance $2,600; and some others, with less ‘stood the test half this length of time. The people:
THEM BOOK, ($1.25),by L. O. Emerson, or AN.’

"lars of the forged Garfield letter, violent parti-.

hE

|
ems.
A very
choice and useful collection
of Sec:
ular Music:
We commend STER{ LING GEMS t0 ‘all in search of a
first-class Song Book for Schools,
Academies,
etc.
Price,
$4.50
per dozen ; 50 cents each, if sent by
mall,
:

are selling moderately
Sie

Aroostook Rose command

Central and

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.

.

(The Tonic Sol-Fa
©
%
° Masic Reader

a pop Jrice for best hand
picked Northern.
Sales
of
Mediums range
from $1 40 @ $155 ¢ bu, the

is a

& DARUIRR
KUIA

IN.

Lowell, Mass,

terling

will

outside for very best. Yellow Bieasove “slowly
at $165 @ 81-90 4 qu, as to quality. —
PoTATOES. The market hus not changed materially sincé = vkast. The supply continues

INES

ju

A NEW

As.

18

further par.

Sent by mail on receipt of 25 cents.

Western at 20 @ 21c ¥- dozen.

Limed

application for

For
:

| By Thomas E. Perkins and
Hubert P. Main.

sell the

and

atten.

Ev
the latest and best work
LOWRY & DOANE.
£230 per 100 copies.

for fresh’

poor,

G
as

|-authors.

- SUNDAY
SCHOOLS

-BEANS. There has been a moderate demand for
Pea, with sales at 81 75 @ $1 85 ¢ bu, and $1 5 is

health-gig-

a farm

and

not Dring over 20c.
at 17 @18¢.

ing properties than in some of the so-called poul
food.
’
:
. Two Georgia farmers grew five hundred bushels
of Irish potatoes on one acre of land and sold them
for $400,
:
:
;
The most difficult thing to raise on

20:

Some of the Eastern arrivals are

Spécial

Stamp and address

i
00

good. ranges

There has been a good demand

ern at 22 8

madeby steam to

There are in a few rusty’ nails more

to

Commercial:

G

‘lots, with sales of best Eastern ai 23 @ 24¢; North-

Exporting of apples has begun and important

*British p orts.

Fair

Free.

|

S08 B00ES TOR SEEOLL,

from 11 @ 12%c¢. The stock here is not large and
Rrolders-are not urging sales, but in the®present
sate of trade we can not advise heavy consignments,
-

France, has/po0 pupils, varying in age from § to
18 years. ',

1b.

.

Cet the Best

the market, and although we still quote best factory at 13 @ 13% # 1b, it is difficult to sell Jotsto
the trade at over 13c &

Catalogue

|.
|-

best

1880.

EPHRAIM BROWN,

creameries

we. see no prospect of an improvement.
:
CHEESE,
There has becn a weaker tendency

and

i

ga

. Polishing,

‘are quiet at 26 @ 28¢¥ bh. The market closes with
a quiet tone for"all kinds under tne very best, and
=

vent

\ 608 Washington St]

=

to $50.

ranging

brands

St, New York.
3
:

to those preparing to teach.
conveyed, free of charge, to and
Waterbury at the beginning
and
vn applying to Rev KE.
Blake,.

Send

from 17 @ 20c 1, with a few popular brands at
21 @ 22c. Choice fall creameries are selling pretty
Summer

En

TION Jum patented for them,

‘Occasionally, a very

wellat 20 @ 8lc.# 1b, and the best

A liberal divcount to churches aid the trade,

Gen. Managers,

LOWELL.

Young and OM!

mont straight dairies are not niuch calie: for,with

gnickest at the outside price.

REFLECTORS.

. L P. FRINK, 551 Pear]
- ftd0eow

[OYFUL News for Boys and Girls 1,

choice Hairs, with fall ends, brings 256c, but very
few of this kind offering.
Ladle packed Western

the

PATENT

the most powerful the safest, cheapest, anc

the
Light known for Churches, Stores, Shand
windows,
Parlors, Banks, Offices, Picture-Galler.
ies, Halls, Depots,.efc.. New and elegant designs.
Send sizeof room. Get circular and estindte,

* Tom Brown's
books by the

20,

Center, to whom, also,

~Y

rangeé frown

receipts

Glyes

= = = = = « Principal,

board and rooms mav. be made.
ticulars address the Pringipal.

The market continues firm for all kinds
The Sales of Shorts have been at $19 50

is without change, most of the

RUSSELL

begins Nov.

tion will be given
Students will be
from the depot
at
close of each term

made lots Franklin County, Vermont, have been
‘made at28 @ 3c ¥ 1b, but only the very finest
command the outside fiznre
New York and Ver

that they may enter winter'{n good condition,

JAMES

Classical, Scientific,

$21 @ $23 ¥ ton, as to guality.
BUTTER.
The only change to note mn the markét
ig. a little better demand for choide grades, which
are well sold up and steady at last week’s rates.
Medium.Stook continues as dull as ever, and can
not be moved except at concessions. Sales of fresh

. Cattle and horses should. have extra feed now

addres

ring Term begins Feb, 38, 1881.
Courdes of Study.—College
Preparatory,

:

sales mostly at 22 @ 24¢ ¥ Bb.

Low rate of interest. Fort

BS

With competant assistants.

:

« $20; and Fine Feed and Middlings

(4

-

almost at your door,

VITA a,

LIZZIE

The sa'es haVe been confined to small lots

FEED.
of Feed.

and HOME

thoughts of the popular writer.

$175;

¥ bu.
@ 81 07
at €1 05

can

a

0. M. BARNES, Lansing, Mich. -

FRINK’'S

n

K CO,

same author, wiil tind here the choicest

$2 50 # bbl.
Rye Flour is
¥
bb).
:
at $5 @ $6 50 ¥
fair-demand.

and. No 3 ‘white at 40 g 40}{c ¥ bu.

Colambus at his second voyage, in 1493.

In 1876 the total exports of butter were ‘2,500,000

many mills and all she bridges were destroyed,

Mob Rule in Denver. *

‘A dispatch dated

this

MARKETS

yh

and TERMS

. THE GREAT CHURCH LIGHT,

.

unts to

Senes, and those who have enjoyed
School Days at Rughy,” and other

Corn has been received since our last and was in
fair condition.
To arrive high mixed Corn is held
The more a man'dees the more he ¢an do. IdleJ}-nigher
than spot lots, and 58 @ 58%,is now asked.
ness leads to weakness and inability.
ke
ATS. The market is dull and prices are easier.
The sales of No 1 and extra white have been at 44
Mr. G. W..Whiteey, Williston, Vt.,” churns with
@48¢; No 2 white at 41)¢ 842¢; and No 2 mixed
a collie dog inside a drum wheel.
x
The first cows were brought to

With the BEST

-

16mo. Cloth,
:
$1.00.
“This is the fourth volume of the Spare Minute

CoRrN. The market for Corn has béen quiet and
rices are rather easier. Thesales havé been atB7 @ 59¢ ¥ bu for mixed and yellow. Some new

United Sues was only sixty-nine bushels per
The Ansonia clock company’s factory at the.
acre.
Teo
.
corner of Seventh avenue and Twelfth street,
RepRir fences and gates
if you have any leisure,
Brooklyn, N. Y., has been ‘burned by
an
thus saving time in'the busy days of spring.
2
explosion of leaking gas, throwing 1,000 hands
out of work; loss on building and stock $750,Gather potato vines and other refuse for the
000, insurance $250,000.
compost heap , adding leaves from the forest after.
2
‘There have been great inundations in the they fall.

stop

arrive

Western commeon-extraS at $425@

mand for Corn Meal, with sales at
RYE FLOUR.
The demand
for
steady, with sales at &5 25 @ $5 75
OAT MEAL.
The sales have been
bul for common and choice, with-a

Christian at Work.)

of the Metropolitan horse-

conductors

wheag jorands,

beginning to

and Western supers at $3 75 @ 4 ¥ bbl.
CORN MEAL. There continues to be a good

TARM AND GARDEN BREVITIES.

railroad of Boston
bave Leen arrested for
using bogus punches, and the manufacturer

proposed to add 50 rooms each to the .Fabyan
and Crawford houses, while the Mt. Pleasant
house also contemplates additions,
.

work, and the streets at Tamworth resembled
the Venetian canals.
Three vessels were driv-

-

:

has also been arrestgd.
o
The hotel proprietors at the White mountains have been so successful'this year that it is

east

"coast of Scotland frem the north-east, the wind
blowing over 40 miles an hour, and was accompaniedby snow and hail. Ships broke
from their moorings, steamers dared not put
sto sea, and considerable damage was done in
the
try. It was the worst storm known
on the Yorkshire coast, and six vessels were
driven ashore at Whitly.
Kidderminster was

~

1 Toe
‘‘Padies

@ 857);

a

This is a good time to paint and repair farm
bwldings and put thém in order for winter, ,. .s

Six

were

the

Fran-

that

stalk, would be best for cattle feeding.—National
Live Stock Journal.
———
ee

(From the

The: Brazilian memberof the court of arbi-

where

medium sized dent variety, with deep kernels, on
small cobs, and producing at least two cohs to the

P

washed ashore at Bray.
The river at Lucan
floated furniture out of the doors, and at Clonliffe a cart was swept out to sea -with a dead

._ horse in the shafts.

will

trol from their parents.

are

Ruondwa

FROM THOMAS HUGHES,

INTRODUCTION
BY

over $5 50 for the best Michigan,
bra
. Minnesota extras range from/@5 @ $6 LATTE
choice bakers brands j Wisconsin extras at $4 50°

deposit” woman.
;
: ~The damage to Florida orange groves by the
" There are 6,000 children under 16 years of recent coast storm is estimated at $1,500,000.
age morally abandotied in Paris.’ They are
Reports of recent State and local Fairs are geneither illegitimate or orphans, or under no, con- erully,almost invariably, very favogahle.

land-slip destroyed some houses “at Dalkey,
where a wreck is reported ashore, as well as at
Dollymount.
Three persons: were killed in
the ruins of a house blown down at ‘Dingle;

/ the bodies of a man, woman

the corn is to be fed unshelled.
It would seem, all things considered,

Belgium,
injured a

Insanity is said to be defense ae
by-counsei for Mrs. Howe, the Bostoy

best. winter

a Lyceum

a .farm when

OWN TIME

True Manliness.

unusu-

‘manufacture,
the wants of
appHes more

‘lose.
The sales of Patent spring wheat nave
been at 87 @ $5 50 ¥ bbl, the latter price for 4 few
favorite brands.
Winter wheate S\ Patents are
selling at $6 50 @ 7 75, including choice brands at
#750 @ $7 75 ¥ bbl.
In St Louis and Illinois win.
ter wheats the sales have beea at §6 a $675;
Indiana at$5 75 @ 6 50; and Ohio and "Michigan
atp Ww a@ y ny bbl, it
is Siflealt | to obtain

worth

tration, to sit at Washington and decide
co-American claims has arrived.

the

Paten(s

of

of Contents Frea

NOW READY.

sell

more realy, but there is no stock of anyl conse.
quence on handfand the favorite brand aré 5c11up

:

A railway Collision at Herstal,
Thursday, killed seven persons and
number of others.

to

wheat:

renting

BUY on your

Long time.

5
0
C
&
P
O
R
H
T
LO
| D. NEW BOOKS. °

of firmness.
The Western mills
tull of orders, and .since new

wheat made an appearance have found an
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HENRY

Agents.
or circular
to EAS
Boston, Mass.
;

that

are difficult to

ally large outlet for all they could
not only for export but to supply
the trade South and
East.
This
Spring

in husking, there are great disadvantages

Colonel Jerome Bonaparte and wife
spend the coming winter in Washington.

,

there is any
are still, however}

and

$6,000,000, has just died. 5

Storm.

beat

if

most corn can be Jroduced in this way ; and while
there are admitted’ advantages in the greater ease

Ont.,

of Flour

Manager,

or

Thousands 8 njedoetast, Xstroardio
r

except at some concessions and it is only on the
very choice
and well known brands on.which

particularly.

Lincoln is seriously ill.

William Gauthreau of Toronto,

are beginning to accummulate

The relive siz2 of'ears has much to do with
their desirability for feeding unhusked.
We have
before us, as we write, the longest ear of corn of

Miscellaneous.

their‘triumphs have been few. Europe in the
Jast century has produced scarcely one, but it
- fits the iron self-restraint which has raised the
' the young Danish sub-lieutenant to the point
of declining a historic title of the, German emire that he should die, as be will live, Count

* #Von Moltke.—Springfield Republican.

:

In fact brands

Hansas;

DR. DIO LEWIS.

supplied.
There 1s mn ¢onsequence very litile do
ing and contracts for future delivery are more

desirable to have as small a proportion as is prac+ ticable..

Lawrence,

The market remains in the same’ quiet

difficult to place>

member

to recite, should Get the

Fine FARM

assing
EMPTY POCKETS easily
iri filled ctoipnceins

state previously noticed. Most of the desirable
Flour arriving was previously contracted for and
the stock of choice family brands is very small for
immediate delivery, but jobbers are receiving considerable Flour and their wants are now well

samples which showed less than-10 per cent. of
cob.
There are differences
of opinion as to the
nutritive value of the cob, but all agres that it is

on the north

CO.,

BOSTON, Saturday, Oct. 80, 1880.

ourse 1ves tested. Prof. Johnson gives

yin

The

retain

in their fame the name under which they

have

rroduce Report.

Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
oe bezns, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 8

FLOUR.

results of tests showing the following percentages
of cob; 12, 18, 19,24, 27, 28 1-2. We have seen

back pay.——Acting Secretary of the Treasury
Upton announces that hereafter, in buying
government bonds, preference will be given to
6’s maturing December 31, 1880.——President
“Hayes
bas designated the 25th
instant
as
“national Thanksgiving.

the title after the France-Prussian war, and by
it he will go down to history -as Wellington

stands out, the duke of English

as we

Boston

New

ut | 300,000 ACRES fe Word mas prams

Remedy.—

Reported by HILTON BROS & CO, Commission

four time or money

In ten years we have made 3,695 loans without’
the loss of & dollar.~ Fands® wanted
loan on first-class securi'y. For references
&ec., send for pamphlet to J.
B. WATKINS &

DICKINSON,
New York.
long-standing
general. Many
emaciated
by |
ack
of blood, have
Remedy. For

y Market, Boston,

nearly or quite one-half in the proportion of cob,

the

have got a satisfaciory increase of wages

.

“This is too mhfor good varieties, either Mint |
or dent. Theré are, however, often differences of

at 3.35,

from

3

This, of course, is because of the |

large quantity of water it contains. As the season
~advances, the quantity required is reducedfo 70
or 68 pounds, At the latter rate there is an allowance of 14 pounds, or 25 per. cent., for the cob.

meadows near Hartford. The accident occured
on an embankment 15 to 20 feet bigh, and the
escape from accident was most fortunate, as
there. were a large number * of ; passengers
aboard.—=One hundred and eighty pipe men
who struckat South River, N. J., Tuesday,

.

Prince is a higher title in Germany

of shelled coru.

picees, every

NEVER WASTE

Eight Per Cent.

This well-known medicine is still the best remédy

known for the cure of obstinate and
coughs, and Pulmonary
diseases in
r months had been
persons,
coughing, night sweats and raising
been cured by the European Congh

boy who speaks

wan's Semething

4deow

INTEREST GUARANTEED.
PAYABLE AT
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
.
0 . NBW YORK. ’
sii
SECURITY LARGE AND PRODUQTIVE.

Ait them for their intended purpose. No. 18 of the
series is just issued. < Price, only 30 cents. Published by P. Garrett & Co., Philadelphia,

is practised, is the

Every

who

Whole Set. Club rates, and Full List

Western Farm Mortgages.

late iyears been

‘ane’

other HUNDRED splendid ao
and ory
, combining Sentiment, Oratory,
Pathos, Hpmor, Fun,
Price. 30 Qs. mailed free. Soldby Booksellers

A 8TON

thrilling and touching extracts which' admirably

:
importance

708 Chestnut
SE., Philadelphia. |

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CQ., GENERAL AGENTS, |.

highly necessaryin order to”meet the incessant
demand of Recitationists and Reading Clubs for
something new, and. the successive numbers
abound in that rich variety of bright, pertinent,

relative proportion of corn and cob; and this
point does not’ always receive the attention it

= competing

Washington express, due at Hartford

‘| but three hours

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

This number is uniform with the Series, and co

Sold by B. F“RACKLEY Dover, N. H.

K H

awakened in reference to the important subject of
Elocution renders the publication of such a series

as well suited for food as another:

where feeding unshelled

“$150. Our book, “Ilow a Life was Saved,” giving the
history of this new diseovery,
and a large record of most
remarkable cures sont free, Write for it. Address,
. DAY KIDNEY PAP 00, Toledo, 0.
cmmESmmmw

2

larger precent- b

varieties
are the least desirable.
Another point of much practical

made

Thirdly, that all protection is in the nature of
a monopoly, essentially unjust, that it sHould
be ut once abandoned as a national wrong, and

:

Drain,

system relieve
the liver controls.

Wie

on receipt of the prico—Regular Pad; $2.00; Special PAL

(extra size), $3.00 ; Child's Pad (for incontinence of urine),

by the regular
A. B. WILBOR,

Chemist, Boston, and by all druggists.

[here is, however, much difference in varieties of
thejsamie class. Other things being equal, the hard

of the

the eastern terminus of the Grand Trunk railway.—— William M. Singerly, proprietor of
‘lhe Philadelphia Record, and Nathan H. Jarman, a coal dealer, were arrested at Philadelphia, Friday, in a suit for libel, for publishing
chargesof malfeasance in office against City

It tempers the blood. the clo
Corrects the foul stomach,

For sale by druggists, or sent by mail ren of postage)

such an objection to the Cod-Liver Oil when taken

condition. Onejobvious and very important matter
of difference is the degree of hidrdness of the kernels. As a rule,the flint corns are harder,and hence
sallensily ‘masticated than the dent varieties.

ed ever since the expiration of the old lease
two years since, is but a
part of a still more:

extensive plan by which

zer Ape:
a balm
f
«And a eure for
the ond
Sab Jie

“I

have now used DAY'S KIDNEY PAD thirty days, and it has
done me more good than any remedy I ever tried.”
E

without creating the disgusting nausea which is

THE MARKETS.

have already been built upon the other- basis
changes in the direction of free trade must - be
gradual;
not instant” and revoiutionary.

. CHAS, DAVIS, 124 Myrtle Street, Bostont

by its use.—

deserves. The seller of cornmay be justified in’
le
road, subject to the ratification of the
by druggists generally; 36 cents and $1.00.
goods and to impede the importation of others. stogk-holders, who will meet November 10. | looking only to tH® total yield, but' the buyer or sale
Send for circular to the proprietor, West Buxion,
e Boston and Lowell company agree to feeder should bear in mind the radical differences
in order,
¢hat native manufacturers may have a
Maine.
2
©
1y40 eow
all the interestin the Mystic wharf to be found in the different varieties. Estimating
monopoly in their own land. This is protec- purchase
and the other Boston terminal facilities owned eorn in the ear either by weight or measurement
Cn tion. Becondly; that all nations should recog- by the Nashua road. It is stated on’ good is unsatisfactory at the best. In buying in the |
nize their mutuality of interest, and look forauthority that this consolidation
(for : it
ward to the time when there will be the same amountsto that), which has been contemplat- fall80 pounds are often taken to secure 56 pounds
free interchange of commodities between the
nations of the earth thet
there is now between
the Statesof this Union, but that as industries

ham a, is the goblet, but Sttis
net
reurce ofQtr
headache, a and d hearta
he ches, and gastricic.”

For Diseases 01 the HALE BLADDER, URIN
ARY ORCANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM.

The Mother's Magazine.

only the chemical composition, but the mechanical

differ-

stock

without

“As in the case of soils, it is important to know,not

for $60,000 a year, equivalent to a -dividend of
712

will, almost

age of oil than do the yellow varieties with which
:
they have been compared.
These analyges do notat all show that oneva-

ent sizes were destroyed by the recent storm
in: Denmark.——The inhabitants of Dulcigno
are still determined to resist the surrender of
that city to the Montenegrins.——The Nashua #nd.
Lowell railroad has been leased to the
Boston and Lowell for 100 years ata rental

re-

kernels

dent and flint _varieties, that this conclusion seems
surprising. Again: there isa common feeling
that yellow corn is ¢ richér "~—that it contains more
oil than white corn has: but chemical analysis
does not show any marked difference; and in some
cases

and italy have

has been

cattle these

_ +." The Curati ve Cup.

c ve

1 ELLA

_ isles:

his bedside.——Qne hundred vessels of

;
positions

Dr.

from

so

colds;

kept .in the house for jrqmediale use, wil pre.
y the use of a few |
vent much sickness, an
doses, save many - doctor’s bills. For sale
everywhere,
:
;

exclusively;

or in oils.” - There are such marked differences in
the appearance of different varieties, especially of

——General Garbaldi is reported critically: ill
: at Rome, and

three- intelligible

of

are

neglected.

Reading s! Recitations! Elocation!

taken steps to protect neutrals in. the event of"
tke occupation of Lima, Peru, by the Chillians.

+ we know that it has been going forward stead-

dly.=—Montgomery Mail.
Ah

recent

ministérs of England,

but

The Tariff.

‘placed

decrees agdinst religious. societies in France
continues.
At Avignon, fourteen persons,
including eight women, were
arrested.—
Pert Keller (Conservative) has been elected
president of the Prussian
Landtag.—The

having been added within a year, makivg a total for that State-of 118,758 spindles.
We have

+, , no. satisfactory statistics as to our

was

show that both the loss of life and destruction
of property were greater than at firsBeeported.
Many persgns were drowned and a large number. of vessels sunk.——The enforcement of the

manu-

new

us by

chil-
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.

Grant

that he should be greatly disappointed if Garfield and Arthur did not receive 50,000. majority in -New York:— Additional details of

facturing industry in a grdit ratio during the
past twelve months, and has much new machinery in’ process of’ construction.
North

Carolina
has 64 cotton

General

afternoon, stating, in the course of his remarks

“wf

great

cdtton

of

charge-of-illegal registration,—General Grant

enough to meet the demand. Georgia probably leads the other Southern States in this industry, its mills baving within the past yedr
added 25.000 spindles to those previously in
use, making the total for our sister State of
197.374 spindles; and all this machinery is.
constantly
working
its fullest capacity.

: Alabama has also increased its

from

our

New life fr. m
the draught every o
NR. BISHOP, Spencer, 0. ~The doctors had given
i
;
Anda Foie: the mind oF the inh ld re 7
ine up with what they calle” Bright's disease, and two of
To Consumptives.—Wilbor’'s - Cod-Liver
_
Such
are
the
effects
of
Tarrant’s
Efetvons
your Pads have entirely cured ive.”
&
is but little difference in the chemical composition
Seltzer. Aperient, Je Jeriable representative ,
Oil and Lime has now been before the public : LARIMORE & DEAN, Diruggists, Niles, Mich,
of
of mature specimens, whether grown in East orTeea)
!
Spring, a
— (30 years
in business)—* Day's KIDNEY PAD
Is having o
twenty years, and has steadily grown in favor and
and
eflicient
of
alteratives
.
el
tiie
dnost
BEtveabie
West, whether white or yellow,or even whether
sale and gives better
‘appreciation. This could not be the cage unless I large
remedy we ever sold.”
:
:
dent or flint. The well-known agricultural chemthe preparation was of high intrinsic value. The
CASPER WEITZEL, Poll
L
ster, Pa.
‘ist, Pro.S. W.Johnson, bas recently said, judg- combination of the Phosphate of Lime with pure .. =I have been a grosgreat sufferer
ere from Kidne;
fool
complai int,
ing from “twenty-two samples compared,’ ‘‘ the
ad after wearing your "Pad Hdays I
Cod.Liver Oil, as prepared by Dr. Wilbor, has
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